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CROMWELL DAY 1991 

OLIVER CROMWELL AND THE PEOPLE OF GOD 
by Professor Austin Woolrych 

There has been one welcome shift in the historical climate during 
the twenty-six years since I last gave the address here on Cromwell Day. 
Most historians have now come back to accepting that religion was the 
profoundest of the issues that divided the two sides in the Great Civil 
War. Those issues were many and complex, of course; but the people 
who were most committed to the struggle tended to judge the other 
points of difference - political, constitutional, economic - from the 
standpoint of their religious convictions. That is true of many royalists, as 
well as parliamentarians. Among the parliamentarians, Cromwell was one 
of those who were fired by the conviction that God was. leading the 
English nation towards a fuller and more perfect reformation. He was 
confident from the start that parliament's forces were fighting the Lord's 
battles, and that God would bless their arms if they were worthy of the 
cause. "God hath given us this evening a glorious victory over our 
enemies", he wrote after his very first fight. "It's great evidence of God's 
favour", he wrote after his next action at Gainsborough, "as if God should 
say, 'Up and be doing, and I w.ill help and stand by you'; there is nothing 
to be feared but our own sin and sloth". From the first troop of horse that 
he raised to the heyday of his famous double regiment of Ironsides, he 
looked for officers and men who viewed the war in the same crusading 
terms. "I raised such men as had the fear of God before them", he said, 
"and made some conscience of what they did". They "knew what they 
fought for, and loved what they knew". 

In denominational terms Cromwell was an Independent, but of a 
very broad kind. As he rose to become head of state in the 1650s he 
chose chaplains who followed the Congregational way like Thomas 
Goodwin. John Owen and Stephen Nye, but he got on equally well with a 
moderate Presbyterian like Stephen Marshall and with a tolerant Baptist 
like Henry Jessey. From early on he acquired a .reputation for seeking to 
pac'k his own regiment, and later the entire cavalry of the New Model 
Army, with Independents and sectaries. This was hugely exaggerated. 
The only reason why he ever discriminated against Presbyterians in his 
command - and it was really only a passing phase - was that Presbyterians 
could be so intolerant towards puritans of other persuasions. Quite early 
in the first Civil War he had a famous clash with Major-General Crawford, a 
Scottish Presbyterian, when Cromwell commanded the cavalry and 
Crawford the infantry in the army of the Eastern Association. Crawford 
had sent the lieutenant-colonel of his own regiment up to headquarters 
In disgrace because this officer, being a Baptist, scrupled to sign the 
Solemn League and Covenant, which pledged England to establish a 
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Presbyterian national church in line with Scotland's. Crawford was in the 
right in that parliament had required all officers to sign the Covenant, but 
Cromwell rebuked him in a stiff letter: · 

Surely you are not well advised thus to turn off one .so faithful to 
the Cause, and so able to serve you as this man is ... Admit he be 
[a Baptist], shall that render him incapable to serve the public? ... 
Sir, the state, in choosing men to serve them, takes no notice of 
their opinions; if they be willing faithfully to serve them, that 
satisfies. 

Cromwell was saying what he wished the state's policy to be rather than 
what it actually was in 1643, but throughout his career he stood for liberty 
of conscience and against confessional tests. 

A dozen years later, when he was Lord Protector, Cromwell said 
in a much quoted speech: 

For religion was not the thing at first contested for, but God 
brought it to that issue at last, and gave it unto us by way of 
redundancy, and at last it proved to be that which was most dear 
to us. · 

This has often been cited - I used to be guilty myself - as evidence that in 
Cromwell's view religion had not been a primary issue in bringing the Civil 
War abo~t, and had only come to the fore in the course of the struggle. 
But that 1s not what he meant. In the context of the speech it is quite clear 
th~t .he .. was .u~ing. "religion" as a kind of verbal. shorthand for "liberty of 
rehg1on . Rehg;on itself had always been at the centre of the struggle for 
him; all that he said and wrote from 1642 onward testifies to that. But 
religious liberty had not been among the Long Parliament's war aims. The 
Gra.nd Remonstrance had declared "that it is far from our purpose or 
desire to let loose the golden reins of discipline and government in the 
Church, to lea~~ private. persons or particular congregations to take up 
what form of Divine Service they please, for we hold it requisite that there 
should be throughout the whole realm a conformity to ~hat order which 
the laws enjoin according to the Word of God". Conformity to the worship 
and government of a . single national church remained the Long 
Parliament's objective right through the 1640s. 

That was a policy over which Cromwell was at odds with his 
parliamentary masters and he took advantage of his military victories to 
challenge it. m his dispatch to the Speaker after the battle of Naseby he 
wrote: 

Sir, this in none other but the hand of God; and to him alone 
belongs the glory... Honest men served you faithfully in this 
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action. Sir, they are trusty; I beseech you in the name of God not 
to discourage them ... He that ventures his life for the liberty of his 
country, I wish he trust God for the liberty of his conscience, and 
you for the liberty he fights for. 

Parliament cut those sentences out when it published his dispatch. After 
the fierce and bloody storming of Bristol three months later, Cr~mwell 
again reminded parliament that the people of God were not confined to 
any one denomination. 

All this is none other than the work of God. It may be thought that 
some praises are due to these gallant men.' of whos~ valour ~o 
much mention is made: their humble suit to you 1s ... that m 
remembrance of God's praises they may be forgotten. It's their 
joy that they are instruments of God's glory, and their country's 
good; it's their honour that God vouchsafes to us_e. them_. .. 
Presbyterians, Independents, all had here the same sp1nt of faith 
and prayer; the same presence and answer; they agree he~e, 
know no names of difference; pity it is it should be otherwise 
anywhere. All that believe have the real unity, w~ich i~ mo~t 
glorious, because inward and spiritual... As _fo_r be1~g united m 
forms, commonly called uniformity, every Christian will for peace
sake study and do, as far as conscience will permit; and from 
brethren, in things of the mind we look for no compulsion, but 
that of light and reaspn. 

Again, parliament deleted that whole passage from the publish_e? 
version. After his crushing victory at Preston decided the second _civil 
War in 1648, Cromwell's dispatch adcressed the Speaker in tones with a 
hint of challenge in them: 

Surely, sir, this is nothing but the hand of God, and wher~v~ 
anything in this world is exalted, God will pull it down, for this 1s 
the day wherein he alone will be exalted. It is not for me to 
say ... what use should be made of this, more than to pray you and 
all that acknowledge God that they would exalt him, and not hate 
his people, who are as the apple of his eye, and for whom even 
kings shall be reproved, 

· You may have noticed that his reference to the people of God 
was now quite specific, as it was in his ·dispatch after the battle of Dunbar 
two years later: "we that serve you beg of you not to own us, but God 
alone; we pray you own his people more and more, for they are the 
chariots and horsemen of Israel". What exactly did he mean by the people 
of God? When he tried to explain, he spoke in metaphors: he meant all 
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the Book of Job); "all the seed .of Christ"; "those regenerated ones of the 
land, of several judgements, who are all the flock of Christ"; "all those that 
are members of Jesus Christ and are to him as the apple of his eye" 
(another biblical phrase to which I shall return). He had in mind nothing as 
precise and dogmatic as what strict Calvinists understood by the elect; 
indeed his recorded sayings during his last illness suggest that he was 
always uncomfortable with the doctrine of predestination_in any rigid form. 
But he did believe profoundly in regeneration, in spiritual rebirth, since 
the experience of it had dominated his own life. This is one important clue 
to his conception of "the people of God". Yet it is from the later 1640s 
that the phrase becomes so frequent in his writings and speeches, and I 
am sure that it was inspired in part by his dismay at the mutual intolerance 
between Presbyterians, Independents and sectaries. He saw the hope 
of a great new reformation, even of nation regeneration, being dissipated 
by the strife between the various puritan denominations and sects, each 
asserting its own unique possession of God's ordinances. He believed 
passionately that the success of the cause demanded the service of 
them all, and that its success would be tarnished if liberty of conscience 
were denied to any of them. 

Yet his many pleas for the people of God were more than just a 
call for mut1.Jal tolerance among the faithful. He shared the conviction of 
very niany puritans that England was an elect nation; destined to play a 
heroic role in the cosmic str.uggles that the scriptures foretold for the 
latter stages of the world's history. During his own adult lifetime writers 
such as Thomas Brightman and Joseph Mede had focused attention on 
the prophecies of Daniel and the Book of Revelation, and encouraged 
speculation about specific dates for the destruction of Antichrist and the 
establishment of the New Jerusalem - that promised kingdom of the 
saints that was to last a thousand years until Christ returned in person to 
pronounce the Last Judgement and bring this world to an end. All 
thorough-paced protestants identified Antichrist with the papacy then, so 
the long struggle between Catholic and Protestant powers in the Thirty 
Years War made people conjecture that the wars foretold as usher,ing in 
the last times of human history had actually begun. In England, the 
dramatic upheavals that followed upon the Civil War and reached a climax 
with the execution of the king raised such speculations to feverish pitch. 
Cromwell was much more cautious than many radical puritans in 
entertaining such ideas,. but he shared the common puritan assumption 
that the millennium (the thousand-year kingdom) was to take place in 
historic time; and that it still lay in the future. At the famous Putney 
Dabates in 1647 he said "I am one of those whose heart God hath drawn 
out to wait for some extraordinary dispensations, and I cannot but think 
that God is beginning of them". Nearly six years later, when his millenarian 
hopes were at their height, he said this when he opened Barebone's 
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Parliament:·:••' .. ~ 
sdt lo ~a,1o x 1 '· _ • • v •." ~ cft i:i;·· c~t o .AcoB !Jrt1 
•srl1 9?.o.Wny'should we be afraid to say.or.think;ithautiis.may.be,the doo~ 
· .. y'l e1r.~o:usher.-jn. the things that ·God, hasrpromised; which;have1been 
<Br; 1,ft1prophesied of: which he·hath 1seMhe1hearts.of his:peopl~!to,.wait 
t-i-"' '" :ii forl~and ·expect? We know whotthey1are;t~at1 s~all, war.iwith1 th~ 
~[i\>/ r lamb; against his enemies; they;lshailtbe;:a'ipeople .calledganci 
"Y. ·;,l '. faithful and chosen.,' l '· ' · •- ·:· l"j .~fw afdsholrr. «J ~~6Wls 
.:,11 ~ -- ; , . · , :0:1 ... 0 10·1q ..Jva1l9d '.:J,.J erl tu8 

But this chosen people could not:be.the,whole1nation:.thattCrornwell;was 
shortly to govern; too much ofriLwas plc:iinly not 'regener.ate.•()H·e.;iw'as 
enough of a conventional!patriot to call1thatlnationii'the.'best peo.ple'in:the 
world"; and he applied that,expression ,. he.was spealc.irig•in i1657J7)o;all 
three of the nations he governed:"'. not jusfrEngland.i·But;there was:1he 
said, ."in this people, in the midst of.this people,"a'people.~.that·are to God 
as,the apple of his eye ... a peopleiof the'.blessing ofrGod;i~alpeopletunder 
his safely and protection". You'will have:noticed,thatibiblicaLphrase·;~ithe 
apple of his eye",·once more, and,you1may perhaps1associa~e'.it;witf1hh~ 
seventeenth psalm. But it originated· in 1Deuteronomy;t and ,your.will 
appreciate why two verses there stuck in Cromwell's:mind:o oq•,t.b '3lr..w 

• ~. 1 : • -: > .. ~ · n. ;o e .r, :;lo \'. ri.~ ri • .i J . , 

For the Lord's podion·iisthisrpeople, :Jacob~.is 1the. lot~of1his 
inheritance .... ,.Hedound him?in1a1~desert land.~ and.in 1the1waste 
ho~ling wilderness; he led'him-1about, he instructed:hir:n:he:kept 
him as the apple of his eye: , .. !'- 1• ·) ;:! • nr,1 . ... 11" 

• • ~~ ,· -.-_..~- - ~., t. t:I 6 P.Of"i,)f.l r.u 11::i..' 

I am sure I do not need to remind .you that from •Jacob's ttwelve 1sons' were 
descended the twelve tribes ·of Israel-~ that tvery~archetype; of:a·~chosen 
p·eaple. • "'.,;'" qrn io tm~,;:,rla:rd't;t~·!'l 
o: r _.- Yet although Cromwell believed thaLGod 0had:aiglorious,future1in 
store1for his people, he never assumed that they.had any specialrclaim to 
political authority. He always· distanced .himself.tfrom tthose r~~treme 
millenarians. the Fifth Monarctiyrmen; whose influen·ce\wasJat:its~height 
b"etweerii•t 649 and 1653:1 The: Fifth-.Monarch,istsswer~~,not.;'alone::;in 
re'ading•the::four terrible beasts in iDaniel's·.prophecy to mean the' four 
great:empires:of the ancient•world, and in,ideritifying'the,fourth: and;also 
the':Great~Beast in1 Revelation.~withtthe Papacy;•which <had •usurped-.the 
powerJof~the':old·Roman •Empire. ~What :distinguishedthese1peop.le1from 
morersober ;millenarians was their belief thaLtheyihad aldirecticalhfrom 
1God1t61establish <the tifth•1monarchy, the.•king.domJof•ChristM>y violently 
overthrowing,all carna11or:worldly institutions -.parl(aments:as.well 'as·kings I .. , 1 • 1- - . - J - ., - I ' . 'i 

.~1and 1 setting1up a.dictatorship of1the saints. Cromwell.was friendly,with1a 
fow'f indlviduai~Fittti'nMonarchists~, especially Major-Gen. Harrison)(until 

11 e53j; .... but,;hernever1.s0ught..to<establish a rule· of .the saints.t,He has 
eometiines ;1been1ttt1'o'ugtltlto 'Eh ave ~made such·' an attempt,,after, he 
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d!ssolved ;th~~ Rum~ :;Barliame,!'lt;· chiefly !,(he 1 declared) ;::.for.: its ~;_m~ch i 
bitterness 1a~d :oppos1t1on 1to ·the ,people :of lGod'i·:iTo ;replace .iit,1 h e. ~rid_ his J 

Council of Officers·nominated>the1merribers 1ofJthe ,short;lived .assemblyj 
which: bec:;ame. known Jas:Bare~one·s~P.arliament.Jf3ut.tbe~rn..?i9f'i~y :of. the 
men·~hey,c~ose ~~eJm<;>dera~e~ rather,than;radiJ=als.~~o1hJin_)he~p()liticali 
and r.;m their .. · religious_ coriv1c;:t1ons;i..onlyna1rdozen:;or_1so ;,w.erecF.ifth 1 
Monarchistsr;: aboutiol}e: in ,twelve."..iAnyhow,'~h~ 1alw~y;;intended.that· 
Barebone's ishould be.t:a ·strictly;.tempo.raryjexpedient:~:He_;followed up; 
those ·words ;that:.1!quote91fr,om1his lopening Jspeech;~sp_e.culati;gjhat :it• 
might be "the ,9oor~to ushert:in.the~things 1that:i.God;had:pro~ised':-;-.by; 
saying "But.lt~maylbe·beyond::myjif!.e.~-thes~ things:ar.e_.:.datk> Eight! 
months . I ater ,'1 soon rafter .::he; became~ Lord: Protector; he, called ;.the" n"ation I 
to a day of ,fasting, and ~moi:ig :the :quest!ons, he;put;;to ;its;ccinscienc.e, 
were these:1tJC"'.;r,.T.J z;H· ·;,f';u." -~?. -ooc1 9Jt;ti u'· ,f'< ·rtJ&(}'·~.~l~'C)~;,J 

- _ir>'Jl, b;:~ JJ,!'u:.1tt'.:> t1ti '...> ·, • ., --;, k "~ _ · .. ., 3 · • ~ • i'..c" :G' Sli":t;,;Q 
Do we. f 1rst; s~arch. for ,the: Kingdom of._ ~hrist .within: us!-, b_f?fc::>~~~~ 
seek·.: o~e ;:without ·~us? .;,Or,(.~_9 ,1 .. we .-hsten .11 to~ them 5th_at ... ~ay, 

,concerning t~e;commg~of Chnst,--L:o,here, and lotthere?1D.o.~.~ 
.-:not.:mor.e: contend ;for.1Sain)s; having :rule,in ·th_e.,world;.-tha11:e>v._er, 

their own :hearts?~ • r> .b .~. ;htJW f:A l!Jd - ~ :..:i· 1 · ui~)l5i-lc'.:"b00 
'V" t", , · • · ·"CJqAJ~ 

In his next parliament, he expressly condemned "the mistaken. ~otion~'of 
the Fifth Monarchy"; and·pointedly'contrasted it with "a notion +hope"We: 
all honour; wait, and1hope for, that Jesus Christ will have a time·to set up 
his reign in our,hearts", He.was surer than ever now that the Kingdom.of 
Christ was to be·a·spiritual,Snot:a physical kingdom:~~-- . ,~ ~ Jl~T · ,.: . ·.·:.; 

But· though:lthelpeople'.:of .:tGod ~had[no :prescriptive ,claim:' to 
political authority, Cromwell believed ;that: a Christian government owed:a 
very special obligation to them. In his speeches as Protector;he-;spoke 
often i of i!hertwoiinterests ·that 1 he~ sought; to~ser:ve; the1 interest of the 
nation' and ;the· interest 1 of. the. people. of· God:-! By jthe i nt~est; of 1.the nation• 
he meant I such: things r as .civil I rights;-, the' rule of: I aw ;1 regular.: partla' in_e-r:i~s ~l 
and the,1protectiontof i subjects iin their,1 legitimate;material,interests,·'He 
really:did want,to·reconcile th_e tra9itional,political~nationJo, his reglme::;n-d 
not ~nly1.ouC.of" selhinterest.1~ut he :put .the :interes!to(the~p_e"ople.of ;God 
first:. ·;~~e ~civil: I iberty c and· i.nte~est 1 of, the; nation"; c he J ::;ai.ct.-::,o~ught ;to. ;be 
subordinateJo:a more.peculiar ,mterest:of God, 1yet it:is,the·next·best-God 
hath· given r m~n .! in 1 thi~; world.... And upon <these ,i tw~; iDt:er:.~sts; I _ shail, ;_if, 
Go~ ·.account:m~ worthy:.-ilive' and ~die" .•oWhen~heJw~s ~treat)ng. with 
parham~nt:over,11ts proposed .-new; constitution;:.the~Humble Petition and 
Advice,· he s~: :'if. th~ wisdom· of. this.parliament :.s~~yld ha v~. found a w~y 
to settle:the 1.nterests,oUhis nation,.,upon:the1foynd~ti~n~ of justice and 
truth and liberty,, to the. people of:. God,) andj of ;theL_co_nc.ernm.ent of men 
as Englishmen, I would have lain.downaatJheir.,;feet".:.And late~· in ~tti-is 
same:negotiation ·he said :~I think,y'?u; have~proyide~)~~th~lfb_er:ty·of the 
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people of God and•of the nation; and:I say; he'sirigs sweetly tha1<sirigs:a 
song of reconciliation 'betwixnhese two ,interests:iand itiis, a• pitiful '.fancy ;1 
and wild and:ignorant, to,think they·are in'consistent'~ ..---:,.:»!!O k; !i::in:-~c>) 

Yet .they. did' not consist' at '"all easily: if he interest of' the people: of I 
God involved unpopular: policies.Ii It meant! employing 1the ci vii :inagistrate,rt 
and even,for a;year or so the'notorious·major-generals;uo·promote private 
virtue' and punish private 'vices.1'1t' meant I prodding lthe · •J Ps into 'enforcing 1 
the Long Parliament's·11aws:·againstl drunkenness·. lswearing:nsexuall 
immorality, sabbath-breaking." and cthe 1keepin'glof-Ctiristmas." lt~meant 
suppressing superfluous 'alehouses. ·It' meant~protectirig:::0tne· religious1 
liberty of sects that most gentry magistrates.feared ana·hated. :If Cromwell: 
had put "the interest ,of the nation" first.- if•heinad:consistently1_aimed to' 
conciliate the ordinary, ·unregenerate majority and c<Hirte(L;the tgentry 
more - his path would have been smoother. His commitment~tosthe' 
people of God was the source of many of his difficulties and much of his 
unpopularity. I for one would not have:b'eenl comfortable qn• Cromwell's 
England."But there was something heroic' in-his ideal,~ and:he'iheld to it to 
the end.··1 shall leave you with one of the'last things he said;-duringithe 
night before:he died:-"I would be willing•to live'to'be;furtherJser-viceable to 
God and his people, but my work is done; yet1• God· will be' with his 
people". 

·~·~, ~~ t~L r'J .. t~:~ c;:t .. b'"'l--1,7'.''r.J ... 'l~ 't·_ :tt'>'J-:J"'~ 1 l~ tr •jl<°:~I'.-

':" •-'(.j.i ! rc 01on ·;"('··:ti 1:-_~.!''ltr.'.'J \'.~b-::;vt'r; t-.·; .. _·i~·"j 
• 'I<· ~,t "')111 :l ,, • .::·i IL" Jf;1:iJ %"$' .. tci:lt ,le! ~CH1 r,i,·__, " 

. _ .... )/ :~."ft Sf. r-11. '\D·' ··-; 'f."J ~1,3rt .:! "ft_(.. ~b ,·.' :~~ ;..~ '1 t r1. 

THE POETS ATr-WAR:•ArVERSE-HISTORY. OF~,· •· 
THE -BATiTLE.10F EDGEHltL,\ . ..i')i't 11.2 

by John Sutton 1 :! ·;,.n" ;. ; :: .'ir.1L ~· :.c .,: ;;:,~, 
"l" ~ ;;···.~ (.. p,~ ,+f''.\: IGd IOlJ~.:.'.42 \. V'V 

In a recent book on the intellectual ·and cultural1background: of 
seventeenth century English literature Graham ·Parry Jclaims·;that \!'the 
brother-killing days" of the 1640s had a minimal impact upon the·political 
imagination. Indeed, he goes so far as to assert"The, actual'conflicts• of 
the· Civil Wars inspired relatively little 'poetry; almost!alD.unmemCirable".' 
This is an extraordinary verdict since.the· English:civil:war-irispired·a·great 
de'al of •poetry, som'e of· it' extremely, rhemorable.--: Nothing q:ierhaps 
demonstrates the purblindness. of· Parry's: 1judgementl.imore_r.ttl'an r·an 
examination of the poetic response to the first :major] engagement of the' 
civil' war, namely ·the battle·· of Edgehill fought '.o.rl''23 Oc1ober ·1642. By 
any reckoning the· spectacle of-Englishman· killing fellow<Englishman 
durin"g0that fateful battle 'lwas·!a. neart.,.rending;'. deeply -traumatic 
experie'nce and one' which)was)the. occasion·Jof>several :poems: which 
confronted the horrors ot'fratricida.l;conflictihead-on-and'in·· a manner 
wh.ich 'was'.both evocative and haunting.'<:'· " .1 t• - · . , \ ·~ i.·' ,_., 

.,,.i, t" ''.But piecisely who were the poets ·commemorating.the-battle of 
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Edgehill?· At least:> three· can be; ident_ified.~. all ~ohwhom ~were .royalisUn 
sympathy, perhaps ~a~little.4unusual;-but~then;::?in:JDryden's: me'morable 
phrase !'Never •Rebel was'. a~.friend ito·Art;'.'.lPride;ohplace;belongs; to 
Abraham Cowley (1618-67)whose epic poem:on;The Civil War contains a 
brief but vivid accourit of lthe'·battle:which~herpenned~whilst based ·at 
Oxford during1the·:summer, oh1643 '.and1was:tnus»a1most ,contemporary 
with the event ~itself:f:!As~is well-known~ .·Cowley~ha<rcompleted three 
books of his':.poem ·on;the·civihwar-'..when.ihe:idiscardea 1the,projeCt.,as 
hopes of a royalist:victory faded away[after .the}irst:battle of:Newbury in 
September 16:43~1BLit~n_Qt only dig:Cowleyi~discontinue the:work;1he:also 
suggests that he·deStroyed alhcopies of his poem,"la clai_m:pir~y~~iiesU>y~ 
the publication·;ofaar:truncatea version ·9f~Bo<?~tOne;in ~1679~and:now 
completelyHdiscredited?by,:Alan ~Pritchard's~recent :disc~very,<of ~two 
manuscript rlcopi~s :.of \'the Uwhol~ ;:poe~m;-'!thus1 making :.available~for 
publication :(in~.1973) '.the~1three)complete1 books.-. a• realditerary~coup!· 
Pritchard's; edition· of· Cowley's· poe ni shows· it should: be. treated; primarily, 
as a piec·eJof~propagand.a\:.for;the>royalistEcause;tiin .which1otfactsj-_are 
doctored .according .to:t~e;p-oet's'n~tural'bias 0 and fiction.is, never:- entirely 
absent: ;The:overwhelmingly)p_olemical?character~ o_f;;Cowley:snworkjs 
further1 emphasise'd;by David ~Trotter: who ~demonstr~tes .that ithroughQut 
its structure .tthe1!poet;employ_si;:a .. language :!for,n~them''.;'J'ii:e;:tjJhe: 
parlianientarians;-~in\theLform:of1satire;randla_J_anguage 1 for.>~'us''.:1i.e.':the. 

royalists;'Hthrou-gh~thehmedium:;of.telegy'.t" Ul~imately.:.this · opposition;;pf _ 
styles,· Trotter• claims;j producesi:an :l ideological~schizophrenia JWhich 
deeply .i flaws the poem· and· makes it extremely. unlikely (that :Cowley ,could 
have seen :it. through Ito successful iconclusion ;regardless ·ofithetad~ers~ 
historical ~circu m·stances r which t.forced ::him, to ~apandon--the .project::.The 
partisan:and dialeetic frame,ofrefer-ence in Cowley's1epic.poem:should.be 
borne in mind w_hen.we scrutinise;his:descriptioniof,the:~attle;of.~dgehill.1 

·, less:welhknown1and~hardly•in1the .same· league:1as; .. Cow)ey in 
terms of ·poetic·:ability ~was· Andrew;Cooper •(c1624-post 11662);'Jhe~author1 
of a metrical chi story. of the 1 Englis_~jvil1w~ .publish.ed dn, London:~tthe 
Restoration 1 ~ntitled ~ TP AT OAT I A ·:11 Thisq:~oem: is; muc_h donger.~t~an 
Cowley's, tcontainirig ··nocless .thanieightl:books:~ l~Jis~concerned :almost 
entirely:.with .the ~military 1history: of· the 1period •and.claims: to 1p!ovide · ~n: 
exhaustive:.coverage of1all theimajor engagements:aod sieges:and~most 
of the skirmishes,foLightJn.England"from.the~very.first Original! of.our.late 
Warrest till 1th e. Martyrdo me' of: King Chari es the First. of ;blesse.d: memory;~., 
In "The'.Episolito;the Reader:: the;author informs:us;that:the work was 
written•in tandem.with.the fighting'and that ,he himself.w~s ~n eye-witness 
of many of:the.military actio-ns:it sets ouMo:describe.1For all his first-hand 
experience ~of ,the; civil._ war: however;,:Cooper,•remains ,'something of. an 
enigma .. As a youth:he claims he,went to:Oxf0rd:~fully intent to study.the 
learned sciences::. but :was divertedJrom: his:academic ·pursuits by the 
outbreak of:othe l civil· war. when. he~ joined t the~ royal: ar_my ,';:, stilLonly .. ~ 
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teenager. However, no Andrew Cooper is mentioned in the un'iversity 
records for the period, casting some doubt upon the writer's veracity. 
Even so, there seems little reason to doubt his claims to have been 
personally involved in the war: 

My years had not amounted full eighteen, 
Till I on Field wounded three times had been. 
Three times in sieges close had been immur'd, 
Three times imprisonment's restraint indur'd. 

But in which royalist army and theatre of war did Cooper see 
military service? Interestingly enough, the Dictionary of National 
Biography identifies Cooper with a news-reporter who was with the king 
at York in 1642, thus suggesting he was of northern origin. Significantly, 
too, Cooper dedicated his volume to a northern peer, Lord Conyers 
D'Arcy, under whose colours he may well have served himself. But 
whatever Cooper's true identity, what concerns us here is the quality of 
his poetry. Over the years scholars have been somewhat dismissive of 
Cooper's verses; thus in 1869 a Victorian clergyman damned Cooper's 
creation in no uncertain terms, saying "The whole is written in a slip-shod 
style, a,nd is merely a string of passing daily occurrences turned into 
rhyme, without any poetical or other kind of merit". This adverse 
judgement was endorsed by the early twentieth century writer of the 
article on Cooper in the DNB who refers scathingly to the "lumbering" 
style of his verse history. These assessments of Cooper's work, 
however, are too severe for, while he himself was the first to admit that his 
poetic treatment of the civil war was a "rude essay'.', it was not entirely 
devoid of distinction. His depiction of the battle of Edgehill, as we shall 
shortly see, was certainly one notable .exception to the lacklustre quality 
of the book as a whole. Here at least Cooper successfully encapsulated 
"In fancy, this curs'd daies doleful event".. 

The third member of our trio of cavalier poets was Edv'f'ard Howard 
who publish~d anonymously an "Heroick Poem" on the Great Rebellion 
·in 1689. Howard called his work Caroloiades in honour of Charles I who is 
depicted throughout its pages in the most glowing terms - nothing less 
than the heroic, saintly martyr king. Howard's poem is far and away the 
most ambitious epic written on the civil war in the seventeenth century: it 
consisted of ten books as against Cowley's three and Cooper's eight. 
Despite the late date of publication, Howard's Caroloiades is based on 
personal experience of the civil war for, as he himself tells us in a footnote 
on page 177 of the poem, he,had fought on the king's side in the west 
country during the 1643 campaign, witnessing in particular the battle of 
Lansdowne. From various tributes made to Oxford in the poem it would 
also seem that Howard spent some time in the royalist headquarters 
during the civil war. As "a Person of Honour" - he was the fifth son of the 
first Earl of Berkshire - Howard almost certainly gained an entree to the 
inner court circles and would thus have had an intimate acquaintance with 
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the leading figures in the royalist party during the hostilities. With such a 
track record Howard was mare than qualified to write a poem on "the Wars 
and Revolutions in the Time of King Charles the First". 

Like Andrew Cooper, Howard has never enjoyed much of a 
reputation as a· poet. f n· his own day he was treated with derision: 
Shadvo/ell referred to him slightingly in The Sullen Lovers as the "Poet 
Ninny", while the anonymous author of the satirical verses The Session 
of the Poets ridiculed him as "Ned Howard in whom ripe Nature was 
found/ Tho' never took notice of". But this adverse contemporary 
reaction was coloured by Howard's failure as a playwright after the 
Restoration, of which the banning of his tragi-comedy The Change of 
Crownes in April rn67 afforded the most spectacular example. Poor 
dramatist though he may have been, Howard was no mean poet, as even 
a cursory reading of his epic Caroloiades shows. More to the point, 
Howard is infinitely less prejudiced in his treatment of the parliamentary 
cause than say Cowle.y, who paints "the rebels" in the most lurid colours 
imaginable. This especially applies to Howard's depiction of the. battle of 
Edgehill which, though prone to flights of fancy, is generally accurate and 
frankly acknowledges that the roundheads had as much claim to success 
in the action as the cavaliers. If nothing else, Howard's intellectual 
integrity in curbing his instincts to embroider the historical facts with a 
royalist· gloss is impressive .. 

So much for the poetic output on the battle of Edgehill. l.t now 
remains to examine the actual poems themselves to see how the first 
pitched encounter of the civil war was portrayed. Do our three poets 
express disquiet at the onset of fratricidal conflict? Or do they see the 
idea of war, even if it pits brother against brother, as something Irresistibly 
romantic? Are they simply concerned with depicting the battle as a 
crusade in a righteous cause, emphasising the chivalry and heroism of 
the royalist warriors? Or was their attitude more ambivalent, .with 
enthusiasm for the king's cause tempered by a painful awareness ~f the 
senseless loss involved for both sides in "this War without an Eriemy"? 
How honest are they in their reportage of the battle? For instance, do 
they seek to disengage from the horrors of armed combat by resorting to 
euphemisms? Or do they employ a language that convincingly conveys 
not only the brutal ferocity of the fighting but also the tragic human cost in 
terms of the killed and wounded? In short, is theirs an adequate voice for 
that doomed generation? 

For all their differences in approach, the three poetic treatments 
we have selected share a common perspective on what the battle of 
Edgehill represented in the context of "the brother-killing days" of the 
1640s. All portray the action as the appalling moment when the English 
nation lost its sanity and embarked upon "a kind of mass suicide". As 
Jonathan Sawday has recently pointed out, Abraham Cowley certainly 
saw the civil war as a form of collective madness, referring to it in the very 
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opening line of his poem as a "rage", i.e. a wilful act of _self-de-sy~ction;, 
And for Cowley nothing symbolised an "England from 1tsel~e dlVld~[d] 
more than the battle of Edgehill when all his pent-up despair at national 
insanity found vent in the bitter refrain, " ... Wretches yee must fight": That 
England had become a madhouse - "Great Bedlam" - was also the view of 
Andrew Cooper whose preparatory remarks on the bat11e of Edgehill are 
steeped in the language of madness: 

Nor could the cooler air yet qualifie, 
Mens hotter zeal, and desperate ferverancy 
To Civil Wars; this Fire alone must be 
Quen~hed with blood, dolorous Phlebotamie. 

The fact that Cooper sensed that Edgehill marked the beginning of a 
national breakdown is further reinforced by the simple couplet, "In 
Warwickshire there lies a spacious Plain,/ (Pitty that Civil blood should it 

distain)". . 
The theme of "intestinal persecutions" is also to be found in the 

poetry of Edward Howard, although he blamed .the parli~mentar~ general 
at Edgehill - the Earl of Essex - for turning this nightmare into reality: 

Th.us, to his Nation's reproach, his Files he led 
In Keinton-Field against his Nation's Head: 
Where soon both Armies furiously Engage, 
That English might kill English on that Stage. 

Howard's eagerness to project responsibility for this national madn~s~ on 
to the parliamentary side highlights another fundame~tal char~ct~nst1c of 
our three cavalier poets, namely their unswerving conv1ct1on that 
however deplorable the country's outbreak of internecine strife the king's 
cause was absolutely in the right. No-one felt this more keenly than 
Abraham Cowley who believed the very assembly of the royal army at 
Edgehill, especially after the inauspicious b.egin.ni.ng t.o the king's 
recruitment campaign in the immediate wake of hrs ra1s1ng his standard at 
Nottingham on 22 August 1642, was nothing short. of miraculo~s:. 

When straight whole Armies meet m Charles his nght, 
How noe man knowes; but here they are, and fight: 
A Man would sweare that saw his alter'd state, 
Kings were call'd Gods because they could create. 
Vaine men! Tis Heaven this swift assistance bringes; 
The same is Lord of Hosts, that's King of Kings. 

With such a transcendent frame of reference Cowley could only 
interpret the battle as part of the cosmic struggle betwe~n a divinel.y 
sanctipned monarchy and a satanically m~tivated rebe~h~n. For this 
reason he adopted two psychological mode1s when depicting the two 
sides at Edgehill, that of the royalists representing the forces of Order -
monarchy, the established church, academ~a. etc _- that of the 
parliamentarians symbolising the forces ~f ~1sorder ·~ th~ form of 
factionalism, heresy and phillistinism. This dichotomy 1s given even 
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greater emphasis by Cowley's use of a special rhetorical device (his 
"Here ... there ... ") whilst surveying the rival battle lines: 

Here Angells did with faire expectance stay 
And wisht good thinges to a King as mild as they. 
There Fiends with hungry waiting did abide; 
And curst both but spur'd on the guilty side. 
Here stood Religion, her lookes gently sage; 
Aged, but much more comely for her age. 
There Schisme, old Hag, but seeming young appeares, 
As snakes by casting skin renew their yeares. 
Undecent rages of several! dies she w~re 
And in her hand torne Literges she bore ... 
... Here Learning and th' Arts met; as much they fear'd, 
As when the Huns of old and Gotha appear'd . 
.. . There Ignorance advanc'd, and Joyd to spy, 
Soe many that durst fight they knew ·not why. 
Cowley's imagery, of course, drew heavily upon the 

symbolism of the early Stuart masque with its triumphal celebration of the 
virtues of divine right monarchy. Indeed, his depiction of the royal army at 
Edgehill is peopled with allegor,icalfigures - such as Loyalty, Truth, Mercy 
and Justice - in the style of a Jonsonian masque. Another convention of 
the genre which Cowley incorporated into his account of Edgehill was the 
anti-masque, that device whereby negative and disruptive agencies, 
representing the irrational in human nature, sought to overthrow the 
harmony of royal government, only to be dispelled by the elements of 
unity and concord in a triumphant apotheosis of the king. The discord 
and misrule of the anti-masque tradition provided a perfect paradigm for 
Cowley when juxtaposing the parliamentary forces at Edgehill against 
those of the Lord's anointed. For example he was able to indulge in the 
anti-masque love of "grotesques" in unravelling the plot of insolent 
rebellion to disrupt the tranquility of Caroline England, of which the most 
notable was his use of the many-headed monster analogy. But let 
Cowley's text speak for itself: 

Here Loyalty an humble Crosse displaid, 
And still as Charles past by she bowd and prayd. 
Sedition there her crimson Banner spreads,. 
Shakes all her Hands, and roares with all her Heads. 
Her knotty haires were wl!h dire Serpents twist, 
And all her Serpents at each other hist. 
Here stood white Truth and her .owne Host do's blesse, 
Clad with those Armes of proofe, her Nakednesse. 
There Perjuries like Canon roar'd alowd, 
And Lies flew thick like Cannons smoaky Clowd ... 
Here Mercy waits with sad but gentle looke 
(Never, alas, had she her Charles forsooke). 
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For Mercy on her friends to heaven she cries 
Whilst Justice pluckes downe Justice from the Skies. 
Oppression there, Rapine and Murther stood, 
Ready as was the Field to ctinke their blood. 

Unfortunately for Cowley, the battle of Edgehill was not a costume ch ma -
unlike a modern re-enactment by the Sealed Knot or the English Civil War 
Society - and military reality stubbornly refused to conform to the 
preordained result of a court theatrical production. It was difficult to 
demonstrate that the royalist cause had a divine sanction when the forces 
of disorder were anything but vanquished - history was already making 
Cowley's value system redundant. 

Another distinctive feature in the poetic descriptions of the line
up at Edgehill is the topographical imagery. As James Turner has shown 
in his book The Politics of Landscape the rural poetry of this period was 
often used for specifically political purposes, the most notable examples 
being furnished by Sir John Denham's Cooper's Hill and Andrew Marvell's 
Upon Appleton House. In this "green thought" an ordered and 
harmonious "Landskip" in which "each part is fixt in proper place And not 
chaost together" was taken as a pattern for the hierarchical structure of 
society, to say nothing of the universe at large. Such a topographical 
genre can quite clearly be detected in all of the poems on the battle of 
Edgehill. Abraham Cowley, for instance, tried to draw a sharp 
geographical line of division between the two sides with his "Here" and 
"There" routine but unfortunately bungled the attempt by his astonishing 
ignorance of the actual topography of the battlefield. It is common 
knowledge that when the rival armies sighted each other at dawn on 23 
October, the king's troops were drawn up on the high gound at Edgehill 
while those commanded by the Earl of Essex occupied the Vale of the 
Red Horse below. Cowley, however. claims the royalist and 
parliamentarian armies were deployed on two parallel ridges with a hollow 
dip between: "On two faire Hills both Armies next are seene,/ 
Th'affrighted Valley sigh es and sweats betweene". This was an 
extraordinary oversight on Cowley's part, for while the parliamentarians 
took up a position on the gentle swell of land in the valley bottom, in no 
sense could they be said to be amassed on a commanding height similar 
to that initially possessed by the king's forces. Whatever the explanation 
for Cowley's ignorance of the terrain of Edgehill, he threw away a 
splendid opportunity of exploiting its topography for propaganda 
purposes. 

No such mistake, however, was made by Cooper and Howard. 
For his part, Cooper made great play of the fact that before giving the 
order to fight the king scanned the enemy dispositions, using a 
telescope, "from his Prospective" on the top of Edgehill. As Turner 
points out, the word "Prospective" is loaded with meaning, since 
panoramic views from a high place were invariably associated with "a 
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vision of transcendent truth''. In Cooper's case the implication is quite 
clear; when the king takes up his position "for Prospect" he is displaying 
his majesty and authority like God in Heaven. It is also interesting to note 
that in this topograph!cal setting there is a distinct hierarchy of places from 
the king on high, order incarnate, to the parliamentarians in the level 
valley below, whose base position is quite clearly associated with 
subversion and rebellion. These opposing tendencies are elaborated in 
even more dramatic form by Edward Howard: 

The King from Edge-Hill's top, like Jove on high. 
When Mortals, once 'gainst Heaven ln-camp'd, did lie 
Undaunted saw the near Campagne disclose 
Power that durst him divine on Earth oppose. 

It would be difficult to find a more striking example of the way in which the 
topography of Edgehill was "read as a political lesson". 

Curiously enough, whilst discussing the physical layout of the 
battlefield in some detail, the royalist poets - with the exception of Cooper 
- are singularly vague about the actual troop dispositions at Edgehill. For 
all his rhetorical brilliance Cowley only dealt with the rival. dispositions in 
the most general terms: on the one side were the forces of good (the 
royalists) and on the other evil (the parliamentarians). And of course that 
crucial demarcation line was all that mattered! Edward Howard is scarcely 
any more informative, though he does imply that the opposing armies 
were arrayed in the traditional fashion, with infantry in the centre and 
cavalry on the wings. Only Andrew Cooper considers the royalist and 
parliamentary order of battle in any detail and in broad outline he 
furnishes a pretty accurate picture. He tells us that having taken the 
decision to descend Edgehill and engage the enemy in the valley below, 
the royal army formed up "in Battalia" with expeditious dispatch. On the 
flanks were marshalled the royalist horse; according to Cooper " ... Rupert 
did command/ Those Gallant Troops, placed in the right wing,/ Bravely 
the left Carnarvon did bring''. His description, however, lacks the 
precision of Sir Bernard De Gomme's contemporary plan of the battle 
which shows that each wing was organised into nine squadrons with 
seven in the front line and two in the rear in each case, mustering a 
combined strength of around 3,000 horsemen. Cooper proves equally 
indistinct when referring to the royalist foot drawn up between the cavalry 
formations. For instance he does not tell us that the king's infantry - at 
least 10,000 strong - was deployed in five tertias or brigades nor that 
within each of these the pikemen and musketeers were intermixed in the 
modern Swedish fashion. 

TCJ his credit, Cooper makes an oblique reference to the 
disastrous quarrel which took place amongst the royalist generals during 
their preliminary discussions about how to deploy the infantry. The veiled 
hint to this unseemly episode is to be found in the lines: "Linsey was 
Captain General for the King,/ But Ruthen ordered their embattailing". As 
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hit or ricoct,ieting through the royalist ranks with deadly _~fleet. a po int. well 
· appreciated by the poet ~ndrew Gooper: -~ " ,;.; ·~r\( 

The murthering Car:inons. n~w .b.egan_,:,to,play, 
Whose so well.fevell'd bullet~ m_a9e.;~t)~t way 
Through many, a r-ar:ik head~.\arl}'le.s.. (lnd. legs; off fly. 
Which hit.~ and, oft -strike .d~ad .the _stand~s by. · 
The chain~shot: by.the 1 middle1su.ts1a_ss~nder 

( Whole,files of men; ~ho:now.Jr:i de_ath·c:lo wonder 
How this ~o wide: a. passage open ,51o~d. · 
At once to.let out all their vita! b]o.od.-!;Ja"Q ""10rt; f.J3.,.j ·•A 

But as if. ploughin'g furrows Lof destructi~n "thr2ug~ th_e,..f.QY~list 
lines was not .bad en.ough,- the.-parliamentary,gunpers:.ar.~LaLsp ... kns>~l'l)Q 
have trained their sights on the king himself: according t£v_E<!11]UJ!~ 
Ludlow they were ·twice ordered, to; fi[~: upo,n Jhe. king, d.uring ·the r course 
of the battle. The firstioccasion occurredlwhen the,kjng first took,stock of 
his enemies' dispositions from ,his vantage. poi,nt on J~_nowle Hill-at. the 
north western end.of-the Edgehill.escarpment .. ,where"he was apparently 
spotted by some of Essex's artillerymen.who pro_mptly,fir_ed a salvo at him 
accompanied by three. loud ,hussc;ir.s from cthe Jentir~_ pa,i:liamentary army! 
This initial bombardment, however.~proved 1.a.,signal failure, for the 
roundhead cannon".balls:got_n.owhere,near,Jhe~king,·,landing in a field 
below him (to this.day the;spot,is 1 ~nown.~ppropriately\enough as Bullet 
Hill). Such brazen .defiance aroused ,the;il'!dignation .. of the entire royal 
army and twenty.years later still rankled with_the_poet Andrew Cooper who 
tells us that after "Essex the King, daring did salute,/. Wit!) ~loud ~oil~y-~f 
his ordinance/ Whose fiery balls near to.the_King.did(gl_anc_e'L ~~arL~~·~ 
commander in chief. the Earl of Lindsey, was so .outr~ge_d ·that he SQl:JQ~t . 
immediate permission to d.escend th.e hill and engageJhe enemy: 1 · " 

.. ;saying·Essex hath;fir'd_,. · ·.c.- -. -~,::,1.oJ u.- . .-fr~ 1 

His Cannons on us,·and shall we.stan_d,still.,, 'il .. : 

And suffer his great shot our,mentto kill?3r;i ,r ; h-,. -, 

Shall we be dared thus by such pr_oud foes, . ·. ,, . . , 
And thus our bodies to their .. Guns expo::;e_?:. ,T ';rlJ ;. 

Li ndsey:s-expostu lations. roused 'l Charles to; actlon ~ (lnd. battl_e __wa~ j oi!leg . 
. Years; later the spot where Charles~~ame unqer:fir:~-~was plc:~n!ecl. with·~ 
copse ,in the shape of a crown. a •suitabl.e mem~tal. -t(),·~h~:...~l'ii:na_t1~ 
challenge which precipitated the first major. encounterJ~f: th~:Engh::;h c1v1I 
war.·.-.·_,: .• ·r, ;·~. _ -· · · · t;•;r-~«11tir.ru'i i.,.-,,' .. 
, •• < _.The second time the king wa~ in danger fr_om Jhe_.~n~_rny (us1lla_~~ 
happened,when,h~ was reviewing his_,tr_oops after,they,had;tak~n ~P1tl!_e_1[ 
initial positions .at.the foot of Edgehill.·As·he,rode .between;the_~.bnga~~~ 
of horse,an·d<the tertias of foot, to loud cheers of ,~·F.or_,\~od·and;King 
Charles·:;. the,.Lord's .anointed must have .made a conspicuous target. 
What.further sin'gle~ him o~ut was not only his dramatic attire,for ove~ his 
armour.~~.wore his.star.al']d garter together with a black v~lvet cloak-hned 
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hit or ricocpeting through the royalist ranks with deadly effect, a point well 
appreciated by the poet Andrew Cooper: 

The murthering Cannons now began to play, 
Whose so well levell'd bullets made their way 
Through many a rank; heads, armes and legs, off fly 
Which hit, and oft strike dead the standers by. 
The chain-shot, by the middle cuts assunder 
Whole files of men.; who now in death do wonder 
How this 50 wide a passage open stood, 
At once to let out all their vital blood. 

But as if ploughing furrows of destruction through the royalist 
lines was not bad enough, the parliamentary gunners are also. known to 
have trained their sights on the king himself: according to Edmund 
Ludlow they were twice ordered to fire upon the king during the course 
of the battle. The first occasion occurred when the king first took stock of 
his enemies' dispositions from his vantage point on Knowle Hill at the 
north western end of the Edgehill escarpment, where he was apparently 
spotted by some of Essex's artillerymen who promptly fired a salvo at him 
accompanied by three loud hussars from the entire parliamentary army! 
This. initial bombardment, however. proved a signal failure, for the 
roundhead cannon-balls got nowhere near the king, landing in a field 
below him (to this day the spot is known appropriately enough as Bullet 
Hill). Such brazen defiance aroused the indignation of the entire royal 
army and twenty years later still rankled with the poet Anctew Cooper who 
tells us that after "Essex the King, daring did salute.I With a loud Volley of 
his ordinance/ Whose fiery balls near to the King did glance". Charl.es's 
commander in chief, the Earl of Lindsey, was so outraged that he sought 
immediate permission to descend the hill and engage the enemy: 

... saying Essex hath fir'd 
His Cannons on us. and shall we stand still 
And suffer his great shot our men to kill? 
Shall we be dared thus by such proud foes. 
And thus our bodies to their Guns expose? 

Lindsey's expostulations roused Charles to action and battle was joined. 
Years later the spot where Charles came under fire was planted with a 
copse in the shape of a crown, a suitable memorial to the ~ama_ti~ 
challenge which precipitated the first major encounter of the English c1v1I 

war. 
The second time the king was in danger from the enemy fusillade 

happened when he was reviewing his troops after they had taken u_p their 
initial positions at the foot of Edgehill. As he rode between the bnga~es 
of horse and the tertias of foot, to loud cheers of "F Of'" God and King 
Charles". the Lord's anoirited must have made a conspicuous target. 
What further singled him out was not only his dramatic attire, for over his 
armour he wore his star and garter together with a black velvet cloak lined 
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with ermine. but also the large scarlet banner which he had carried before 
him "that it might be known in what part of the Army the person of the 
King was". This was simply too good an opportunity to miss. so once 
again the Earl of Essex ordered his gunners to target the king, an action 
that made a mockery of his claim .to be fighting for both crown and 
parliament, as the poet Abraham Cowley was quick to observe: "Now flew 
their Canon thicke through wounded Aire.I Sent to defend and kill their 
Sovereigne there". But to no avail, for again Charles emerged 
unscathed, further proof in Cowley's eyes that he was protected by 
divine providence: "More then Hee them. the Bullets fear'd his head,/ 
And at his feete lay innocently dead". Even so, the king was now 
persuac;1ed by his principal commanders to "retire to a rising Ground" 
some distance behind the royal army, a spot traditionally associated with 
Bullet Hill, the very place where the first round of parliamentary shot had 
fallen short of their royal target. On whether Charle:? was any safer here 
from the parliameAtary artillery fire during the rest of the battle the record 
is silent. 

Whilst the cannonade formed the principal feature of the 
opening stages of the battle. other developments also deserve mention. 
Under the cover of the smoke-screen that billowed between .the rival 
armies, the royalist dragoons were busy clearing the flanks in preparation 
for an .all-out cavalry assault. A sharp fight ensued in which the king's men 
successfully dislodged the opposing dragoons who were lining the briars 
and hedges that criss-crossed the terrain on either side of· the 
parliamentary position. For the most part this action is ignored by the 
cavalier poets. the only exception being Andrew Cooper and even he 
makes but a fleeting reference to "the King's Forlorne" pressing 
courageously down the hill and storming "the Hedges lin'd with Essex's 
musketeers". However. what we do glean from Cooper's brief mention is 
that despite the eventual royalist triumph. the parliamentary dragoons put 
up a fierce resistance: "Till that red Vall~y. redder became with blood". 

These preliminaries over, the time had clearly come for the 
thunder of horses' hooves and. of course, it was at Edgehill that the 
dashing Prince Rup61't pioneered his shoc.k cavalry tactics. He drew up 
his horsemen in the Swedish fashion. i.e. three instead of six deep; he 
taught them to charge at full gallop rather than advance at a steady trot as 
well as to reserve their fire until the last possible moment and then fall to 
with their swords to drive home the attack. Needless to say, Rupert's 
blitzkrieg carried an before it at Edgehill and fired the imagination of the 
cavalier poets, especially Abraham Cowley who lauded the prince's 
triumph to1he skies: . 

How fought great Rupert! With what rage and skill? 
Enough to have c<>nquer'd had his cause bin ill. 
Comely young man! And yet his dreadful( sight. 
The Rebells blood to their faint hearts does fright. 
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But Cowley was even more inspired when he came to describe the sheer 
verve and elan with which Rupert on the right flank and Lord Wilmot on 
the left swept into action: 

Great Rupert this, that wing brave Wilmot leads, 
White-feather'd Conquest flies o're both their heads. 
They charge as if alone they'd beate the foe, 
Whether their Troopes follow'd them up or no. 

Not that the royalist horsemen were slow to emulate the example of their 
brave commanders; quite the reverse. To quote Cowley again: "They 
follow close, and hast into the fight,/ As swiftly as the Rebells make their 
flight". Before such a confident and determined onslaught, no wonder 
the parliamentary cavalry simply turned tail and fled, prompting Cowley to 
remark sarcastically, "They heard warrs Musicke and away they flew,/ The 
Trumpets fright worse then the Organs due". However the royalist 
horsemen were so hot on their heels that the subterfuge of running 
away, as Cowley observed in a similarly caustic vein, availed them naught: 
"Their Soules which still did new by'wayes invent.I Out at their wounded 
Backes perversely went". Equally scathing of the pusillanimous 
behaviour of the parliamentarian cavalry was Edward Howard who, like 
Cowley, took grim delight that many an enemy saddle was emptied during 
the harrowing pursuit that followed in the wake of ignominious retreat: 
" ... vanquish'd through this spacious Field they fly, Nor thought to stop 
howe're by flight they dye". 

Unfortunately for the king's cause his cavalry were almost too 
successful, for in giving chase with such "furious drift" they had ridden 
about four miles from the battlefield, not drawing rein until reaching a 
place known since then as Rupert's Headland. This effectively put them 
out of action for almost the rest of the battle, a tactical blunder which 
saved the parliamentarians from suffering a complete defeat. For if some 
of the royalist horse had remained on the field, especially the second line 
commanded by Sir John Byron who had thrown discretion to the winds 
and impetuously joined in the pursuit, they would easily have prevented 
the discomfiture of the king's infantry in the centre and might easily, by 
attacking the flank or rear of the opposing foot, have routed the Earl of 
Essex's entire army. This wasted opportunity was not lost on the poet 
Cowley who, in the gentlest possible terms, chastised the royalist cavalry 
for frittering away the unique chance to win the civil war in one fell swoop: 

Pursue noe more, yee noble Victors stay, 
Lest too much Conquest loose so brave a day. 
For still the Battle sounds behinde, and fate 
Will not give all 

in a mere cavalry encounter, however successful. But the disappearance 
of Rupert's horsemen from the battlefield was not simply due to their 
eagerness for the chase. Rather more squalid motives were also a work, 
namely the quest for booty. All sorts of prizes beckoned in the village of 
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Kineton, located a couple of miles behind the parliamentary army where 
the Earl of Essex had stationed his baggage camp. Their appetite 
whetted, Rupert's horsemen stormed into Kineton and "fell to 
plundering", thereby wasting further valuable time. This disreputable 
episod~ was rou~dly condemned by Edward Howard whose poem 
Carolo1ades contains a memorable passage berating Rupert's horsemen 
for their greed and venality: 

Whilst in that hasty hour the Thirst of Spoils 
Too soon had mingled with his soldiers Toyls. 
Some seizing Baggage of the op'lent slain, 
When others vaster Booty strove to gain. 
Their Fatal Profit, as too early they 
Would have the Gleaning of the Field that day. 

Howeve~ .. _Howard was at pains to exonerate Rupert himself from any 
res_pons1b1hty for the reckless and undisciplined behaviour of his men. He 
claims the prince was not unmindful of the fate which had befallen the 
rest of the royal army: 

Great Rupert who the Royal cavalry led, 
And had too far pursu'd Brigades that fled, 
Remembred then the Friends he left behind, 
And how distress'd perhaps he them should find, 
With whom the King might highest dangers share, 
Until relieved by his Valiant Care. . 

Thus according to Howard, Rupert vigorously sought to check his troops' 
rash pursuit of the roundhead runaways and: 

... with res'lut Brow 
And highest Indignation bids them throw 
To earth mean Pillage, and with boldest Might 
Return with his unbroken Ranks to fight. 

That Rupert tried to rally his men and return to the battlefield is attested 
by several royalist historians, although they all concur that his efforts 
proved unavailing. For example, an eye-witness account by the Duke of 
York, the future James 11 - who was only a boy of nine at the time of the 
battle - paid tribute to "all the endeavours which were used by Prince 
Rupert" to regain control over his men, but adds that these were "in so 
much disorder, that it was impossible for [him] to put them into a condition 
of doing any further service". Thus Howard would seem to be correct in 
saying of the prince. "His Soul [was] impatient to accomplish more". 

. On~ fin~I feature of the cavalry fighting at Edgehill is worthy of 
mention. H1stor1ans have long noted that Lord Wilmot's charge on the 
royali_sts' left wing was much less successful than that of Rupert over on 
the right. As Burne and Young point out in their joint account of the 
battle, Lord Wilmot's troops were thrown into some confusion by the 
en~losed nature of the terrain and fell upon the opposing forces at an 
oblique angle, thus failing to come to grips with two parliamentary cavalry 
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regiments, those of Sir William Balfour and Sir Philip S1apleton, who were 
sheltering behind Essex's foot. Thus out of range these 1wo regiments 
not only survived Wilmot's onslaught but also, as we shall shortly see. 
went on to play a crucial part in saving the day for parliament. But is the 
traditional picture correct in saying that Lord Wilmot failed to aoss swords 
with them? Anchw Cooper in his verse history of the English civil war is 
quite adamant that these two parliamentary regiments. far from avoiding 
action with Wilmot's men, launched a flank attack upon them as they 
swept by not only disordering Wilmot's front line but also his reserve 
troops, notably those of the Earl of Carnarvon's when "with spurs and 
loose reinsu they plunged headlong in pursuit of those roundhead horse 
who had fled pellmell from the field. In Cooper's own words, Balfour's and 
Stapleton's men seeing the "fair advantage" which they could derive from 
a diversionary charge on the advancing royalist horse " ... with 
eagernesse/ Did now on Wilmot and Carnarvon presse,/ Forcing them to 
give ground", before wheeling about and fiercely assaulting some of the 
royalist foot. Was Cooper describing a real incident here or allowing 
poetic fancy to get the better of him? None of the contemporary sources 
lend credence to Cooper's claims and in the absence of any 
corroborative evidence these are probably best discounted. 

Meanwhile. what of the infantry battle raging in the centre? Here 
our three poets prove somewhat disappointing. In general they tend to 
be rather impressionistic about the epic struggle that ebbed to and fro 
between the Earl of Essex's foot and those of the king. Specific details 
about the fate of individual infantry units are almost wholly lacking, the 
exception being furnished by Andrew Cooper whose artistic 
verisimilitude is reinforced by an accurate knowledge of what happened 
to some of the royalist regiments who were badly mauled that day. For 
example, a curious feature in the poems of all three men is the absence 
of any reference to the elimination of no less than a third of the Earl of 
Essex's entire task force when Col. Charles Essex's brigade on the 
parliamentary left, about 4,000 strong, was completely unhinged by the 
furious onset of Rupert's horse and quite literally "ran away, without ever 
striking stroke or so much as being charged by the enemy". One would 
have expected partisan poets like Cowley, Howard and Cooper to have 
gloated over this shameful rout but instead they pass over it in silence. 

But what the poetry of these men lacks in precise detail is more 
than made up for in terms of overall chmatic effect. This especially 
applies.to the opening round of the infantry battle as volley after volley of 
musket shot belched forth from the rival forces the moment they came 
within range of one another. The petrifying terror of tha1 moment is 
brilliantly captured by Andrew Cooper: 

... from fire-lock Pistolls and Carbines, 
The fire like lightning from the sky now shines; 
And fiery Bullets with their thicker flight 
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Obscure the day and antidate the night. 
Who could forget those "Sulphurious clouds of smoak toss'd with the 
winde/ With firey flashes glancing through them" which blinded everyone 
and brought fears of "Quick Catastrophy"? Edward Howard's Caroloiades 
even suggests that the rattle of musketry fire was more fearsome than the 
shrieking noise of heavy cannon, albeit not so lethal: ''. .. the scene did fill/ 
With thicker Mischiefs, tho' less Engines kill/ Which Musket's close 
opposing Peals convey". "The day itself seemed to be burning", Howard 
continues, as bullets flew indiscriminately in all directions with the anxious 
infantrymen scanning "their adverse motions" only to see comrades fall 
who had thus far " ... scap'd Powders blow". 

But this massive bur:st of fire-power in turn gave way to the most 
elemental fighting of all: the clash of arms between the serried array of 
pikemen. Yes, it had now come to "push of pike" and thrust of sword, as 
the royalist and parliamentary tercios hacked each other to pieces. No
one better conveys the brutal impact of that collision than Edward Howard 
who bemoaned the dismal prospect: "As these fierce Legions closer 
fought their Foes/ Foot against Foot their brandish'd Pikes imploy,/ And 
with bold stands no less the Horse annoy". Howard's reference to the 
intervention of cavalry in the infantry battle is a sharp reminder that, whilst 
all of the king's cavalry had vanished from the field and left him bare of 
defence, a substantial party of parliamentary horse was still intaCt, drawn 
up behind Essex's foot and thus in a position to. wreak havoc on the 
unsuspecting royalist forces. Led by Sir William Balfour, a grizzled 
Scottish veteran, the latter now launched two devastating attacks upon 
the king's infantry. Wheeling through the gaps in Essex's front line he 
first fell upon Col. Richard Fei:ding's brigade, shattering it completely and 
puncturing a hole right through the centre of the royalist infantry. Not 
content with this, Balfour tried to knock out the main royalist battery but, 
lacking nails to spike the guns, he was eventually forced to retreat to his 
own lines where, mistaken for the enemy, he was raked with caseshot 
from Essex's cannoniers! Undaunted, Balfour now mounted a second 
attack against the creme-de-la-creme of the royalist infantry, the tertia led 
by Sir Nicholas Byron which included the king's lifeguard and the lord 
general's own regiment. But instead of launching a frontal assault as in his 
previous charge, Balfour on this occasion swung right round the royalist 
infantry and assailed them in the rear while two of Essex's infantry 
regiments engaged them in front. A desperate struggle now ensued in 
which the king's soldiers valiantly sought to beat off their attackers. The 
issue was long in doubt; however slowly but surely Byron's brigade 
crumpled before the combined pressure of parliamentary horse and foot. 
In the end they broke, many of them being impaled on Essex's spears or 
else trampled under foot by the encircling horsemen. Once more, 
Edward Howard vividly describes the "Tragick scene": 

The hardy Pikemen that some time withstood 
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The strenuous Charge of Horse with loss of Bloud: 
. 'Mongst Broken Foot, defended least by flight, 

In much disorder was Enforc'd to fight. 
Their Front compell'd to mingle with the Reare, 
And many kill'd confus'dly fighting there. 
Some trod to death by Horse in furious hast, 
Others by Cruel Leisure fell more fast. 

It was of course in the heat of this action that the king's 
commander in chief, the Earl of Lindsey, was mortally wounded in a 
manner that entered into legend. All the cavalier poets were agreed that 
brave Lindsey's conduct that day was worthy of a Greek hero. True 
enough, on the morrow of the battle he seemed to be sulking like 
Achilles in his tent, for as we saw earlier when it came to drawing up the 
royalist troop positions he peevishly resigned his position as the king's 
supreme commander because he felt that his royal master preferred 
Patrick Ruthven's military advice to his own, vowing that "since he was not 
fit to be a general, he would die a colonel in the head of his regiment". 
But despite his initial display of pique, he more than redeemed himself by 
his subsequent behaviour which, in Howard's haunting words, deserved 
"A lasting mention from the Tongue of Fame". For Lindsey was as good 
as his word when he swore to die in the forefront of his men, since seeing 
some of his regiment in dire distress in the thick of "that day's fierce 
Harr ass", he rallied a party for their relief and without hesitation plunged 
into the fray. In a telling metaphor Andrew Cooper likens him to " ... a Tyger 
of her whelps depriv'd", imbuing him with a ferocity that must have 
startled his assailants. At length he was completely surrounded but still 
he fought on, spurning all offers of surrender, "Till overpower'd, and 
weaken'd much by wound, I His foes him seiz'd, near dead upon the 
ground". This last quotation from Edward Howard's Caroloiades is not 
strictly correct since, shortly before he fell into enemy hands, Lindsey 
was nearly rescued by his son Lord Willoughby who found him lying in 
front of his regiment in agony from a wound he had received in the thigh 
from a musket ball. Unfortunately Willoughby fe>und it impossible to 
extricate his father since roundhead horse were swirling all around him: 
but rather than abandon him in that distressful state he stood alone, 
equipped with nothing more than a half pike, parrying all enemy attacks 
until he too fell wounded and was taken prisoner along with the earl. Both 
men were then carried from the field to a nearby village where it was 
hoped that surgeons might be on hand to attend to their wounds, but in 
the confusion of battle none could be found. The lack of medical 
attention sealed Lindsey's fate, for he died shortly afterwards whilst being 
conveyed to Warwick in the Earl of Essex's coach. Lindsey's death wish -
"To fall the Glory of this Bloody field" - was thus fulfilled but the cavalier 
poets were determined to preserve his memory, especially Edward 
Howard who believed the earl's valour not only set a great example to 
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posterity b~t also seemed "As if for Honour's Master-piece design'd". 
Quite clearly, the ~nfantry battle was going badly for the king but 

~orse was to follow, for the elite regiment in the royal army, the king's own 
lifeguard, was now ~ngul~ed and close to breaking point. Time and again 
the red-coated foot in this embattled regiment had grimly withstood the 
concerted onslaughts of the parliamentary horse and foot but these 
proved equally implacable, determined to capture the greatest trophy of 
all - the banner royal, held aloft by Sir Edmund Verney, the knight 
marshal!, who fought like a man possessed. In that emblem, as both sides 
knew full well, "the King's ... Glorywas display'd"; thus much was at stake 
as the parliamentarians moved in for the kill. The struggle that followed 
was furious in the extreme, the men of the lifeguard preferring to be 
he"'.'ed down on .the spot rather than relinquish their great prize. This epic 
resistance was 1ustly commemorated by Edward Howard who says that 
when this valiant band 

... like a Sacred fence 
Had stood the Royal Standard's stout defence 
Disorder'd were, yet then disdain'd to fly; · 
Or cease to fight, but as they'd fighting die. 

However, the issue was not in doubt for eventually the parliamentarians 
~ana.ged to force a gap through the seemingly impenetrable wall of 
pikemen, enabling thei~ cavalry under the Earl of Bedford to enter and 
hack ~heir way right through to the royal standard, a process again vividly 
described by. Edward Howard: "Bedford who res'lutely his squadrons led/ 
To force their room by laying Files first dead.I With steps well dy'd in 
Bloud a passa.ge m~de". where he collided head on with " ... Loyal 
Verney, who with Valiant TrusU That highest Ensign's safety hop'd to 
boast". 

The king's standard bearer, who had had a premonition of death 
before the battle and for that very reason refused to don either his armour 
or buff coat, now utterly confounded his enemies by marching right up to 
them and brandishing before their greedy eyes " ... that E.mblem of the 
Throne". Quickly surrounded, he was promised quarter if he would 
t~er~upon surrender the royal standard but Verney refused to purchase 
his hfe by such a dishonourable exchange, telling his roundhead foes 
"The Standard was his and their Sovereigns. and he would not deliver it 
while h~ lived" .. Verne~ no~ made his last stand for the .king, dispatching 
two.of.his assailants with his sword and breaking the point of his standard 
against another before he was struck to the ground. But even in death if 
legend is to be believed. he refused to surrender the banner royal whi
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w~s only snatched from him after his hand 'had been hacked off. Well 
might Howard eulogise this knight's dramatic fall: 

As he with signal Prowess sometime stood 
Unconquer'd tho' expending Streams of Bloud. 
And as Life had thus bravely from him fled, 
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The Standard fast supported held when dead. 
Great was the exultation in the parliamentary ranks when the 

news spread that the g-eatest trophy of the war, nothing less than the 
king's own standard, had been captured. We are told it was carried 
around the field in triumph by the Earl of Essex's secretary who was so 
elated that he waved it repeatedly above his head. This exhibitionist 
behaviour, however, proved his undoing, for he was now ambu.shed by 
one of the king's officers and forced to relinquish the g-eat_ ~1ze. The 
latter of course was Capt. John Smith who happened to be nd1ng by the 
secr~tary and hls small escort when a small boy called out t~ him_ "Capt~in 
Smith! Captain Smith! they are c:;arrying away the Standard! At first Smith 
was utterly incredulous but once he realised the trophy ~eally. was ~he 
banner royal he immediately lunged at the secret_ary with his ~ap1er, 
exclaiming "Traitor deliver the Standard!" After being wounded in the 
breast the earl's secretary needed little persuasion and promptly handed 
over the ensign to Smith who galloped back with it post-haste to th~ royal 
army, so that it might be returned "forthwith to his Majesty:'. So delighted 
was Charles with this spirited action that he bestowed a knight baronet on 
Smith the next day. Smith's exploit, however, earned him more than 
social renown. He now became the archetypal royalist hero whose 
singular courage that day made him. an exa~ple f~ all to follow. As 
Edward Walsingham observed in his life of Smith, written after the lat~er 
was killed at Cheriton in March 1644, "If his valour has afforded us noth1~g 
else but the rescued Standard, we . could not sufficiently cel~br~te his 
praise". Yet paradoxic~lly for all this wild adulation, Smith's de~d 1s virtually 
ignored in the poetic descriptions of the battle of Edgehill. Abraham 
Cowley, for instance, makes no mention at all of Smith's recovery of ~he 
royal standard, while Edward Howard is scarcely any. better, managing 
only a passing refer.ence to the doings of "valiant Smith". Only Andrew 
Cooper does full justice to the rescuer of those vital colours: 

Varney the standard bearer being slain, 
A valiant Gentleman who this espy'd, 
Gallantly through their thickest ranks did ride, 
And there (the new Possessor having slain) 
The Standard Royal bravely did regaine, 
For which brave exploit, Knight and Barron't 
The King bedub'd him. 

The poetry limps and the chronology is partly conf~sed - the 
parliamentary guardian of the king's flag was wounded: not killed - but at 
least Smith receives due credit for his courageous achievement. 

Ali this while the infantry engagement was still raging; and defeat 
now stared the king in the face. In the middle of the royalist line three 
entire tertios had been shattered and were streaming back. towards 
Edgehill in complete disarray. Andrew Cooper itemises for us the royal 
infantry divisions which had been rent assunder and had been f<>rced to 
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beat a retreat as "Linsey's, Bowles. Paget's. Fielding's regiments". 
Interestingly enough these are the very units which a professional military 
historian like Brig. Peter Young identified as having sustained the 
greatest casualties in the battle, a testimony to Cooper's pinpoint 
accuracy in his reportage of the infantry encounter. But at this critical 
moment for the royalist cause the pressure on their hard-pressed foot 
was relieved by the reappearance on the battlefield of Rupert and his 
cavalry. At long last the prince had succeeded in reimposing order over 
his undisciplined troops and so. in an apt comparison made by Edward 
Howard: "Being rally'd thus, lik!J Billows on the Main/ That with more 
furious Tides revolve again/ He forc'd his passage back through Armed 
Foes," firmly resolved to complete the work " ... he had left behind 
undone before". 

Even though his men were too exhausted to mount another full
scale cavalry charge, their ominous presence on the fringes of the field 
combined with the- occasional sally and the odd sniping attack sufficiently 
worried the parliamentary infantry to cause them to give ground and thus 
gave the king's beleaguered foot soldiers time to regroup. Two other 
factors deflected the parliamentarians from pressing home their 
advantage, namely the gruelling fire from the main royalist battery which 
had blunted the momentum of Essex's advance and, even more crucial, 
the king's brave decision not to quit the field. Despite intense pressure to 
retire, Charles had kept a cool head in this moment of extreme crisis, 
realising that only by being present amongst his troops would he prevent 
their total disinteg-ation. "Come life or death'', he had boasted at the 
beginning of the battle, "your King will bear you company, and ever keep 
this fiefd". True to his word he did not abandon it now, a military 
judgement which undoubtedly saved his army from almost certain defeat. 
That being so, one is at a loss to explain why no notice should be taken of 
this episode in the poems on Edgehill. This reticence is all the more 
mysterious in view of the decisive role played by the king in overcoming 
what Edward Howard described as "The froward Cast of Fortunes Game". 
No immediate answer can be suggested; however, this once again 
serves as a salutary reminder - should one still be needed - that these 
poetic treatments of the battle were extremely selective and not at all 
intended to be a blow by blow account of its various stages. 

From this point on, the course of the infantry battle was 
somewhat confused and desultory. The pendulum swung first one way, 
then another. But the result was always the same - stalemate. The 
inconclusive nature .of this dogfight was encapsulated in Andrew 
Cooper's -despairing lines: "The Royalists prevail'd/ Sometimes, and 
sometimes Essex: Dubious/ Was Fortune. whom to make victorious". 
The fact is that after such a hard-fought day both sides had ground to a 
halt, overwhelmed by sheer exhaustion. Besides, the royalist and 
parliamentary infantry were each running out of powder and ammunition, 
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further sapping their will to continue hostilities. By this time, too, it was 
gowing dark and iri these circumstances all that the king and Essex could 
do was order a stand-off and so, "as if by mutual consent", to quote the 
Duke of York, each body of foot "retired some few paces and struck down 
their colours", though continuing to take pot-shots at one another 
through the enveloping gloom. If Anchw Cooper is to be believed, the 
intermittent flash of musketry fire also served a more practical purpose.: 

But now the obscure mantle of the night, 
Each Army vail'd, from one anothers fight, 
Only the Musketiers, so thick gave fire, 
As yet gave light, to both for to retire. 

There now followed a terrible night in which the soldiers' physical 
inertia gave way to mental anguish at the day's seemingly senseless 
bloodletting, a psychological hell hauntingly depicted by Edward Howard: 

Night, in which Terrors most accost man's thought, 
And shapes bad deeds in worse of forms then wrought; 
What apprehensions might her hours instill, 
On such, whose latest Guilt had been to kill. 

But such nocturnal torments paled into insignificance compared to the 
mournful cries that pierced the air from fallen comrades who were literally 
bleeding to death in that bloodsoaked field. Andrew Cooper, for one, 
never forgot the fearful dirge as men lay close to death: 

Here might you hear the sad laments and moans, 
In doleful accents: of their dying goans. 
Some execrating their Nativity, 
Others that Fatal day: Reveng'd to bee 
Some vow'd; and with their swords about them laid, 
Now even in Death: Some boldly did upbraid 

·The Parliament's.Pretences feign'd, some swore, 
And off their heads, their hair they fiercely tore; 
Some Pray'd, and were exceeding Penitent, 
Such several humours, dying men present. 

But in their rendezvous with death, were the mortally wounded 
royalist and parliamentarian soldiers united at last or still "by the sword 
divided"? On this issue the cavalier poets were somewhat undecided. 
Andrew Cooper, for example, was in two minds about the matter. Thus in 
one passa9f' in his verse history he envisages a duel to the death 
between "two armed Gallants" from the rival sides whose mutual 
antagonism could not be slaked by the clash of steel but extended even 
beyond the grave. We are told that when "These two foes/ Upon that be~ 
of honour both repose" their "streaming blood could not be intermix'd/ 
Such strong antipathy was them betwixt". However, in another passage 
where Cooper was almost certainly describing the incident when the 
wounded soldiers from each army crept down to the narrow brook that 
zigzagged across the battlefield and jointly partook of it:s thirst-quenching 
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water, he clearly believed that the distinction of cavalier and roundhead 
no longer counted and that the men of both sides became comrades in 
death: .. 

Who late against each other boldly fought, 
Their Reconciliation Death had wrought, 
Whose blood dispended, falling in one place, 
Kindly now, arm in arm, by Death imbrace. 

Such magnanimity, however. was quite beyond the partisan Abraham 
Cowley who was quite convinced that the cavalier and roundhead blood 
spilt upon that battlefield were clean different things: 

Streames of blacke tainted blood the field besmeare, 
But pure wel-colour'd Drops shine here and there. 
They scorne to mixe with floods of baser veines, 
Just as th'ignobler Moistures Oyle disdaines. 

Obviously, for Cowley the battle lines were still firmly drawn even in the 
realm of the dead. · 

One thing more added to the horror of that night - the bitterly cold 
weather. As Clarendon informs us, the poor troops had to endure a sharp 
frost and chill northerly wind which only served to exacerbate their misery 
still furth~r. Indeed the cold proved so intense that the parliamentarian 
Edmund Ludlow "was obliged to walk about all nighr in order to stay 
warm, despite wearing a heavy suit of armour. In this freezing temperattre 
a . number of wounded men must ~ave died of hypothermia, though 
miraculously for others it proved their salvation, as in the case of the 
royalist colonel Sir Gervase Scroop who, after receivi11g multiple wounds, 
had been stripped naked and left for dead on the battlefield, only to be 
discovered still alive the next morning thanks to the frost which had 
congealed his blood. Amongst the horrors of that night, however, "the 
Coldness of the Weather" did not impinge on the imagination of our three 
cavalier poets, although Andrew Cooper refers to both parties huddling 
by "geat fires" all over the battlefield, an action however which he sees 
as ·being motivated less by a desire to stay warm than a determination to 
hug " ... the only light/ Left them in this obscurity of night". 

But while both armies remained on the battlefield, silent 
movements were taking place under cover of darkness. All of the royalist 
foot who were still intact, for example, received orders to retire to the top 
of Edgehill where it was felt they would stand a better chance of 
withstanding any further assault from Essex's forces. As for the king's 
horse, they continued to camp on the lower slopes of the escarpment, 
ready to spring into action at daybreak. Meanwhile the Earl of Essex had 
begun removing his wounded soldiers to Warwick though he was 
~etermined not to leave the king in undisputed possession of the field. 
Thus at dawn both armies were still in position but neither had much to 
celebrate as the full horrors of the previous day's fighting sunk in. For 
when the two sides eyed each other warily across "that spacious Valley" 
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they found, to quote Ancrew Cooper, " ... all the Vale bespread/ Betwixt 
them, with their intermixed dead". Heaps of dead men are said to have 
littered the battlefield, Edmund Ludlow informing us that he saw 
"threescore lie within the compass of three score yards upon the ground 
whereon that brigade fought in which the King's Standard w_as". 
According to the tallies kept by the local ministers in the vicinity of 
Edgehill, nearly 4,000 corpses· were interred after the battle. This 
estimate of the slain, however, seems to be wide of the mark if Sir William 
Dugdale is to be believed, for when he visited and made a map of the 
battlefield in February 1643 he discovered that "the certain m,.1mber 
which lay buried in each grave" amounted to little more than 1,000. But 
whatever the total number of losses sustained, the mere sight of battle 
casualties filled the cavalier poets with cread, none more so than Edward 
Howard who paints the morrow of Edgehill and its impact on the rival 
armies in lurid colours: 

Nor did the rising day to them appear, 
Less dismall to their Conscious Crimes or fear. 
The Sun beheld far more than usual! red, 
If not his blush when view'd the blood here shed. 

But it was not just the heavy toll in human lives which was 
deplored in the poetry of the battle· of Edgehill. An equally emotive issue~ 
and this is hardly surprising in view of the. royalist bias of the poets 
concerned - was that so many of the casualties on the king's side were 
men of greater social standing than those who perished in the 
parliamentary camp. This disparity particularly aroused the indignation of 
Abraham Cowley who found solace in the heavenly triumph which he was 
convinced awaited the illustrious royalist dead compared to the eternal 
damnation that lay in store for the debased parliamentary slain. Among 
the "murther'd Her.oes" whose "doleful! fate" he bemoaned on the king's 
side were two aristocratic grandees, the Earl of Lindsey and Lord 
Aubigny. His choice of the latter was particularly significant since after 
being "killed in the first charge with the Horse" Aubigny's corpse had 
been consigned to a common grave in one of the fields at the foot of 
Edgehill. However as chance would have it, the deceased peer was 
recognised by an onlooker and his body was carried into a nearby church 
"without soe much as a sheete about him" from whence it was conveyed 
to Oxford and interred with full military honours in Christ Church 
Cathedral. This happy denouement enabled Cowley to boast: 

Thus fearlesse Lindsey, thus bold Aubigny 
Amidst the Corps of slaughtered Rebells lie, 
More honour'ably then Essex ere was f9und, 
With Troopes of living Traytors circled round. 
Rest to your valiant Soules, ye sacred paire, 
And all whose deaths attended on yee there .. 
You're kindly welcom'd to Heaven's ~eacefull coast 
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By all the reverend Martyrs noble host. 
But whil~ their souls soared upwards to ·heaven's gate, Cowley could only 
see a black future for the undifferentiated multitude of parliamentary 
dead: 

A dismal! Shade did Heaven's sad face ore-flow.
Darke as the Night slaine Rebells found below. 
Noe gentle Starres their chearfull glories rear'd, 
Ashamd they were of what was donne, and fear'd, 

- for these wicked men were now consigned to hell fire. 
But the shades of Edgehill were not so easily dispensed with, for 

only three months after the battle a curious pamphlet was published 
claiming that "strange and portentous Apparitions of two jarring and 
contray. Armies

0 

had been seen several times in the skies above Edgehill. 
During this psychic phenomena huncreds of "incorporeal! souldiers" are 
said to have re-fought the battle "with as much spite and spleen as 
formerly", the ~ir reverberating with the "Ptedigious Noyses of War" with 
drums beating, muskets exploding, cannons roaring, horses neighing 
and ~bove all else, "the doleful! and hydious groanes of dying men were 
heard crying revenge!" Among the ghosts said to be haunting Edgehill 
was Sir Edmund Verney, who was engaged in a sleepless search for his 
lost hand. "What this doth portend'', the pamphlet concluded, "God only 
knoweth, and time perhaps will discover, but doubtless it is a sign of His 
wrath against this land, for these civil wars". This view was certainly shared 
by the poet Edward Howard who pronounced " ... sometimes· Heaven 
does progidies bestow,/ To frighten Mortalls for Misdeeds below". To this 
day the ghosts of Edgehill have still not been exorcised and so we must 
presume that the lord is still angry with us for our uncivil wars. 

In this killing-field who then was the victor? Both armies were hors 
de combat and in no mood to renew the battle. For three or four hours 
they stared motionless at each other, taking comfort in the fact that the 
enemy's trQops were as thin, broken and dispirited as those on their own 
side. In the end there was a mutual disengagement, Essex withdrawing 
his forces to Warwick whilst the king's troops fell back to the quarters they 
had occupied before the battle. The fighting had effectively ended in a 
craw, although each side claimed victory. 

For their part the cavalier poets were uncertain about the 
outcQme at Edgehill. Andrew Cooper, for example, felt that victory 
inclined m9f"e to the king, yet even he was forced to concede: 

... both parties claimed the triumphal Bai es, 
And noble Palme; both parties returned praise 
For Victory, to their Heavenly Deities, 
Both parties had taken Ensigns, Prisoners, Ptize 
Both parties of Victory, Trophies did display. . 

True enough, each side could flaunt captured enemy colours, the 
royalists boasting to have taken no less than seventy standards 
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belonging to Essex's army while_ at least sixteen ensigns are known to 
have fallen· into parliamentary hands_ The rival armies could also brag of 
the prisoners· which they had seized from one another: the 
parliamentarians had captured none other than the king"s lord general, 
the Earl-of Lindsey, together with his son Lord Willoughby and Sir William 
Vavasour, the latter's lieutenant-colonel in the royal regiment of 
lifeguards, not to mention two other senior officers, Sir Thomas Lunsford 
and Sir Edward Stradling; while the royalist captives included, predictably 
enough, a large number of cavalry commanders. The snobbish 
Clarendon remarks that the majority of these were "of mean quality in the 
world". As for "Prize" and "Trophies", here the royalists appew to have 
enjoyed a distinct advantage over their adversaries, not only laden with 
booty from the parliamentary baggage camp but also capturing seven 
guns which Essex had abandoned during his retreat from the battlefield. 
Even these limited spoils, however, could not disguise the fact that 
Edgehill had been an indecisive engagement: and Andrew Cooper 
virtually admitted as much. 

Edward Howard's verdict on Edgehill was much more honest. Not 
only did he concede the battle ended in stalemate with each side quitting 
the field in a relatively orderly fashion, but 'he even grudgingly 
acknowledged that the parliamentarian claim to victory had a kernal of 
truth since, although badly shaken, Essex's army was still intact and 
would thus live to fight another day: 

Both Armies quit the Field, yet neither flee. 
Essex to Warwick does his Forces guide, 
Enough exulting that his stubborn side 
The King's had fought, and unsuppress'd could own, 
Such Spoils of Dead and Living ·as were kn9wn. 

As for Abraham Cowley, such was his moral repugnance to fratricidal 
warfare with its needless effusion of blood that he flatly refused to 
consider whether the battle was a triumph for either side. Indeed, Cowley 
could not conceal his disgust with the "Victory" celebrations organised by 
parliament after the battle, clearly regarding a period of mourning as a 
more appropriate gesture: 

For this the Bells they ring, and not in vaine, 
Well might they all ring out, for Thousands slaine: 
For this the Bonfires their glad brightnes spread, 
When funeral! flames might more befitt their Dead. 

There is no glorification of war here, only despair at its tragic waste of 
human life. 

No-one felt this revulsion more keenly than the king himself. 
While the dead were buried the day after the battle we are told that he sat 
disconsolately "upon a drumhead" in a deep lethargy_ By nature a peace
loving man, Charles was . traumatised by his searing experience at 
Edgehill. For a start he never recovered from the shock of finding himself 
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in armed conflict with some of his. own subjects. Throughout "the Halcyon 
Reign". that tranquil period of personal rule from 1629 to 1640, he had 
genuinely striven to rule over his kingdom like a loving father: but now his 
illusions were rudely shattered by the onset of war. As he observed later 
in Eikon Basilike. it was "a hard choice for a King that loves his people and 
desires their love to kill his own subjects or be killed by them". 

Yet this was exactly the agonising dilemma that confronted the 
king at Edgehill. "We have marched so long in hope ·to meet no enemy", 
he declared when addressing his troops shortly before battle 
commenced, "we knowing none at whose hand we deserve any 
opposition", magnanimous sentiments which were severely put to the 
test when the first shot was fired in anger from the parliamentary ranks at 
the very person of the monarch! Even then the "best of Kings" showed a 
marked reluctance to retaliate, as Andrew Cooper makes abundantly 
clear: "Loath, loath I am my Sword e're be dy'd/ In civil blood: my soul doth 
much decline/ These worst of wars: are not these people mine?" Such 
forbearance was the despair of the king's generals and in the end he 
reluctantly gave the order to fight. To encourage his own troops but 
doubtless with much heart-searching he himself applied the match to the 
royalist cannon that returned the enemy fire. So, more in sorrow than in 
anger, Charles let battle commence, though as his tr.oops bore down 
Edgehill towards the parliamentary lines Cooper says he. still urged 
restraint: "Wound not, who e're of them before you fli~s/ Su.ch are not 
yours, nor yet my enemies". Apparently such was the king's r:;apacjty for 
self-deception thc:tt even as his men came to blows with the 
parliamentarians, he still hoped "We suddenly should see/. Their: arms 
cast down, they all would come to me". Never was there a fonder 
delusion! Charles was stunned by the sheer ferocity of the fighting that 
followed and even more aghast at the fearful carnage. No wonder he felt 
listless and depressed after the battle, grieving for the heavy loss of life 
suffered by his foes as well as among his own troops. The king's general 
sense of sorrow is captured for us in poignant fashion by Andrew 
Cooper: · 

But when the best of Kings survey'd the sl(lin, 
Hee sigh'd and wep't, and wep'.t and sigh'd again 
Saying, alas! alas! deceived here 
Some thousands of these Dead, that now :1ye here 
Slain in Rebellion; wee ·1ament their fate ... 
As well as these, that Love and Loyalty 
Have for our Cause engaged here to Dye; 
Our gracious Pardon too, wee here Proclaim 
To all .... 

This humane response is certainly in keeping with a king who 
subsequently sent his own chaplain to the death-bed of a leading 
parliamentarian like John Hampden or who dispatched instructions to his 
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followers after the first battle of Newbury that provisiol'l be made for "the 
sick and hurt soldiers of the Earl of Essex's army; al'ld 1hough 1hey be 
rebels, and deserve the punishment of traitors, yet <>ut of our tender 
compassion upon them as being our subjects, our will and pleasure is, 
that you carefully provide for their recovery, as well for those of our own 
army". The last word, however, rests with Abraham Cowley who more 
than any other poet realised what was at stake for the king and his 
subjects in that fateful recourse to violence on Edgehill field: 

Primary texts: 

This was the day, this the first day that show'd, 
How much to Charles for our long peace we ow'd. 
By his Skill here and spirit we understood, 
From Warre nought kept him .but his Peoples good. 
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LESSONS IN REVOLUTION: THE IMPACT OF THE LONDON 
MILITARY COMPANIES 

by Keith Roberts 

Background 
At the turn of the seventeenth century the cutting edge of 

military theory and practice was to be found in the Dutch army trained by 
Prince Maurice of Orange. The theory was intended to combine the 
structured military organisation of the classical world with advances in 
military technology made in the sixteenth century, particularly in the use 
of infantry firepower. Structure was a key concept for the new theories 
and one which made a great impact on contemporary soldiers, as 
Sergeant Major Henry Hexham's [1] admiring comment indicates: 

How Careful and industrious Prince Maurice was of famous 
memory (the father of Souldiers) to establish an uniforme Order 
and Discipline amongst us. 

A uniform and standard response to orders was required for the 
new Dutch tactics because the soldiers would fight in close packed ranks 
[2] and the units in which they fought had to be able to manoeuvre so as 
to act in support of one another on the battlefield. If they were to do so 
successfully each soldier and each unit had to respond to orders in the 
same way. The necessity of standard arms drill for close packed soldiers 
carrying pikes sixteen or eighteen foot in length can readily be 
understood, as unless each man made the same movement at the same 
time confusion resulted. The value of standard training for musketeers or 
calivermen was more to ensure that by teaching the optimum procedure 
in the beginning, the soldier would be able steadily to increase the speed 
of loading and firing his weapon. Once arms handling had been mastered 
to. the extent that the sergeants considered,that recruits would represent 
more of a danger to their enemies than to their friends [3) the soldiers 
were trained to operate in units. 

Dutch battle formations were drawn up in three lines of infantry 
units and two of cavalry with the intention that each unit (battalion of 
infantry or squadron of cavalry) could offer some support to its fellows. 
The infantry lines were also part of the overall structure with the intention 
that the second line would support the first and the third would provide a 
final reserve. Here again structure was important as the flexibility of the 
Dutch tactical' system relied upon responsive units and these could only 
co-operate successfully if each responded identically to the same 
instructions. · 

Two factors were required for this training process to be 
successful, a thorough understanding of the system involved and the 
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money to provide regular wages or "constant pay". The last was essential 
because contemporaries ·considered it impossible to impose the 
discipline required for serious training unless the soldiers were regularly 
paid [4). In the Dutch army regular pay was achieveable because of the 
wealth of the state, but amongst the German armies who copied Dutch 
organisation and tactics it was less certain. 

The same problems faced English militia soldiers and those with 
the responsibility of training them. The manuals used to 1rain themilitia· in 
the system of Dutch military theory were based on those of the Dutch 
army. These were originally produced by the Dutch in several languages, 
including English, as the mercenary Dutch army included national 
regiments from several different countries. For militia soldiers,· however, 
the motivating force could not be pay as their service in defence of their 
country was effectively a form of taxation. Inertia weakened efforts to 
create an effective militia and such enthusiasm as existed was channelled 
into elaborate displays, "May Games". 

The military companies in London provided an exception to the 
usual militia problems and their influence on the London militia regiments, 
the London Trained Bands, was to have a significant impact on the 
outcome of the English civil war. 

The London Military Companies 
The origins of the oldest of the English "Military Companies'' go 

back at least to the reign of Henry Ylll, who granted it a Charter of 
Incorporation on 25 August 1537, and probably even earlier. The charter 
refers to the Guild of St George but by 1588 the group was known by the 
location of its training ground in the City of London, the target range of 
England's Master Gunner known as the Artillery Garden. By 1613 it was 
known as the "Society practising Armes in the Artillery Garden" and later 
as the "Society of th~ Artillery Garden". It survives to this day as the 
Honourable Artillery Company. · 

This was not an entirely English phenomenon and close 
comparisons can be aawn between the Society of the Artillery Garden in 
London and the "Schuttergilden" or Militia Guilds of Dutch cities such as 
Amsterdam, Haarlem, Leiden and Dordrecht. Both in London and in the 
Dutch cities the military guilds originated as bodies of citizens associating 
for the practice of arms with permission to use training grolJnds in the city 
or on its outskirts. In England and in Holland the military guilds developed 
this role so that their members b~came leading figures in the militia of the 
city a~ a whole [5]. and increasingly their membership was c:hwn from the 
mercantile elite. In England the Society of the Artillery Garden had 
provided officers for the London Trained Bands when these mustered at 
Tilbury to resist the Spanish Armada in 1588. 

The Socie.ty suffered under the decline in interest in military 
training during the early years of the pacific King James l but was revived 
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in 1610. The break had one significant effect as the Society renewed its 
training entirely on the Dutch model and so avoided the confusion of 
styles of training seen amongst militia soldiers at the close of the 
sixteenth century. With the professional soldier, Capt. Edward. Panton, as 
their "Captain Leader" or training officer, the Society commenced weekly 
training in the handling of arms "after the modern and best fashion and 
instruction then in use". Membership of the Society soon became 
sought after as "divers of the better sort of citizens of the best means and 
quality were desirous to be admitted into the Company, for their better 
instructing in military diseipline". 

The source of this new desire for military training lay not so much 
in the activity for its own s~ke but the social prominence .. membership of 
the Society offered with its military displays, social gatherings and feasts. 
The wealth of the Society's members was sufficient for them to erect a 
"handsome armoury" in 1612 and they ''furnished it with several sorts of 
arms of such extraordinary beauty, fashion and goodness for service, as 
were hardly to be matched elsewhere". 

The display of wealth, and by inference of power and influence, 
was important to the mercantile elite who formed the Society of the 
Artillery Garden and the Society's activities offered a legitimate and 
prominent way to do it. The new Dutch military discipline with its emphasis 
on a set pattern of training, particularly infantry training, and its illustrated 
manual on arms handling [6) provided a model against which excellence 
could be measured. Military displays provided an opportunity to show 
both competence in an elaborate art and wealth, the latter through the 
use of beautifully decorated, expensive weapons. In this sense a 
reasonable comparison can be drawn .between the military exercises and 
displays of the Society of the Artillery Garden and the Tourney of the 
greater nobility. Both provided the excuse of military training for an 
opportunity for the display of wealth and power. 

These two elements, Dutch infantry training ·and the Tourney, 
were also inextricably linked in the view of war generally and its practice in 
particular, which was current in the early seventeenth century. With the 
changes in the art of war had come changes in the military competencies 
a general or military prince had-to possess. Competence in the Tourney 
still showed chivalric leanings and military ability in the use of the lance, 
both signs of an aristocratic commander, but the Dutch "revolution" in 
military theory had shown that new, more technical arts had to be 
mastered. The clearest indication of this can be seen 'in the education of
Henry, Prince of Wales; the great hope of the military party of English 
courtiers, who was being groomed to become a poj)ular military leader 
(7). This included training in the Tourney and in the new Dutch military 
arts, the latter being practised both in a new citizen military company 
created in the City of Westminster in 1611 with Prince Henry as its patron 
and in wargames under the tuition of professional officers. The 
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association of the military companies with Henry could have provided a 
close link between the court and London. By sharing their military 
practice, Prince Henry demonstrated a common interest with members of 
the military companies, which included some of the most prominent and 
influential men in London, and added to the social relevance of their 
exercises. This j:>9tential link was lost with Prince Henry's death and the 
taste of his brother Charles was more for the elaborate court masques 
created by Inigo Jones than military exercise of any sort. However, the 
military companies continued to flourish and in addition to the Society of 
the Artillery Garden there were now two others in the suburbs of London, 
the "Military Company" in the City of Westminster (mentioned above) and 
the "Martial Yard" in the Borough of Southwark. Gentlemen from the 
counties adopted the fashion set by London by forming local 
associations, usually called "Artillery Yards", in emulation of the Society of 
Artillery Garden. Associations were formed in Colchester (1621 ), Bury St 
Edmunds (1622), Norwich (1625), Bristol (1625), Great Yarmouth (1626), 
Ipswich (1629) and Nottingham (1629). · 

Whilst fashion and the social aspirations of their members had a 
powerful effect on the rise of the military companies, their existence also 
had a practical effect upon the national militia, namely the leadership they 
provided for the Trained Bands. Members of the Society of the Artillery 
Garden had traditionally provided officers for the London militia and the 
same process can be seen with officers of the county military companies 
and some of the county Trained Bands (8]. The enthusiasm of these 
officers could act as a powerful incentive for the Trained Band companies 
.they led. The most remarkable example was Capts. Edward Ditchfield 
and Henry Saunders, both members of the Society of the Artillery 
Garden, who formed their Trained Band companies into a separate 
association, the "G~ntlemen of the Private and Loving Society of 
Cripplegate''. These officers mustered their companies at 6 o'clock every 
morning in summer for an hour's training. Aci;;ording to William Barriffe, 
who commented on this practice, it irovided no "hindrance to men's 
more necessary callings, but rather calls them earlier to their business 
affairs". The amateur soldiers "neither beat drum me, display Ensigne, nor 
discharge Musket; but onely exercise their Postures, Motions and formes 
of Battell, with false fire in their panne" at these early morning musters, a 
concession that their neighbours must have appreciated at that hour. 

The. military companies had their shortcomings, with local 
influence and nepotism playing as great a part as military competence in 
appointments to the command of Trained Band companies. 
Nevertheless some degree of military competence was required for 
officers to be appointed, in London at least, and the military companies 
successfully provided basic military training. In the absence of any 
standing army in England (9]. the military companies also provided a 
centre for the discussion and development of military theory in England. 
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Members of the Society of the Artillery Garden in London and the Military 
Company of Westminster produced some of the most influential training 
manuals of the time and their practice of hiring or inviting professional 
soldiers to assist in training prevented it from becoming purely theoretical 
(1 O]. . 

The absence of a regular army in England had another 
unexpected effect, as relations between the king and his parliament 
worsened. With no significant numbers of regular soldiers in London the 
only military forces available were the Trained Bands of the City and its 
suburbs (the City of Westminster, the Borough of Southwark and the 
Tower Hamlets). In normal circumstances this would be sufficient as the 
Trained Bands would oppose a foreign enemy and, since th~y were 
drawn from the better class of citizen, had a vested interest in 
suppressing popular riots which endangered property. Where the 
citizens had political differences with the crown their loyalty could not be 
automatically relied upon and the appointment of their officers became of 
crucial importance. As the London officers were drawn from the military 
companies, the political complexion of the military companies and the 
officers they provided became.of inaeasing relevance. 

In retrospect, royalist sympathisers considered the alienation of 
the loyalty of the military companies in London to be the result of 
deliberate puritan influence. The royalist newsbook Mercurius Civicus of 
5 August 1643 suggested that this had begun gradually before the civil 
war: 

You may well remember when the Puritans here did as much 
abominate the Military-yard, or Artillery-Garden as Paris Garden 
itself [11]: they would not mingle with the Prophane: but at last 
when it was instill'd into them. that the blessed Reformation 
intended could not be effected but by the Sword these places 
were instantly filled with few or none. but men of that Faction: we 
were wont you know to make very merry at their trayning, some of 
them in two yeares practice could not be brought to discharge a 
Musket without winking: We did little imagine then, that they 
were ever likely to grow formidable to the State, or advance to 

·that Strength as to be able to give the King Battle, but after a 
while they began to affect, yea and Compasse the chief officers 
of Command, so that when any prime Commanders dyed, new 
men were elected, wholely devoted to that Faction: and it 
became a Generali Emul.ation amongst them who should buy the 
most and the best Armes. 

In reality loyalties in the companies were divided as each member 
was influenced by his business interests and religious or political views, 
but with his unerring ability to alienate support, King Charles had not 
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added to his popularity when he managed to place an intolerable insult 
on the Society of the Artillery Garden. This was his decision in 1635 to 
appoint one Capt. John Fisher as Muster Master for the City of London. 
The Muster Master's duty was to ensure that the Trained Band 
companies were properly equipped and trained according to the 
government's requirements and his position was certainly necessary in 
the counties. In London, however, the military companies considered 
they provided perfectly competent officers and the Captain of the 
Society of the Artillery Garden effectively fulfilled this role with the 
support of the Alderman, his deputy and the Common Councilmen of 
each of the City wards. The dispute between the City and the crown 
continued until December 1637, when the king made the appointment 
personally as the City authorities had failed to follow up his 
recommendation. Capt. Walter Neale, then Captain of the Society of the 
Artillery Garden, continued the dispute by requesti_ng that he receive the 
post of Muster Master instead of Capt. Fisher on the !J"Ounds that: 

there was a necessary relation and dependence between the 
Muster Master's place and that of the Captain of the Company 
(i.e. the Society of the Artillery Garden], who was bound to 
continual attendance and labour in exercising the principal 
citizens in martial discipline, whereby the forces of the City were 
always furnished with able commanders out of the Company, and 
the private soldiers made ready for the general musters. 

Capt. Fisher retained his position through royal . patronage but his 
appointment still rankled with the City. authorities and the military 
companies. He was still petitioning the City for his pay in 1639. 

The Military Companies and the Civil War 
The military impact of the military companies could only be 

measured when the exercises they learned in the Artillery Ground in 
London and, as officers, taught to their Trained Band companies was 
practised in deadly earnest. As the Trained 'sands were exempt from 
foreign service, only invasion or civil war could provide the acid test. 

Trained Band soldiers .were called up for foreign service in the 
First Bishops War with Scotland in 1639, but the 3,000 men the king 
requested from the Common Council of London never materialised. The 
king's request for troops was "los_t in Committee" as the Common Council 
appointed a committee to review the king's orders and l>y the time their 
deliberations were completed the war was over. The provincial Trained 
Band soldiers who did serve had performed poorly.' Their sympathies did 
not lie with the king's cause but their performance also served to highlight 
weaknesses in the level of their training. 

By 1641 popular feeling in London was turning against the king 
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and this was reflected in the annual elections to the City's governing 
body, the Common Council. Several of the king's supporters were not re
elected in December 1641 and many of those who took their places 
proved to be radical supporters of the parliamentary cause. Both king and 
parliament recognised that control of the militia of London was the key to 
controlling the City. King Charles felt he encompassed this as the Lord 
Mayor, Sir Richard Gurney, supported him and only the Lord Mayor had 
the traditional right to call out the Trained Bands. On 4 January 1642 the 
House of Commons directed the formation of a body responsible for the 
safety of the City, a body composed of the Lord Mayor, six Aldermen and 
twelve Common Councilmen. The exact sphere of authority of the body 
was uncertain but it clearly posed a threat to the authority of the Lord 
Mayor alone. The date is significant as it was the same day that the king 
made his abortive attempt to arrest the Five Members. 

Two days later, on the evening of the 6th, rumours that the king 
would make an attempt to take control of London by military force 
culminated in a massive panic in the City. With the scandal of the Army 
Plot in 1641 and the king's attempt to arrest the Five Members only days 
before, this rumour seemed all too likely in the. highly charged 
atmosphere of the City. The City merchant Nehemiah Wallington 
described the panic: . 

for in the dead of night there was !J"eat bouncing at every man's 
door to be up in their arms presently and to stand on their guard, 
both in the City and suburbs, for we heard (as we lay in our beds) 
a great cry in the streets that there were horses and foot coming 
against the City. So the gates were shut and· the cullises let 
down, and the chains [12] put across the corners of our streets, 
and every man ready on his arms. And women and children did 
then arise and fear and trembling entered on all. 

Appeals were made to the Lord Mayor to call out the Trained Bands but 
when he refused they were mustered on the authority of members of the 
Common Council. The citizens had mustered to defend themselves 
against a non-existant threat but their distrust of the king's intentions bad 
become attached to their Lord Mayor and in an emergency his orders had 
been disregarded. 

The significance of this point wa!; not lost on the king's Privy 
Council who demanded the names of those who had summoned the 
Trained Bands. The House of Commons countered by confirming the 
summons and decreeing that in future a majority of the Lord Mayor, 
Aldermen and Common Council. and not the Lord Mayor alone, had 
sufficient authority to call out the Trained Bands. This was a radical step 
and the appointment on 10 January of Philip Skippon, Captain-Leader 
and Training Officer of the Society of the Artinery Garden, as commander 
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of 'he Trained Bands was another. 
Two days later Skippon blockaded the Tower of London with his 

Trained Band soldiers. On 20 January he nearly succeeded in slipping 
some of his men into the Tower by a ruse. Shortly afterwards King 
Charles accepted he could not retain control of the Tower and agreed to 
the appointment of the parliament~supporting Sir John Conyers as 
Lieutenant of the Tower in place of the royalist Sir John Byron. He had 
little choice as the Tower was traditionally garrisoned by soldiers of the 
Trained Bands of the Tower Hamlets. Although Byron certainly had other 
soldiers with him, a considerable proportion of his men were from the 
Tower Hamlets Trained Bands and their sympathies lay with the City not 
the court. The Tower of London was the main arsenal of the kingdom and 
control of it and its workshops was much more than symbolic. 

Individual members of the military companies fought on both 
sides during the civil war and made. significant individual contributions 
(13); others who sympathised with the royalist cause remained inactive as 
they were tied to London by their business interests and risked ruin by 
formally joining the king. The key impact, however, lay not in the efforts of 
individual officers, but in the leadership they provided for the London 
Trained Band regiments. The political ·sympathies of the militia soldiers 
had been skilfully manipulated as relations between king and parliament 
worsened and the Society of the Artillery Garden provided a pool of 
trained officers from which parliament sympathisers could be drawn to 
provide the militia with the leadership any military body requires. 

After the drawn battle of Edgehill (23 October 1642), the London 
Trained Bands were persuaded to join with the Earl of Essex's 
parliamentary army to oppose the king's march on London at Turnham 
Green. The political sympathies of the soldiers were not necessarily anti 
-royalist but careful propaganda depicted the king's army as a collection of 
rapacious mercenaries, an image which Prince Rupert's sack of Brentford 
on 12 November with the loss of so many London soldiers in the 
regiments of Denzil Holles and Lord Brooke only served to support. 
Choices of loyalty are always immensely difficult in a ·time of civil war and 
the question of where the sympathies of the Trained Band soldiers and 
even some of their officers lay was still open. In the end their decisiori to 
come to the muster and march to Turnham Green rested more on self 
-interest than politics; they marched to protect their homes and families. 
Parliament was fortunate that in Philip Skippon they had appointed a 
leader for ·the Trained Bands who so completely underst<>od his men's 
concerns. Bulstrode Whitelocke's record of Skippon's encouragement of 
his men illustrates this: 

Come .rriy Boys, my brave Boys, let us pray heartily and fight 
heartily, I will run the same fortunes and hazards with you, 
remember the Cause is for God; and for the defence of your 
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selves, your wives, and children: Come my honest brave Boys, 
pray heartily ~nd fight heartily, and God will bless us. 

These words reflected exactly the only certainty these men can have felt 
in an uncertain world, the defence of their homes and families under 
Skippon, a trusted leader with whom they were familiar and who was not a 
political figur&:· It must have meant more to the citizen soldiers than any 
political slogans. 

The outcome at Turnham Green meant that London was 
impregnable to any army for as long as the Trained Bands supported the 
parliament. The king's campaign in 1643 certainly included the hope that 
the convergence of his northern and southern armies on London would 
persuade the City to treat for terms rather than fight. In purely military 
terms this was unlikely, but King Charles still had many sympathisers in 
London and they could easily act if fear of defeat caused opinion to sway 
in the king's favour. The main royalist army was delayed as it sat down to 
besiege Gloucester on 10 August. The deci.sions of the king's Council 
were soundly based on the information available to them, since the 
prevailing opinion was: 

that the Enemy had no Army; nor by all Intelligence, was like to 
form any soon enough to be able to relieve it; and if they had an 
Army, that it was much better for his Majesty to force them to that 
distance from London. and to fight there, where he could be 
supplied with whatsoever he wanted, could choose his own 
ground, where his brave Body of Horse would be able to Defeat 
any Army they could raise, than to seek them in .their own 
Quarters. 

,. 

The fall of Gloucester, coming so soon after the loss of Bristol on 26 July 
and defeats to Sir William Waller's army at Roundway Down on 13 July and 
Lord Fairfax's northern parliamentarian army at Adwalton Moor on 30 
June, would have a severe effect on morale· in London. On the other 
hand, the Earl of Essex's army would be vulnerable if it marched from 
London to raise the siege since it was known to be seriously depleted by 
sickness and weak in infantry. These military realities were as evident to 
Essex and parliament as they were to the king's advisers and led to both 
Essex and parliament appealin.g to the·City for assistance from the militia. 
Trained Band regiments as well~-as newly raised auxiliaries. 

The City authorities agreed on the ground that "the City of 
London and parts adjacent cannot be long in safety, if that City 
[Gloucester] be lost. they have there upon resolved forthwith to send out 
a force both of Horse and Foot for the reliefe of th~· said City of 
Gloucester·. Once again self-defence was a aitical factor in the City's 
decisions and in the form they were expressed to the citizens. The City 
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forces dispatched to join Essex's army numbered 5,000 men and when 
this brigade joined Essex. the total parliamentary army numbered 15,000 
men. Essex's intention was to avoid battle and return to London after 
raising the siege, but after a series of marches and countermarches he 
was forced to offer battle at Newbury on 20 September. He had intended 
to use the untried London Trained Bands as a reserve but the battle was 
so fierce that they had to be committed. Clarendon's comment, "the 
London Train'd Bands and Auxiliary Regiments (of whose inexperience 
of danger, or any k:nd of Service beyond the easy practice of their 
Postures in the Artillery Garden, Men had till then too cheap an 
estimation) behaved themselves to wonder; and were in truth the 
preservation of that Army that day ... of so Soveraign benefit and use, is 
that readiness, order, and dexterity in the use of their Armes, which hath 
been so much neglected', is well known. Of more relevance is his 
assessment of the dejected mood in the. king's army after the battle 
because: 

the City was so much united to the Parliament that it supplied 
their Army with such a body of their Train'd-bands (without which 
it could never have march'd), with what success could his Majesty 
have approached London, after the taking of Bristol. with his 
harrassed Army? and would not the whole Body of the Train'd
bands have defended That, when so considerable a part of them 
could be perswaded to undertake a March of two hundred Miles? 
for less they did not March, from the time they went out. to that in 
which they return'd. 

The bloodless confrontation of armies at Turnham Green had 
shown that the London Trained Bands commanded by officers from the 
Society of the Artillery Garden would muster to defend London; the 
battle of Newbury showed not only that they were prepared to make a 
show of strength but also could fight effectively as well. If the London 
Trained Bands would march to fight so far away from London, there could 
be no doubt they would do as much to defend the City itself. Both sides 
realised that the battle had demonstrated a change in the balance of 
power in the south of England as London, the parliamentary base. must. 
now be considered impregnable. Once committed to active support by 
this campaign, the City militia continued to supply brigades of City infantry 
in support of the armies of the Earl of Essex. Sir William Waller and Sir 
Richard Browne throughout 1643-and 1644. 

These brigades did not win the war for parliament. The massive 
force of Trained Band infantry at the disposal of the City of London could 
not all serve at the same time. The City itself had to be defended and the 
soldiers had their own trades and businesses which would suffer if they 
were absent too long on campaign. An additional problem was the 
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soldiers' view that they served voluntarily under the command of their 
own officers and not under that of the general whose army they were 
attached to. As a result they would return home to London with or without 
the general's consent once they considered that the objective for which 
they had agreed to march had been achieved or the time period they had 
agreed was concluded, particularly if that meant being home for 
Christmas. But if the support of these men would not win the war for 
parliament, it cert;:1inly reduced the king's chances of doing so. They 
ensured that London, the parliamentary base, was impregnable and, by 
providing its defending force, relieved parliament of the need to garrison 
it with infantry badly needed in the field armies. Once a brigade .returned 
home it could be replaced with another, and while the first was being 
recruited its members would live in their own homes and so avoid the 
camp diseases which decimated regular armies. 

Conclusions 
The London Trained Bands were the key to controlling the City 

of London and, as the traditional political centre of the country as well as 
its major financial centre, London was the key to control of the country. 
The military companies provided the officers who trained an~ ·led the 
Trained Band companies and, as fellow citizens with strong business 
associations with many of their soldiers, their interests and sympathies 
were closely linked. The bond between officers and men was a strong 
one, therefore, as the officers were the natural leaders of the society in 
which they and their soldiers all lived and worked. Some members of the 
militar.y companies still supported King Charles but the companies as a 
whole served to provide a pool of potential leaders from which sufficient 
trained officers with the right political sympathies could be crawn. A study 
of the company commanders of the London Trained Bands before the 
civil war shows that most of those who later served on campaign did so for 
parliament, so despite some royalist sympathisers. most retained the 
same political outlook as their soldiers. a mixture of self-interest and 
support for parliament. In the absence of any regular garrison in the City 
or indeed in the country as a whole, the only military force in the capital 
was the Trained Bands. For all practical purposes, therefore, control of 
the Trained Bands meant control of the City of London itself. 

In retrospect, King Charles must have realised how important the 
loyalty of these members of the military !'.'.ompanies could have been to 
him as the Trained Bands could not function effectively without 
leadership. At the time, however, he failed to make the necessary effort 
to cultivate their support and, in appointing Capt. Fisher as the Muster 
Master of the City, placed a slight upon them which both officers and 
Trained Band soliders strongly resented. Both the military companies and 
the Trained Bands took tbeir military exercises very seriously and the 
king's crass action in forcing Capt. Fisher on the City despite strong and 
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persistent opposition hit both in a very tender spot, their self-esteem. 
While not a cause of civil war in itself, this was an important element in the 
alienation of the City from the court [ 14]. 

The military value of the Trained Bands had been mislJnderstood 
by the king's supporters and even after Turnham Green it was seen only 
as defensive. The battle of Newbury proved that the best efforts of the 
king's cavalry, his finest troops, could not_break them and showed that, 
whatever outside observers had thought of the training provided by the 
military companies, it had been effective. At Newbury the support of the 
London Trained Bands had been sufficient to preserve parliament in its 
darkest hour. Thereafter the brigades they dispatched provided large 
bodies of infantry without which the southern parliamentary armies would 
not have been strong enough to campaign effectively. · 

The support of the military companies and the Trained Band 
regiments they led could not win the war for parliament but could have 
lost it, as until the raising of the New Model Army they held the balance of 
power in the south of England. Had they supported King Charles in 
1642, he would have retained control of London and with it control of the 
country. Had they remained neutral, as they did in 1647 when the New 
Model marched on London, the City could have fallen to the king at 
Turnham Green. 

1. Henry Hexham. A professional soldler In Dutch service under Sir Horace Vere 
and author of several mllltary works lncludlng The Principals of the Art Mllltalre; 
Practised In the Warres of the United Netherlands (London, H;i37), from which 
this quotation Is taken. He was Sergeant Major (Major In modem terms) to Sir 
George Goring's regiment In the Dutch army. 
2. The common operational distance between Infantry soldlers was 'Order", this 
being three foot measured from the centre of each Infantryman. 
3. This sort of comment by training officers must be eternal. Jacob de Gheyn, 
the author of the first Illustrated drlll manual (published In 1607), expressed the 
object of training a soldler as 'with the most care and providence he make It 
appear that It (his weapon] Is to offend the ennemy without hurting or annoying 
hlmselte or his fellowe'. 
4. As for example Sir Dudley car1eton's letter to John Chamberlain of 9 March 
1621 In which he commented on the mercenary forces gathered by Ernst, Count 
Mansfeld and the Duke of Brunswick, 'how they can be well paid or dlsclpllned 
without pay, I must confesse I see not'. 
5. Schutters In Holland. kracht en zenuwen van de stad (Frans Halsmuseum, 
Haarlem, 198S). This well Illustrated catalogue of an exhbltlon of the same name 
descrbes the Dutch mllltary gullds, although without drawing comparisons with 
their Engllsh equivalent. In Its order of 3 July 1612 the English Privy Councll 
granted the revived Society permission to use the Artlllery Garden for training, 
commenting that their support was Influenced by 'the example of other 
flourishing ~ltles and states In foreign parts'. 
6. Jacob de Gheyn, The Exercise of Arms (The Hague, 1607). A cheaper 'pocket-
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size' version was pll:>llshed by the plaglarlst Wiiheim Hoffman In German In 1609 
and In Dutch, G~mnan, French and Eilgllsh In 1619. A pocket-size English manual 
based on de Gheyn was printed ror ROger Danlell In 1623. · 
7. K.A.B. Roberts, ~images of War: Henry, Prince of Wales as a Miiitary Prince', 
Enallsh Clvll War Notes & Queries (forthcoming). 
8. Two examples can be seen ir:t Norwich and Chester. The mllltary company of 
Norwich was· sufflclently well-regarded In 1633 for the Deputy-Lieutenants of 
Norfolk to decide to send potentlal Trained Band officers to Norwich for training 
by the Lieutenant of the mllltary company. In 1640 Francis Gamull was appointed 
comma~r of'the Trained Bands of the City of Chester and authorised to appoint 
officers of his choice except for Capt. William Dutton, founder of the City's 
mllltary COf!'lpany, who was to be retained. 
9. There_ were regular Engllsh soldiers In Ireland and In the small garrl5ons In 
English ports but no significant regular mllltary force .In England Itself. 
Consequently the· only centre for mllltary debate In England was the mliltary 
companies. 
10. Mllltary writers from the mllltary companies Include John Bingham, Wiiiiam 
Barrlffe and Richard Elton. 
11. In his satlrlcal pamphlet London and the Countrey carbonadoed and guartred 
Into several! Characters. (London, 1632), Donald Lupton described Paris Garden 
as a place 'better termed a ioul den than a fair garden'. It was a popular venue for 
bear baiting on the bankslde at Si;>uthwarl<, nearly opposite Bridewell. 
12~ . Culllses are port-culllses. The reason for the chains across streets was 
defence against cavalry, whose Instructions for operations In a town or ·city 
would Include detaching troops ~o ride through the streets breaking up. any 
conce.ntratlons of defending Soldlers. · 
13. Examples on the royalist side are the City merchants Sir Nicholas Crlspe, 
who raised a cavalry regiment, and Sir Marmaduke Rawden, whose Infantry· 
regiment served with distinction at the siege of Basing House. Richard Hackel 
and Robert Peake also served In the Basing garrison. On the parliament side 
were Phll., Sklppon, successlvely Sergeant Major Gener:al to the City of London, 
the Earl of Essex and the New Model Army, Wllllam Barrlffe (aUthor of the popular 
training manual Mllltary Dlsc!pllne or the Young Artlllervman), Sergeant Major and 
later Lieutenant Colonel of JOhn Hampden's Infantry regiment, and Thomas Pride, 
Ensign of the Orange regiment of the London Trained Bands In 1642 and later 
famous as the New Model Army Colonel who enforce Pride's Purge. 
14. A useful example of the London citizens' perspective on their mllltary 
exerc.lses Is provided by the play The Knight of the Burning Pestle by Francis 
Fletcher and John Beaumont. This satirised the pretentlons of the citizens, 
lncludlng their mllltary training. Londoners saw the satire all too clearly but did not 
appreciate It. It was stlll enough of a sore point In 1642 for the royallst satlrlcal 
pamphlet Articles of Treason and Other mlsdemeanours exhibited to Isaac 
Pennington to Include the term 'Knight of the Burning Pestle' amongst other 
derogatory descriptions of the rebelliOus 'City captains of the London Mllltla. 
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VICTORIAN ARTISTS AND THE 
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 

by J L Atkins 

It was the writer Sir Walter Scott, with his Wooclstock and Rokeby, 
who triggered the Victorian imagination into what almost became an 
obsession. Between 1820 and 1900 around 175 English civil war 
paintings appeared on the walls of the Royal Academy in London. No 
other historical period in British history has matched this for intensity of 
public interest. Victorian artists such as Abraham Cooper. A C Gow, J S 
Lucas, T F Marshall. Ernest Crofts, Augustus Egg, John Gilbert and 
George Arn aid exhibited English civil war· paintings annually at the 
Academy. Indeed it was said of Ernest Crofts "he almost lived in the 
1640s". 

Three paintings are of particular note. Probably the most famous 
is "And When Did You Last See Your Father?" by W F Yeames, which 
depicts a royalist child being carefully questioned by roundhead 
commissioners with the child's family in the background hoping that, in 
his young innocence, he would not accidentally betray anyone. "The 
Wounded Cavalier" by W S Burton caused a sensation at the Royal 
Academy in 1856. It shows a puritan girl tending a dying cavalier while her 
husband (or brother), bible in hand. looks on unmoved. "Cromwell On His 
Farm" by Ford Maddox Brown depicts,Cromwell on his farm at St Ives 
contemplating the "unstill and awesome" future in which shortly he was to 
play such a decisive part. 

Apart from Scott's Woodstock, there were other reasons why the 
English civil war became suddenly so. popular in Victorian times - the 
availability of much more source material, the Westminster Hall 
competitions for subjects from English history and then the appearance 
of Carlyle's stunning biography Cromwell. The Victorian age needed 
something completely different and the English civil war period gave it 
sentiment and a flash and fancy clearly lacking in a sombre and sober 
society. Even so. these Victorian artists themselves remained steadfastly 
non-partisan for they had their wives and child-en to support; money and 
fame was their spur, sentimentality and adherence to stereotypes their 
means of achieving both. 

The major Victorian artists who painted English civil war subjects 
include: 

GEORGE ARNALD (1763-1841) 
Born in Berkshire. he began life as a domestic servant for a lady who 
noticed his artistic ability and paid for his instruction. He e:xhibited at the 
Royal Academy from 1788 onwards. many of his paintings depicting civil 
war scenes. His two daughters also became artists. 
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JOHN AUGUSTUS ATKINSON (1775-1829) 
From London, he went to live and work in Russia where he became 
successful as an artist. He returned to England in 1801 and continued his 
successful painting career. His d"awings were vigorous and powerful and 
he excelled in battle scenes. His works include two studies of Montrose 
and "The Charge At Marston Moor". 

JOHN BARKER 
Probably from Bath, he was the painter of "Battle Scene: Marston Moor" 
and possibly of two other English civil war paintings which can be seen at 
the Royal Albert Memorial Museum in Exeter. They are said to be 
"refreshingly free from historical accuracy"! 

GEORGE HENRY BOUGHTON (d. 1905) 
From Norwich, he went to school in the USA but was studying in Paris by 
1860 and London in 1862, where he lived at Campden Hill. A regular 
exhibitor at the Royal Academy. two of his best known works are ''The 
Puritans In New England" and ''The Ecrly Puritans". 

EDGAR BUNDY (1862-1922) 
Bundy was a self-taught historical artist whose exhibit at the Royal 
Academy in 1887 was "The Puritan And The Maid". He continued to paint 
in an historical theme until 1920 and was one of the last Victorian painters 
to do so. 

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE BURTON (1824-1918) 
The artist C W Cope (q.v.) deliberately withd"ew one of his paintings for 
the Royal Academy so that Burton's canvass, which Cope had 
accidentally discovered, could be shown in its place. The painting, 
entitled "The Wounded Cavalier", was exhibited in 1856 and d"ew great 
crowds. The style was heavily influenced by the Pre-Raphaelites but 
Burton was unable to repeat his sudden success and abandoned 
painting until 1900. 

ABRAHAM COOPER (1787-1868) 
From Hoi~orn, London, he was the son of an inn keeper. He started 
painting animals at twenty-two and becamo popular for his horse pictures. 
His other main interest seems to have been the English civil war period. 
of which he painted many canvasses greatly improving his already high 
reputation. Another regular exhibitor at the Royal Academy, he was 
regarded as the best battle scene painter: of the age. He died in 1868, 
aged 81, and is buried in Highgate Cemetery. 
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CW COPE (1811-1890) 
An outstanding Victorian artist, he was commissioned to paint several 
English civil war scenes for the corridors of the Houses of Parliament. 
These were .. "Charles I r;:>emanding The Arrest Of The Five Members", 
"The King Raising His Standard At Nottingham", "The Setting Off Of The 
Trained Bands From London To Gloucester", "The Siege Of Basing 
House" and "The Burial Of Charles I .At Windsor". Originally from 
Y0rkshire, he died at Bournemouth, aged 79. 

ERNEST CROFTS (1847-1911) 
From Yorkshire, he was educated in England and Germany. He first 
exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1874, specialising in historical 
paintings of which the English civil war period seems to have been his 
passion. Among these are "Ironsides Ret1,1rning From Sacking A Cavalier 
House", "Marston Moor", "Hampden Riding Away From Chalgrove Field", 
"To The Rescue", '.'Roundheads Victorious", "Charles I On His Way To 
Execution". "Wh_itehall" and "Prince Rupert At Marston Moor". Crofts 
became Keeper of the Royal Academy from1896 until his death aged 64. 

PAUL DELAROCHE (1797-1856) 
Born in Paris, he painted a long series of historical pictures, three of 
these being of English civil -war scenes. These were "Cromwell Gazing At 
The Body Of Charles I", "The Mocking Of Charles I" and "Strafford On His 
Way To Execution". He became one of the most acclaimed painters of his 
generation. 

MA-RGARET DICKSEE (1858-1903) 
She painted canvasses of children from history and fi.ction and completed 
"The Children Of Charles I" in 1895, which was hung in the Royal 
Academy exhibition of that year. 

AUGUSTUS EGG (1816-1856) 
From London, he became a student and then exhibitor at the Royal 
Academy, one of his outstanding canvasses being the well-known 
"Cromwell Before Naseby". All his life he suffered from delicate health 
and he died aged only forty. His paintings, though excellent, were too 
often sad and sorrowful. 

W H'FISK (1797-1872) 
From Essex, he became a merchant seaman but took up art at the age of 
thirty-one. He specialised in historical paintings which were composed 
and accurate. His "Trial Of Charles I" is memorable. He retired at 50 and 
did not paint again. 
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SI A JOHN GILBERT ( 1817-1897) 
An eminent Victorian artist, he was born in Blackheath, London. His 
works were prodigious and always a great attraction at the Royal 
Academy. He produced nearly 450 paintings and 40,000 ctawings. His 
best known civil war canvass is "Naseby". 

FREDERICK. GOODALL (1822-1904) 
His· "The Happier Days Of Charles I" was exhibited in 1853 and "Puritan 
And Cavalier" in 1886, but the artist is better known for his Arabian 
aawings and paintings. 

JOHN FREQERICK HERRING, SNR (1795-1865) 
A self-taught artist, he was, at one time, Animal Painter to the Duchess of 
Kent, but diversified for one, fashionable English civil war painting, 
"Roundheads At Arundel Church". Not surprisingly, the horses 
predominate in this curious painting. 

JOHN SEYMOUR LUCA.S (184~1923) 
Born in London, his portraits and historical frescos adorn the Royal 
Exchange, the House of Commons and various museums. He lived at 
Woodchurch Road, Hampstead, and in Suffolk.· His English civil war 
canvasses include "Oxford'.'. "Abvscade" and "Charles I At Gloucester". 

D MACLISE (1811-1870) / 
From Cork, Ireland. he moved to London and earned a living by painting 
portraits of actors. His reputation grew and he exhibited at the Royal 
Academy. "Charles I And Cromwell" is probably his best known English 
civil war painting. Of a high and generous nature, he was original and 
pleasing in his work. He lived in Cheyne Walk, London. 

FORD MADOX BROWN (1821-1893) 
Born in Calais, he travelled around Europe and then settled in England. 
His paintings were historical or social, with accurate craftsmanship, and he 
became a fringe member of the notorious Pre-Raphaelites . He was 
fascinated by Cromwell and even named his own son Oliver. His English 
civil war paintings include "Cromwell On His Farm" arid "Cromwell 
Discussing The Protection Of The Vaudois". 

THOMAS FALCON MARSHALL (1818-1878) 
From Liverpool. he first exhibited at the Royal Academy when only 
eighteen, specialising in portraits but later diversifying, one of his most 
famous paintings being "The Eve Of Edgehill". He lived in Kensington, 
London. 
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SIR JOHN EVERETI MILLAIS (1829-1896) 
Millais was one of the Pre-Raphaelites and completed "'The Proscribed 
Royalist" in 1853, though a fellow artist, Holman Hunt, had advised him 
against, as the subject "had been done to death". However, it was a 
success at that year's Royal Academy exhibition. 

DANIEL PASSMORE, SNR (1829-1865) 
He exhibited a canvass in 1860 entitled "Preparing For A Charge", but it 
was later changed to "A Cavalier Refreshment", possibly by his son, who 
was also an artist. It typifies the "jolly cavalier" image. 

JOHN PETTIE (1839-1893) 
An historical painter from Liverpool, he first exhibited at the Royal 
Academy when only twenty-one. His best known painting is "The 
Puritan", which he had been commissioned to paint in 1870. Earlier, in 
1861, he had painted "Distressed Cavaliers Turned Highwaymen". In 
1894 he completed "The Royalist" which featured, together with "The 
Puritan", in the Royal Academy exhibition of that year, making a unique 
pair. His English civil war paintings are said to have been inspired by 
Scott's Woodstock. 

JAMES WARD (1769-1859) 
Essentially Ward was an animal painter, but he had a geat sympathy with 
Cromwell which can be seen in his "Battle Of Marston Moor" (now owned 
by the Cromwell Museum, Huntingdon). In 1833 he painted a portrait 
"Avaiella Oliveria Cromwell Russell, Last Lineal Descendant Of The 
Protector Oliver Cromwell". 

T WOODWARD (1801-1852) 
From Worcestershire, he specialised in battle scenes and animal 
drawing::;. Like his teacher. A Cooper (q.v.), he became interested in the 
English civil war period and completed "A Detachment Of Cromwell's 
Cavalry", "Battle of Worcester" and "Charles l's Standard". 

DAVID WILKIE WYNFIELD (1837-1887) 
He had historical canvasses displayed at the Royal Academy regularly 
from 1859 to his death. "The Death Of Oliver.Cromwell" in 1858 was his 
first English civil war pair:iting and was followed the next year by 
"Cromwell's First Appearance In Parliament" and in 1867 with "Oliver 
Cromwell The Night Before His Death". It became a favourite theme with 
him, as in 1885 "The Royal Fugitive" appeared. He was heavily 
influenced by Carlyle's writings. 

WILLIAM FREDERICK YEAMES (1835-1918) 
Born in Russia of English parents (his father was British consul). he came 
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to England at the age of thirteen. In the Royal Academy exhibition of 
1878 he exhibited what was to become the most famous of all Victorian 
evocations of British history with his "And When Did You Last See Your 
Father?" So celebrated did this picture become it was translated into a 
wax tableau at Madame Tussauds where it can be seen to this day. He 
later taught in Royal Academy schools and worked as an art examiner in a 
college. His recreation was golf and he lived at Teignmouth, Devon. 

Biographical and other information ctawn from: 
The Dictionary of National Biography. 
R Strong, And When Did You Last See Your Father: The 

· Victorian Painter and British History ( 1978). 

BICAMERALISM IN THE 1650s 
by Professor Ivan Roots 

The Parliament that confronted Charles I - for King and Parliament 
- in the civil war was a bicameral one. Each house - Peers or Commons 
- regarded itself as an estate in the realm. In the 19 Propositions of June 
1642 they made claims together which in the view expressed for him in 
Charles l's Answer would have destroyed the balance between them and 
the first estate, monarchy itself. It went on to describe the House of 
Lords, properly functioning, as "an excellent screen or bank between the 
Prince and the people". This theory of a mixed government was. as 
Corinne Weston has shown, to be a source .of great embarrassment to 
stricter royalist political theorists later. Be that as it may, the civil war began 
with Lords and Commons, though already being winnowed by defections 
and expulsions, forming a sort of united front. That was increasingly 
difficult to maintain and throughout the 1640s relationships between the 
two houses felt fluctuating strains. On the whole the Lords were more 
"conservative" politically and in military terms than the Commons and this 
was reflected in attitudes towards negotiations for a settlement with the 
king, which started almost as soon as war began. The second civil war 
proved aucial. As negotiations with the king at Newport (Isle of Wight) in 
the late summer of 1648, strongly backed by the peers, were proving 
futile, the army, now a political force, grew exasperated. The 
Commissioners of both houses persisted, however; until on 6 December 
Col. Thomas Pride forcibly purged the Commons of those who were 
presumed to have no stomach for breaking off all adctesses to the king. 
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On the 23rd a committee of the Commons was named to find a way to 
bring the king to condign justice. On 1 January 164a/9 the Commons 
again declared singly it was treason for a king to levy war on his people 
and parliament. No peer - there w_ere not many of them left anyway at 
Westminster - could accept that. So when the fag-end (as someone put 
it) of the Commons proceeded to try the king for treason, they had to go it 
alone, resolving that ultimate power resided "in the people", who had 
delegated that power to them and that laws passed by the Commons 
alone were of legal force - as Acts of Parliament - without recourse to 
monarch or Lords. Henceforth de facto parliament was unicameral. A 
week after the execution it was resolved without a division that the Peers' 
House should be laid aside as "useless and dangerous" - a significant 
juxtaposition of deficiencies. That resolution became an Act on 17 March, 
two days after monarchy itself was.abolished. Clearly a second chamber 
was too intimately association with regality. (The peerage as such was not 
abolished and titles continued to be used throughout the Interregnum). 
The abolition had come out of frustration and expediency, but it was not 
too long before doctinaire republicans began to appear among the 
Rumpers, most of whom were, in fact. rather moderate, ready to be loyal 
to an effective if not de jure government which might check a slide into 
anarchy. The Commonwealthsmen, on the other hand, began to develop 
a principle of unicameral sovereignty and reinforced it by requiring all 
males over the age of eighteen to take an engagement of loyalty to the 
Commonwealth "as it is now established, without a king or House of 
Lor~s". 

The exclusion of the Lords was as important as of monarchy, 
perhaps more so. Bt.1lstrode Whitelocke reports a conversation at the 
Speaker's Lodging in September 1651 in which Oliver Cromwell, feeling 
that "the crowning mercy" of victory at Worcester that month had laid the 
way open for a more permanent "settlement of the nation", expressed 
the view that one with "somewhat of monarchical within it would be very 
effectual''. The question of a revival of a second chamber did not arise. A 
year later in November 1652 he had another conversation with 
Whitelocke in which he deplored the failure of the Rump to make a 
settlement and indeed their claim ~o be the "supreme power of the 
nation. liable to no account to any, nor to be controlled by any other 
power, there being none superior, or co-ordinate with. them". Something 
ought to be done to check their "exorbitancies". But what'? "What if a man 
should take it l,ipon himself fo be king?" The conversation is reported at 
length by Whitelocke but there is no mention in it of a second chamber, 
either by himself or by the Lord General. When Cromwell expelled the 
Rump in April 1653 and, after the abortive experiment of the Nominated 
Assembly of July to December 1653, accepted the Protectorship set up 
in the Instrument of Government, there was a hint of monarchy in "the 
single person" - indeed, a claim was made later that the original draft 
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contained the title of king - but no reference was made to a second 
chamber. The balance or check which Cromwell had earlier spoken of was 
perhaps provided by the Council of State but as part of the executive. 
whereas the fact that the Commons - Parliament - was back to. its 
legislative role made it no substitute for a second parliamentary chamber. 
But it is of some interest that the structure of government envisaged in 
the Instrument of Government made the Council the keystone of the arch 
of government. 

Addressing the first Protectorate Parliament on 12 September 
1654 and laying before it his four "fundamentals", Cromwell spoke of "a 
single 'person and a parliament" but gave no hint of hankering after a 
bicameral one. In the craft constitutional bill of that parliament, amending 
th.e Instrument, there was no reference to one either. Whatever the 
difficulties in the relationship of Protector and legislature at that point. 
there was no suggestion that they might be resolved by a second 
chamber - upper or lower, revising or initiating. In the second Protectorate 
Parliament, however, there was. 

The occasion was "the case of James Nayler", a "crazed" Quaker 
reported to the Commons for apparently blasphemous activities at Bristol 
in the autumn of 1656. An investigating committee urged that the house 
should take action against him. It was felt that to leave him to the ordinary 
courts would be insufficient to demonstrate abhorrence of the enormity 
of his offence of "horrid blasphemy". Initially in the debates about him the 
source of a judicial authority· in the Commons was not enquired into, 
though references were made to the impeachments of Strafford and 
Laud. But these had, of course, like all previous impeachments, required 
the concurrence of the Lords. Moreover Stratford's removal ultimately by 
legislation had called for the endorsement of the_ Lords and the king. 
Some members spoke strongly for proceeding against Nayler ,by a bill 
which would declare his offence. One strongly anti-Nayler member told 
the house that they were in no way bound by precendents. Another 
claimed that the judgement of parliament - that is, now, of the Commons 
alone - was "so sovereign that it may declare that to be an offence which 
was never before". But who could tell what might be the spirit or temper 
of future parliaments, enquired another. Again, "it has been our 
happiness to be governed by a known law". A dangerous precedent 
might be ieft to posterity. Someone else was, on the contrary, entirely 
happy to leave such a precedent. 

In the event the notion of a bill was dropped and the house 
proceeded against Nayler by resolution. This implicitly placed a judicial 
authority in the House alone, since there was no suggestion that any 
other institution - Council or Protector - need be involved. Traditionally 
the Commons had no independent judicial authority of a requisite kind. 
But someone remembered that the Lords had had, with the two houses 
(as in an impeachment) constituting the high court of parliament, the 
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upper house acting as judge. Surely the abolition cf the Lords had 
devolved all its powers upon the remaining house. Such a view gave the 
Commons huge opportunities. They might act as inquisitors (as their 
committee had done), as accusers (as ,members singly and collectively 
were doing), as judge of the nature of the offence and as jury to conclude 
upon the guilt of the accused and of the penalty to be meted out. 
Consequently Nayler was arraigned and after long and searching debates 
found guilty of harid blasphemy and sentenced to a suitably savage 
punishment. 

During "the trial" the Protecta had held aloof, but after the first 
part of the sentence was carried out he intervened by formally asking by 
what power , "wholly without Us", the Commons had acted. It was a 
devastating question, producing an anxious and embarrassed debate 
during which it was noted that "the gentlemen of the long robe" (lawyers) 
were_ first of all silent and then divided in opinion, drawing on geat 
learning not always much to the point. George Downing's response was 
brisk enough: "as to the jurisdiction I suppose it is no less than the power 
of a parliament, the House of Lads united. We have no need of them". 
But for some it was precisely the lack of something like the House of 
Lords which was worrying. How far were the House of Commons and the 
Lords actually affected by the latter's demise? Someone said that when 
the Peers were dissolved in 1649 "the [judicial] power was. not reserved, 
but the power ceased and could not have devolved". 

Lambert Godfrey summed up: "Here is your power asserted on 
the one hand; the supreme magistrate on the other hand desiring an 
account of your judgement. Where shall there be tertius arbiter? It is a 
hard case. No judge_ on earth". The Instrument of Government lacked that 
essential element of an efficient, working written constitution - an 
interpreting machir:iery. As things stood, where the Protector and the 
Commons did not see eye to eye there was a danger that they would 
glare eyeball to eyeball. Worries proliferated. "If you begin to dispute your 
jurisdiction ... when will you end?" Another: "If this house have no 
judicatory power, I doubt we have no foundation. It is the essence, the 
life of our being". "A parliament cannot exist without a judiciary power as 
well as a legislative". But someone pointed out that if the Instrument of 
Government said the supreme legislative power lay in parliament and a 
singl~ person, it made no-reference to the supreme judicial power. 
Downing came in again with the assertion that it was as dangerous for the 
Pr~tector to query their power as it was for them to question his. "We 
must both_ wink". Tell him, he said, in effect "we did it by our judiciary 
power being the supreme judicatay of the nation". John Lambert 
interestingly enough in view of his -later objections to the revised 
constitution to come (but then, of course, he was the alJthor of the 
Instrument), could not understand what was meant by "this judicial 
power". "If it have the same boundless extent that the legislative has, 
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nobody can tell how far it may lead if there be not a negative upon it;,. Like 
many others he was worried about precedents - "the case might happen 
to be you own case" - and what future parliaments might bring if things 
were not left certain. These were deep waters. Clearly many members 
were regretting much that had happEtned anc! been said in Nayler's trial 
and now in reaction to Cromwell's Jetter. They tried to turn to other 
matters, even as the Speaker reminded. them .that the business of the 
day was the Protector's letter. 

There was!. in fact, plenty to do. This was not an addled 
parliament. They took up both a public and a private bill - the one for the 
.observance of the Lord's ~ay, the other to do with Yakshire cloths. The 
diarist points out: "Thus was the business of the day jostled out and 
nobody said a word to it. I hear it will never be mentioned again; if it be I 
cread the consequence". In the event, like jestir:ig Pilate, Cromwell did 
not stay for an answer, and Nayler's senter:ice was carried out. But the 
legal and constitutional issues raised, reinforced by others brought up 
within and without parliament; would not go away. The effect of debates 
about such questions was to argue fa a major revision of the constitution 
and for the achievemen.t of some sort of "screen a b~lance" between 
Protecto.r and Commons. The upshot of it all was a new constitutional bill 
which included the Parliamentary offer of a crown but. as significantly, the 
reintroduction of a second chamber. 

In January 1656/7 Cromwell escaped an assassination attempt. 
The Commons decided on a message of congatulations. On the 19th 
"Mr Ashe the elder" - a mercantile member - suggested an addition to it 
asking the Protector fpr the sake of "the preservation of himself and us;, 
and to frustrate our enemies to "be pleased to take upon himself the 
gov~nn~~nt ~c~o~ding to the ancient constitution". That meant kingship 
but.1mpllc1t within 1t was also the revival of the other of the three estates -
the Lords. The response was mixed. Luke Robinson, who would later be 
all in favour of the restaation of Charles II, was against it on the gounds 
that "the old constitution is Charles Stuart's interest. I hope we are not to 
call him in again". Downing was all for it as "the old and tried foundation" -
not a wad about what had happened in 1649. But another view was that 
to set it up again would m!ike Cromwell "the greatest hypocrite in the 
world". (There were many inside and outside the house who thought that 
that w~s what he was already). "The debate fell asleep" rather abruptly -
perhaps because those in favour of the change thought that it had been 
brought prematurely. But a month later it was raised again in more formal 
m~nner by another City man. Sir Christopher Packe, 'in a paper 
::som~what come to his hand" - i.e. he was not the only begetter -
te_ndmg to the settlement of the nation and of liberty and of property". 

This was The Humble Adctess and Remonstrance, which later after much 
debat~. negotiation, amending and tightening became The Humble 
Petition ~nd Advice, revising the Instrument of Gove.rnment and leading 
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to a second inauguration of the Protectorate. Pack.e"s paper was given a 
hearing by 144-54 votes and the whole thing swung into motion. 

It is not my purpose to go into detail of the offer of the crown and 
Cromwell's eventual rejection of it What is clear is that the sort of issues 
which Nayler's case and the Protector's letter about it had raised had their 
impact upon growing feelings, since the failure of the constit1,1tional bill of 
the first parliament, that the Instrument needed alteration. These 
sentiments were not coherent. nor did they grow from the same roots. 
Indeed many views were inimical, wanting to pull in opposing directions -
but at least they had the one common element that the current situation 
was unsatisfactory. Cromwell himself expressed that when he spoke on 
27 February to a large gathering of army officers who objected ~o Packe's 
paper, which included another house of parliament as well as the crown. 
Cromwell spoke of "the title" as a trifle, a feather in his cap. But he spent 
more time seriously explaining and defending "the Other House". "By 
the proceedings of this parliament you see they stand in need of a check 
or balancing power [meaning the House of Lords or a House so 
constituted) for the case of James Nayler might happen to be your own 
case" - an echo of the view of Lambert and several other "merciful men" in 
the Nayler debates. "By their judicial authority they fall upon life and limb 
and doth the Instrument enable me to control it?" It was reported that this 
argument had a striking effect. Many army officers might well have had 
reason to fear a future parliament. 

On 7 March the Commons voted that future parliaments should 
consist of two houses, and on the 11th that the Other House to be 
created should have 40-70 members nominated by His Highness subject 
to after-approval by the Commons. On the 17th they resolved· that the 
new house should not "proceed in any criminal case whatsoever ... but 
upon an impeachment by the House of Commons", nor in any case, civil 
or criminal, but "according to the known laws of the land and in the due 
course and custom of parliament" - thus in effect defining the jurisdiction 
of a bicameral parliament. A few days later it was decided that Oliver 
should be asked to take upon himself "the name, style, title, dignity and 
office of king" with all that that implied. The Remonstrance then became 
The Humble Petition and Advice - a new Written constitution - ·with the 
proviso that the Protector must accept it in toto or not at all. This was a 
device by the "kinglings" to ensure the re-creation of the a-own, for them 
the sine qua non of the whole business. On 31 March in presenting it to 
the Protector the Speaker· referred to the introduction of the Other 
House as "a self-denying request, a modest condescension to admit 
others into the bosom of so great a trust as that of the legislative (a very 
jealous part)". It was therefore not unreasonable that the Commons 
should have the approbation of those "intromitted" into the Other House 
"that they may know whom to trust". He also felt it just that their judicial 
power should be limited "for it is natural .for all men to be iovers and . 
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promoters of the latitude of their own jurisdiction" - an ironical remark in 
view of some of the claims made in the Commons during the case of 
James Nayler. 

It is not intended here to pursue the course of events and 
negotiations which led to Cromwell's eventual rejection of the kingship 
and his persuasion thiilt the house should nevertheless persist with the 
rest of its proposals, including the Other House. While all that was going 
on the Commons got down to some of the finer detail. What should 
happen when members of the Other House died or were legally 
removed? (It was not established on what grounds they might be). "The 
recommendations of great men are equivalent to commands", so it 
should not, said someone, be left solely to the single person - King or 
Protector. That would be another way to set up a house quite contrary to 
the interests of the Commons. Clearly, for many members, to establish 
another house was less a gesture of favour to Cromwell than something 
in which they saw new possibilities for themselves - a balance, a medium 
between their house and the single person, yes, but one tipped towards 
them. So it was resolved that "the chief magistrate" should nominate 
replacements and the Commons approve them, as with the initial 
nominations. 

Towards the end of June, when it became known that the 
session was coming to an end, it was agreed after "great debate" that 
members of both houses must take oaths to be faithful to the Protector 
and, significantly, to preserve the rights and liberties of the people. Then 
on 24 June the house suddenly woke up to the fact that nothing had yet 
been done by the Protector to produce his list of nominations for the 
Other House. Time was running short, so short a court official argued that 
they could not expect to approve anyone now and therefore proposed 
that the approbation should be waived and nomination "may be in the 
Lord Protector alone", who would summon by individual writ. This 
naturally caused a debate, some members claiming that they had gone 
too far already in making concessions. Others felt it would be a humiliation 
to intended members to have their records "tumbled up and down here 
and their lives ripped up". But some were all for such a tumbling. 
Supposing some of the old Lords were named, "you had as good rake in 
a kennel as tumble some of them". Major-Gen. Disbrowe feared that 
arguing about individuals would divide this house into "parties" (as if it 
were not already). Col. Mitton asked "shall we put a yoke and bridle upon 
ourselves and have no cognizance of it?" But in the end it was voted to 
leave it to the Protector, "without approbation". On 26 June Cromwell 
g-aciously accepted the new constitution and was installed a second time 
in an elaborate kingly ceremonial. The house went into recess, to meet 
again under very different auspices on 20 January 1657/8. 

The Protector showed no hurry in completing his list of 
nominations. The delay while parliament was sitting had surely been 
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deliberate and it is surprising that complaints had not bee11 made long 
before the immediate eve of the recess. Secretary of State John Thurloe 
told Henry Cromweil, Lord Deputy in Ireland and bolJnd to be on the list, 
that his father had not resolved on anyone even as late as 1 December, 
"the difficulty proving great between those who were fit and not willing to 
serve and those who were willing and expected it but were not fit", that is, 
from the government's point of view. Certainly the considerations which 
the Protector and his advisers had to take into account were manifold, if 
the house were to act as intended as a balance or screen between 
himself and the Commons. To do that it needed substance. Members 
would have to represent not only themselves but also in a very real sense 
specific interests if they were to form a genuine estate - particularly 
against the backg-ound of the nature of the previous second chamber. 
the qualities of whose members, good and bad, were after all very fresh in 
the minds of the political nation. Two great "substances" were land and 
long-standing territorial influence. These were best found in the old 
nobility and there was much to be said for summoning at least a few of the 
"faithful" peers. There were also solid gentlemen of a similar if somewhat 
lesser standing. Some others had established themselves as a result of 
land purchases from the confiscations of the Commonwealth. They, too, 
formed an interest, not indifferent to the survival of the regime, as did City 
and cqmmercial interests generally. There was a fourth estate of ·the 
realm, besides, which could not be ignored - the army, which at once 
served and was served by the Protector and had to be kept sweet. 
Civilian Cromwellians - office-holders among them - must be included, 
much as the g-eat men of state had found a place in the old House of 
Lords: Such men could well have influence ·and patronage which, as in 
the old days. could extend to an element of control over individuals and 
groups in the Commons. Loyalty to the state was of essence. Some 
could be found in . the Protector's own kin. There were varieties of 
religious interests, too, which might expect to find a voice there. The 
parliament was, moreover. an imperial one representing the four nations 
of the British Isles, however imperfectly. This fact should be reflected in 
the Other House, too. Lawyers - quite apart from judges who would, as in 
the past, be in attendance there as assistants - would be a vital element. 
While not everyone in these categories would want to be elevated, 
certainly some would expect to be and it could be desirable to anticipate 
their ambitions. Finally, political wisdom suggested the inclusion of some 
not known for their loyalty to the regime - to buy them off. to keep them 
quiet or to be able to say that tliis new house was not .just a motley of 
docile creatures of the government. 

The list became known of 1 O December, which allowed barely 
the obligatory forty days' interval between the issue of writs and the 
assembling of a parliament. On analysis the 63 names reveal an attempt 
to meet all the criteria indicated above - within the Ii mitations of the 
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seeming realities of the situation. It was in many ways an optimistic eff~rt. 
In the event some forty-odd of the nominees accepted a summons which 
was couched as closely as possible in these unprecedented 
circumstances to the phraseology of the traditional one. (As Cromwell 
had not become king it was not sensible to put in the customary appeal to 
"fealty and allegiance"). Seven genuine peers who had acted for 
Parliament in the 1640s were named, of whom only two responded, one 
of them Cromwell's son-in-law Fauconberg. Warwick, though he had 
lately played a ceremonial part in the second inauguration, stayed aloof. 
The father of Lord Keeper Nathaniel Fiennes, Lord Saye and Sele, who 
had supported continuing addresses to Charles I in 1648, not on!y 
refused for himself but persuaded Wharton that to accept would be in 

effect for the nobility, who had nothing to be ashamed of in their history 
either in relation to the monarchy or to the people, to commit felo de se. 
This defection was clearly a blow but like others was shaken off without 
comment. Of the office-holders, Fiennes and Lisle, commissioners of the 
Great Seal, Henry Lawrence, the president of the Privy Council, and 
Bulstrode Whitelocke, Edward Montagu and William Sydenham, 
commissioners of the Treasury, joined military men like John Disbrowe, 
Edward Whalley and Philip Jones. Lord Chief Justices Glynne and St 
John were there too. George Monck and Archibald Johnston of Wariston 
- who had once dismissed Cromwell as "a proud piece of clay" - were 
named for Scotland. William Lockhart, ambassador to France, accepted 
but could not sit, nor would Henry Cromwell .come .over from Ireland, but 
their names enhanced the list John Claypole. husband of Oliver's 
favourite daughter Elizabeth and Master of the House, showed his 
respect for his father-in-law. Sir Arthur Hesilrige, "the.g-eat Sir Arthur", the 
loquacious oracle of the Commonwealthsmen. was included as a rather 
desperate conciliatory gesture to a known opposition. He refused, of 
course, and, glorying in it. took his seat for Leicester in the Commons. 

The effect of acceptances and refusals was to give the house a 
g-eater and more obvious proportion of military men and ~~venus than 
was originally intended. but that could not be helped, and 1t 1s clear that 
the government was in no mind to apologise publicly for any deficiencies, 
though privately men close to the Protector expressed anxiety that the 
house as finally constituted looked like being too lightweight to act 
effectively as a check, a screen or a balance. . 

The second session of the second Protectorate Parliament 
opened on 20 January 1657/8. It was a very different body from the first. 
Not only was it bicameral but the composition of the "lower chamber" had 
drastically changed. In order to make up the Other House the _Protec~or 
had had to withdraw a good number of experienced, able and influential 
supporters from the Commons. That was bad enough, but it had also 
been agreed in the Humble Petition that those elected members - a 
diverse lot of about a hundred, including embittered Rumpers and 
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doctrinaire republicans - who had been excluded from ttie first session 
should be allowed back. Some of these men were almost professional 
politicians, masters of parliamentary procedure, tireless orators, well 
apprised of recent and earlier history. Hesilrige in paHicular found it hard 
not to hark back to the Heptarchy. In the absence of so many courtiers 
these dissenting voices would have an alarming inflllence out of all 
proportion to their numbers in the crift, length and olJtcome of debates. 

The session began in the Commons with discussion over the 
appoint_ment of their Clerk - their previous one, Henry Scobell, having 
taken himself off to be, as he had been before, Clerk to the Parliaments at 
the second chamber - a move indicating a superiority for the Other 
House over the Commons. (The matter of the location of the Commons 
records would also be the occasion of an early niggling debate). Then the 
hous~ was summoned to the Painted Chamber by Black Rod (straightway 
appointed by the Other House, determined to stick fast to the traditions 
of "the upper chamber") to join in hearing, if not listening to, a welcoming 
adcress - the equivalent of the speech from the throne - from the 
Protector and another (at tedious length) from the Lord Keeper. 
Cromwell began categorically "My Lords and Gentlemen of the 
Commons", enjoining unity and co-operation in facing the problems of 
the ti me, but otherwise making little specific reference to the new form of 
the parliament. His speech, comments Whitelocke, "was short by reason 
of his indisposition of health". Fiennes said rather more both in wordage 
and substance, celebrating this meeting of "the chief magistrate with his 
two houses of parliament" as "not a pageantry but a real and measured 
advantage" to all three. "Let them esteem each other" and "let one and 
the same good blood run in and through them all, and by a perpetual 
circulation preserve the whole and every part in perfect unity, strength 
and vigour", showing himself as well up-to-date with medical advances 
but somewhat out of touch with the prevailing political atmosphere. He 
also used the image of resetting a trampled-down hedge. Edified or not, 
back the two houses went to their respective chambers to get on with 
business. 

The surviving draft Journal of the Other House. referring 
throughout to "the Lords'', does not tell us of much more than formal 
activity there, but we do know that Bulstrode Whiteloclc.e gave them an 
account of his Swedish embassy when they - he calls them without cavil 
"the House of Lords" - took into consideration "the state of affairs relating 
!o foreign princes and states", which suggests tha1 ttiey certainly 
intended to take their parliamentary role seriously. For the Commons 
Thomas Burton's diary more than supplements their own Journal in 
bringing out their concerns, chief of which were the title and status of the 
Other House. Given the novelty of that body, this was bound to have 
come up quickly, but it was precipitated by an action of the Other House 
itself in what it must have regarded as an innocuous and routine matter. 
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Two judges (assistants to the house who were, as it happened, men who 
had fulfilled that role for the late House of Peers) were sent with a 
message to the Speaker of the Commons. Immediately there was a 
debate, with the lead taken by the newly-admitted members. No 
message should be received.from them as "Lords". "You have resolved 
they should be another house but not Lords. By this it looks like children 
that because they can pronounce A they must say also B, which haply 
you will not like so well". The judges were at length allowed in to deliver 
the request for the Commons to join in an address to the Lord Protector. 
Debate again flared up. Members saw the message as a covert gambit by 
the persons sitting in the Other House to get themselves recognised as 
Peers. It was compared to the Nominated Assembly of 1653 taking upon 
itself the name and function of an elected parliament. Thomas Scot, 
regicide and republican, suggested that "as they have asserted their title 
of Lords", the Commons should say bluntly they would return an answer 
to "the Other House". At length they decided that they would send an 
answer but by their own messengers without any reference to a title. 

It soon became obvious that the Commonwealthsmen had fixed 
their tactics well in advance. On 25 January when the house was 
summoned to hear a Protectoral speech to both houses about 
intern.ational and other pressing affairs calling for supply, Hesilrige was for 
coming to a decision at once on the name, fearful, he said, "whether we 
shall sit a fortnight or no". His attitude seems to have been better to risk a 
dissolution than to give way on the matter. Outvoted on this, the 
Commonwealthsmen continued to press the point even after the 
Protector's appeal urging them to get on with more matters. For them 
determined to embarrass and obstruct the government, "upon a spirit of 
contradiction" says Whitelocke, there were no more pressing matters. 
One of them wondered whether the Other House. whatever its title, 
would lay claim to co-ordinate power with the Commons and whether 
members like himself, who had not been able to take part in debates over 
the Humble Petition, should not have liberty to debate it all over 'again. 
Anthony Ashley Cooper, future Lord Chancellor and as Earl of 
Shaftesbury to become an hereditary peer of the realm. would not return 
any answer, lest by doing so they tacitly admit without further ado the 
existence of such a house. He wanted more debate and the once
excluded members. stirring up others (as Whitelocke put it) "against it on 
o~her fancies", saw that he got it. The Protector intervened on 29 January 
with a note to a Commons committee about an adc:t"ess to himself that he 
did not like it not coming jointly from the two houses. the privileges of 
each he was ·sworn equally to maintain. That was met with an unwonted 
silence, broken only when Hesilrige, protesting innocently that he did not 
come to make ·~a faction or a division". objected that it was, of course, to 
the Commons alone that "the business of money was wholly and 
absolutely to be communicated". This gave, as it was intended to, a 
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further fillip to the controversy over the Other House. one in which a geat 
deal of dubious history was bandied about. Thomas Scot opined that "if 
you resort to the ancientness of parliaments, you will find that that house 
[the Peers] was justly cast out by their being clogs upon passing many 
good laws". They would not take part in the trial of the king. When they 
were abolished it was hoped that "thereafter the people of England 
should never have a negative [veto] upon them". It all looked lilce coming 
back. Wasn't there still an Engagement to government without king or 
House of Lords? He went on (and on): "The providence of God which 
governs the world has so ordered it that England is returned into a 
Commonwealth. Do what you can, you cannot make it otherwise". 
Besides, those there "now in the Other House have not the reason of 
the quality of Lords. They have not interest, not the forty-thousandth part 
of England". (Harringtonian remarks were common in this and in Richard 
Cromwell's parliament). To the frequent arguments about precedent and 
custom, he objected that "an old custom and an old constitution" could 
be an opening for popery, prelacy - bishops had sat in the Lords until 
1642 - and atheism. Drawing to a peroration, he was prepared to concede 
that perhaps they had been made a high court of justice - "but if you make 
them a co-ordinate power with you, you give them the power of your 
purses, of peace and war, of making laws and magistrates to execute 
them". That was much too much. He concluded that the appellation was 
obviously too big a matter to settle there and then. Best to leave it to a 
Grand Committee. Meantime, let us go to dinner. 

Such dilatory tactics while the pot of controversy was kept 
simmering continued over the next few days. Hesilrige now thought it 
might take two months to come to a decision and worked hard to see that 
it did. On 30 January Col. Shapcott pressed that it had clearly been the 
intention in the framing of the n.ew constitution that there should be a 
settlement of three estates. including two houses of parliament. Nothing 
was surer than that the Other House was a house of parliament and there 
could hardly be two Houses of Commons. "You know what they are, 
where they sit, what they are doing. Consider your return to the Lords". 
Up again, Hesilrige said "gant them once as Lords and you will find 
tenderness to maintain the privileges of a House of Lords... The 
Commons will quake that they are returning to Egypt, to a kingdom". Still 
at it on 2 February, Hesilrige plunged into a long tale about how useless 
and pernicious the House of Lords had been - a harangue too tedious for 
even an indiscriminate diarist like Thomas Burton to take down. Major 
Gen. Boteler ageed that the old 'Lords, if they had been a balance, were 
always a balance with the king against the Commons. But the present 
members of the Other House had their own qualifications: religion, piety 
and faithfulness to the Commonwealth. "They are the best balance. It is 
not estates will be the balance". Anyway, two were better than on.e and 
three better than two, even more safe, offering a three-fold cord not 
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easily broken - an echo of Fiennes's highly metaphorical opening oration. 
Agree, then, that they were a new House of Lords. Someone else 
remarked that they knew what the old House of Lords could do - but did 
they? - not what a new-born Other House could. Reverting to the balance 
line - debates rarely go in a straight path from alpha to omega - Major 
Beake observed that "the sword is there. Is not that also a good 
balance?" - a question hardly likely to disarm opposition. When a 
loquacious Welshman asserted that "you must give them some name, call 
them a house of men, or women, or something that have two legs", 
Ashley Cooper hotly disagreed. "There is nothing but a compliment to 
call a man a Lord but if he calls himself the Lord of my manor I shall be 
loath to give him the title, lest he claim the manor". 

In the midst of all this another message came down from the 
Other House and gave renewed vigour to Sir Arthur: "This looks like a 
House of Lords!" He trembled to think about lordships and slavery and 
could speak against it till four o'clock. Members knew that he could, too. 
But the message was received. It turned out to be a request for 
concurrence in an appeal to the Protector to banish papists from the 
environs of London. Sir Arthur trembled again, seeing in this a proposal 
for a restriction that could happen to "any of us". The debate continued. 
Someone pointed out that "all precedents (were] out of doors in this 
case". When was there a precedent for a House of Lords of England, 
Scotland and Ireland? Sergeant John Maynard, a legal beagle who would 
forty years later still be subjecting a House of Commons to his law and 
lore, warned them of going into "a wilderness". There was a need of 
some check upon a house which in its first session had "passed in one 
month more bills than the best student can read in a year and well if he 
can understand it then". Wearily he begged "Call them the Lords!" 

Suddenly Black Rod was at the door. His Highness desired their 
presence. Debate was adjourned until they came back - but they never 
did. The Protector, exasperated by their inaction about the things he had 
so hopefully put to them and concerned by growing agitation and 
rumours of plots outside, flourishing in their shadow, had decided upon 
an abrupt dissolution. He defended the Other House as neither a party 
nor a faction but ·a Christian and an English interest" - he appears to have 
forgotten about the imperial nature of the parliament - "men of your own 
rank and quality who will not only be a balance to you but to themselves 
while you love England and religion". He had expected a just accord 
between the governor and the governed, but had not had it. Turning 
directly towards the Commons, he accused them of playing the King of 
Scots's game. They must go - and let God be the judge between them 
and him! It was his last parliament. 

The dissolution about which "some were troubled ... others 
rejoiced", was the prelude to a period of repression. culminating in 
Cromwell's death on 3 September 1658 and the strangely quiet 
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succession of h:s son Rici1ard, whose grooming fu the office had 
included, though to little purpose, membership of the Other House. 

I have eiCamined elsewhere the tactics of the 
Commonwealthsmen, particularly towards the Other House, in the 
bicameral parliament which Richard called in January 165819. These were 
very much those already pursued before with arguments and instances 
and the very Phraseoiogy, but if anything fiercer, more pernickety and 
tedious, but at the same time serious and significant of opinion within a 
good old cause that had yet to be lost. Though the republicans could not 
prevent recognition of the Protector nor transacting with the Other 
House, their obstructionism both within and without Westminster in 
association with other dissident groups contributed to making Richard's 
position untenable. Though he was by no means the poltroon of popular 
history, lacking his father's unique relationship with the army, he could 
not resist the pressure of the military grandees, who forced him to 
dissolve the parliament in April 1659. Soon very sensibly he resigned. 
Not knowing what to do themselves, the generals recalled the unicameral 
Rump as a stop-gap. It turned in their hand, seeing itself once more as 
"the victorious parliament" of 1649-53, which had "ruled the world", 
forgetting that that had been as much an expedient then as it was now. It 
was thrown out and again recalled. Chaos was - almost - come again. It 
was the march of General George Monck with his brain-washed troops 
down to London which in the end stabilised the situation. He enforced 
the return to the Commons of the members excluded by Col. Pride in 
1648 and in effect arranged a Convention parliament in which, quietly but 
inexorably, the old House of Lords came back. There were not Scottish 
or Irish members in either house. Pcrliament was back in its historic fam -
apart from bishops in the Lords. (They came back in a year or so). The 
Convention declared that government was and ought to be by king, 
Lords and Commons. Monarchy in the old line and in the surprised 
person of Charles II was back by the end of May 1660. But in the 
Convention parliament that did it all the second chamber - the old House 
of Lords - now useful, even essential. and safe - was back before him. If 
the last year of the Interregnum had been a plangent advertisement for 
monarchy, so it had for a second chamber, persuasive now even to men 
like Lutte Robinson and Ashley Cooper, who had spoken out so strongly· 
only a •,;:ouple of years before ~gainst any such thing, whether revising, 
checki!l~, C9-ordinate or wh~tever, and most of all a House of Lords. 

The experience of 1649-60 for many, · including former 
parliamentarians, argued not only that monarchy was the best policy - to 
the poirit that it was a sign of God's and the stars' grace to England - but, 
less dramatically but very effectively, that a bicameral parliament must be, 
too. The failure of the Other House came about because from one point 
of view it looked like an unwelcome and unnecessary - useless and 
dangerous, indeed - re-creation of the traditional upper chamber, while 
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from another it had nothing of the quality of the old for performing the 
checking and balancing role assigned to it and for ~hich experien~e of a 
would-be sovereign Commons had spoken. :he 1n~eterate enmity an_d 
destructive tactics of the Commonwealthsmen m particular ensured that It 
never had the chance to show what it could do. It might have ~ecome 
very useful and protective, but it must be admi~ted .. too, that ~hat lltde we 
know of its actual proceedings hardly inspires confidence. But 
henceforward the Lords House and the powerful aristoaacy it stood with 
and for would play a vital constitutional role, which has only sl~ly b~n 
m'odified over the last three centuries. Still with status and prestige, still 
not fundamentally amended in its composition, still with some capacity as 
a checking and revising chamber - if no longer ~ screen or ~alanc~ 
between the government and the governed and their represe~t~t1v~s - it 
is impossible to ignore, even by a government with a _huge_ ~aionty m the 
lower house, as the Commons can still be called. For its a1t1cs, the House 
of Lords is useless or dangerous or both. In considering its reform - even 
its outright abolition and the denial of any role for a s~cond chamber, 
however constituted - many of the arguments called into play fo~ or 
against during the Interregnum might well be profitably raked over again. 

CROMWELLIAN BRITAIN V: 
EVESHAM, WORCESTERSHIRE 

Evesham is more usually associated with a thirteenth century 
battle than with any events of the Cromwellian period. On G~eenhill, 
above the town on the Stratford-upon-Avon road, the ·forces of Simon de 
Montfort were in 1265 routed by Prince Edward, loyal to King Henry Ill, 
and portions of the corpse of the luckless Simon were dispatched to 
various parts of the kingdom pour encourager les autres. Monks of 
Evesham Abbey, around whose walls the town grew during the Middle 
Ages nurtured a cult of Simon de Montfort and kept his memory green. 
By 1 S40 the town had for a century been weaned from the i~stit~tio.n and 
the faith which had brought it into being. Abb9t Clement Lichfield s _bell 
tower raised in the 1530s, which still dominates the Evesham skyline, 
was the last flourish of a relationship between monastery and community; 
from the Dissolution of 1540 to the end of the seventeenth century, the 
town depended on the cloth trade, and particularly the specialist trades in 
finished arti~s - caps, collars and gloves. By 1640 the townspeople 
were busily quarrying the ruined abbey walls for building stone. 

The town only first received a royal charter in 1603, as a result of 
the influence the vicar of Evesham, Lewes Bayly (a future bishop of 
Bangor) had as chaplain to James l's eldest son, Prince Henry. The town 
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was important not only as an industrial centre, but as a staging post 
between Oxford and Worcester and routes west to Wales. Evesham was 
garrisoned for the king early in the civil war, but relations between 
royalists and citizens were not easy. Townspeople resented the 
disruptions that the military presence brought to the weekly markets held 
in the centre of the town, and Charles's party came to regard their 
reluctant hosts as treacherous. Like other clothworking towns of the west 
Midlands, the west of England and the south west, Evesham was in 
matters of culture and religion. at least, more attuned to the thinking of 
parliament than that of the king. Nevertheless, with the exception of 
Alderman Samuel Gardner, who deserted his post as mayor to sign up for 
service in the army of the parliamentarian Lord Brooke of Warwick Castle, 
the common councillors of Evesham lay low and said nothing, or more 
accurately carried on business as usual, during the royalist occupation. 

Because of the king's choice of Oxford as his headquarters after 
the battle of Edgehill in October 1642, much of the subsequent military 
campaign turned on troop movements in the southern west Midlands and 
Wales, and so Evesham found itself frequently the focus of strategists' 
attentions. Charles stayed in the town in 1644, probably in one of the 
town houses in Bridge Street that were crown property. 

The townspeople of Evesham may have had good reason to 
resent Charles's presence: their lifeline to the rich Cotswold· sheep 
pastures, the bridge over the Avon dividing Evesham from Bengeworth, 
was smashed by the king as he left for Oxford in June 1644. Through the 
remainder of that year, Evesham continued to be used as a royalist 
garrispn, but parliamentarian surprise raids became bolder and more 
successful: in Juhe a raiding party took a royalist lieutenant, three cornets 
and sixty men prisoner within a mile of the town. 

From January 1645, Col. Edward Massey of the parliamentary 
garrison of Gloucester was being asked by the Committee of Both 
Kingdoms to reduce the garrison at Evesham. His chance came in. the 
spring of that year: on Saturday 24 May 1645, a force of 800 horse and 
600 foot from Gloucester took up positions outside the town. Evesham 
lies in a bend in the River Avon, and is thus surrounded on three of its 
four sides by water. It had no town walls. Troops were positioned on the 
south side across the river, and on the north (Alcester/Stratford side). 
Sunday was spent in preparations. The defenders had built a ditch and 
hedge of faggots and brush~ood on the north side, and trusted that the 
waters of the Avon would do the_rest. On the Monday, the attack seems 
to have come from the north. The parliamentary troops must have 
attacked downhill from Greenhill, the site of the 1265 battle, and brought 
ladders to scale the defences. They seem to have proved easy to 
penetrate in several places. "The storme", according to an eyewitness 
report, "lasted almost an houre with great fury on both sides", but the 
royalists were quickly overrun and subdued. The casualties were seven 
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killed and thirty wounded on Massey's side, while the royalists lost eleven 
men. In all about 548 royalist soldiers were taken prisoner. The spoils of 
war induded 200 horses, twenty barrels of powder, 700 firearms and two 
tons of match. After the event, the county committee of Worcestershire, 
now based in Evesham, included a payment of 2s 6d for "ladders and 
other materialls" used at the siege. 

Although there were subsequently a few rumours that Evesham 
was likely to be taken again by the king, the town remained in the control 
of parliament. Its Interregnum history is more interesting than its slight 
military claim to fame. While the siege was going on, there was a brawl in 
an Evesham tavern over the integrity of the king. A townsman, Edward 
Pitway, defended the honour of parliament against the decJarations of a. 
cavalier in extremis. Pitway was a burgess of Evesham, and rallied to the 
cause of the Commonwealth in 1651 , helping to rout the forces of 
Charles Stuart at Worcester. By August 1655 Pitway was at the centre of 
a fierce struggle for authority in the town between a group of Quakers 
and the mayor, aldermen and burgesses. 

The details of the case of the Evesham Quakers can be followed 
in a recent article [1). The town was visited by an itinerant preacher, 
Humphrey Smith of Little Cowarne, Herefordshire, who gathered around 
him a group of families who rejected the orthodox Calvinism of the 
minister, George Hopkins, and at the same time viewed the town fathers 
as soft on drunkards and swearers. The leaders of the sect were rounded 
up and imprisoned in various places in the borough around the Market 
Place, and leading town burgesses strove to incite a mob to taunt the 
prisoners in their cell. It was at this point that Edward Pitway intervened on 
the prisoners' behalf and "came out" as a Quaker himself. 

As a response to their ill-treatment, the Evesham Quakers, under 
the leadership of Humphrey Smith, wrote to the Protector, and at the 
same time published their letter. The magistrates of the town were further 
incensed and tried Pitway, Smith and fourteen others for libel. Quaker 
books were burned in number at the aoss in the Market Place. 

Eventually, through the good offices of Major-Gen. James Berry, 
the Protector issued a warrant for the release of the Quakers, confirming 
Berry's verdict that he could not understand "either their faults or their 
fines". Thereafter the Quakers were persecuted intermittently through 
the rest of the Interregnum and into the mid 1660s. Their case illustrated 
the fear that the socially and theologically conservative 1own rulers had of 
the unorthodox behaviour of the radical sectaries - their refusal to doff 
their hats and their unwillingness not to proselytise. More importantly in 
the local Evesham context, however, the Quakers became a magnet for 
those unhappy with the lack of a radical agenda in government, with 
spiritual poverty in parts of the town and with the reluctance of the civic 
authorities to support the clauses in the Instrument of Government which 
established a measure of religious toleration. 
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The siege of Evesham was brief and its implications short lived. 
The furore over the Quakers split the town, led to a period of faction 
fighting in the town government and created a permanent Protestant 
nonconformity there. 

The modern visita to Evesham has to look hard for relics of the 
mid seventeenth century. The probable line of the royalist defences in 
1645 ran from the river where the modern railway line from Oxford 
crosses it in the east, along what is now a railway cutting to join the river 
on the west side. Modern development, including the railway, has 
certainly obliterated most of the line of the defences, but at the north end 
of Briar Close a footpath is visible running down a narrow lane. Where the 
lane peters out the remains of a hedge and ditch may be seen running 
down to the river. and this probably marks the last surviving trace of the 
civil war defences (OS 40332444). The Market Place in the centre of the 
town contains the town hall, where the Quakers were tried for sedition. 
The hall is late sixteenth century, but with many later additions. It has long 
been a tradition - it certainly seems highly plausible - that the Quakers 
were imprisoned in the cellar of what is now called the Walker Hall, until 
recently the town lending library. The market cross, at which over sixty 
Quaker books were burnt in 1655, stood in the Market Place where the 
docirs of the modern Abbey Gate shopping centre give on to it, but the 
cross itself was pulled down in the eighteenth century. 

In Bridge Street, on the left going down. is the house where 
Charles stayed in 1644. A sign hanging from the first storey barely 
advertises the fact; the house itself if now a baker's shop. The 
Bengeworth or Evesham bridge, destroyed by Charles I, was rebuilt 
during the late 164os but the present structure is Victorian. 

1. Stephen Roberts, 'The Quakers In Evesham 1655-60: A Study In Rellglon, 
Polltlcs and Culture', Mldland History 16 (1991 ), 63-85. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Ian Gentles, The New Model Army (Blackwell, 1992, £40). 

Followlng the publlcatlon of Sir Charles Firth's Realmental History of 
Cromwell's Army, the New Model Army became almost a neglected subject. It has 
In recently years, however, regained some considerable Interest through an 
ongoing debate, or perhaps more correctly argument, by leading academics, 
albelt on the slngle year 1647. The latest volume to appear on the New Model 
Army, and approprlately with that title, Is a long yet Interesting work by Ian 
Gentles. Covering the years 1645-53 In thlrt~n chapters, the volume deals with 
all the major events Involving the army during this period. It must however by said 
that this ls.certainly no military history, It being clear from the text that Dr Gentles 
has a greater understanding of the polltlcs coming from and surrounding the army 
than the mllltary nature of It, the dally marching or questions relating to 
equipment and so forth. Vet In saying this, one must stress that It would be 
Impossible to write on every aspect of this multifaceted subject, and cover It In a 
single volume. That mllltary politics, rather than mllltary history, Is the academic 
vogue at the present time Is undeniable, a trait which Is evident from Dr Gentles 
and others, In the depth In which they treat polltlcal Issues compared lo mllllary 
decisions. This Is perhaps true of the vast majority of late twentieth century 
historians, where the word has displaced the action In Importance. 
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The strongest section of the book does Indeed deal with the crisis of 
1647, the Agitators and the General Coun::ll of the Army. Perhaps this area of 
Interest grew from the heritage of Sir Charles Firth, who re-lntrod~ced them 
through his editing of the Clarke Papers. But equally, folbwlng Firth's death, It 
was not untll Marxist historians llke Christopher Hiii began their work o~ the New 
Model via the Levellers, Diggers and the religious sects which grew and 
flourished In the army, that further forward momentum was seen In the subject. 
Almost as a rebellion against Hiii, Brailsford and Morton, came Marie Klshlansky's 
Rise of the New Model Army (cambrldge UP, 1979), a revlsbnlst call to return the 
basic doctrine of the army back to a quite moderate conservative .position. 
Whereas the Marxists had stressed the New Model as .a wild beast laylng claim to 
Its own terrltorlal domain, Klshlansky left his army neutered of most of Its 
radlcallsm. Perhaps the rise of Klshlansky's New Model was to the world Hiii 
turned upside down, what Edmund Burke's Reflections on the Revolutlon In 
France was to Thomas Paine's Rights of Man not so m1,1eh revisionist, but simply 
a quest for transference of power through evolutionary change rather than 
acceptance that that same change can only be.reached by revolutionary turmoil. 

However, If Mark Klshlansky's work was meant to lnstll moderation Into 
his vision of the civil wars, making It more of a velvet than English revolution, he 
further Instilled rebellion within his own contemporaries. The debate or argumen 
continued throughout the 1980s with papers by Ian Gentles, John Morrill, John 
Adamson and Austin Woolrych, malnly writing on the army crisis In 1647. That 
this single year has dominated the writing of so many of the Immortals of 
academia Is no great surprise - It was after all the pivot by which the course of 
English polltlcs tipped between the old. order, the death of kingship and the birth 
of commonwealth. From their papers grew major works, prlnclpally Austin 
Woolrych's Soldlers and Statesmen (Clarendon, Oxford, 1987) which will remain 
the catalyst from which all future research Is formed concemlng this .period. Ian 
Gentles's The New Model Army will obviously take Its place alongside this work, 
and has Itself benefltted from It. Gentles covers the radicalism of the New Model 
In a far more balanced way than does Klshlansky, the army being allowed to 
develop a characteristic of Its own. Gentles's army Is allowed to break tree and 
takes steps along a road of Its own, whereas Klshlansky's army Is controlled and 
led along a path ordained by an ordered society. 

Of Interest to members of the Cromwell Association wlll undoubtedly be 
the chapters Gentles devotes to Ireland and Scotland. The New Model In Ireland 
Is a subject which historians have, perhaps understandably, neglected In recent 
years. However working In canada, Ian Gentles has broken the taboo of the New 
Model's role In Ireland. There are gOod, well researched chapters on both Ireland 
and Scotland, and there Is much within them to broaden our knowledge. 

The book does contain holes which I would ha~e preferred to see fllled, 
particularly In the early chapters on formation, the western campaigns, and 
stat,ments on purely military matters, but adequately compensates with the 
chapters covering 1647-53. It contains a number of monochrome Illustrations 
and, more Importantly, maps. At £40 there Is no denying that It Is an ex.pensive 
volume, but for Its politics well worth reading. 

Barry Denton 
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Michael Price, The Account BOok for the Borough of Swanua. 
Wales 1640-1660 (The Edwin Mellen Press, 1990, £39.95). 

·swansea was one of a number of settlements In South Wales to fool the 
presence of the Normans, who built a string of fortresses around the coast to 
guard key estuaries and river crossings. Like many of them, II subsequently 
gained borough status and Its own formal municipal govemment via a medieval 
charter. In most of them, the flnanclal and administrative duties necessitated the 
compilation of written records. But Swansea Is partlcularly forturiate In this 
resepct, for - largely through. the efforts of a nineteenth century antiquary and 
sometime mayor, George Grant Francis, who laboured to restore, recover and 
preserve the town's records - It possesses the most complete set of early 
munlments for any borough In South Wales. While elsewhere In the region 
surviving municipal records tend to begin In the late eighteenth or early 
nlnetheenth century, Swansea's council order books, poor law records and so 
forth are extant (with gaps) from the latter half of the sixteenth century onwards. 
They provide a rich source for historians. 

Michael Price has carefully and thoroughly transcribed, edited and 
annotated one of the fullest municipal records, the Common Attorneys' Account 
Book, for the twenty years of the civil war and Interregnum, 1640-1660. As Its 
name suggests, It was prlnclpally a flnanclal record, kept by or In the name of the 
Common Attorneys of the town - several of whom were largely or comple.tely 
Illiterate - of monies which they received and disbursed during the financial year. 
It does not cover all municipal Income and expenditure - some monies, not least 
the costs of entertaining Oliver Cromwell during his visit to Swansea In 1649, 
were handled by the portreeves and accounted for separately - nor are the 
Attorneys' accounts complete over this period - their accounts for the whole of 
1653 and part of 1654 are missing. However, the bulk of the munlclpa1 finances 
are accounted for here, a total of around £540 received and around £440 spent 
during the twenty years. Roughly two thirds of the receipts derived from rents, 
the remainder being made up of various commerclal duties, admission fees of 
new town burgesses and fines paid by ships dumping ballast In the bay. 
Disbursements Included rents on land and property which the council Itself 
rented, salaries and stipends to workers and offlclals, the relief of the.poor and of 
maimed soldiers and, consistently. the largest element, the repair and 
maintenance of munlclpal buildings, particularly the town hall, of roads, 
highways and bridges, of the quaysldes and of the town's defences. 

The clvll war and the polltlcal changes which It brought had only a limited 
Impact upon Swansea - In part, Mr Price suggests, because the town made a 
conscious.decision not to commit Itself too firmly to either side during the war· 
and the accounts give the Impression that the normal routine of municipal and 
urban llfe continued little changed . They do Include 'Usually brief and passing 
references to the presence· of soldiers and other military figures, Including 
several parflamentary admirals and naval captains, the presence or refugees 
from Ireland In 1641-2, a visit by the royalist Marquis of Worcester In spring 1643, 
the entry Into the town of first the royalist rebels and then the conquering 
parllamentarlans In 1648, the construction of a gunpowder magazine In 1642 and 
the maintenance of the magazine and of other military structures thereafter. 
Although Cromwell Is known to have passed through Swansea several times 
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during this period, he makes only a fleeting appearance In the Attorneys' 
accounts. His friend and later his Councillor and Comptroller, the mighty Phlllp 
Jones, sometime governor of Swansea and the greatest pa~lamentary grandee 
In South Wales during the 1650s, looms far larger. This Is an attractive and well
presented volume, sldlfully transcrbed and annotated by Mr Price, who has also 
supplied a series of concise and Informative Introductory chapters on Swansea, 
Its municipal records and the evidence which can be gleaned from the Attorneys' 
accounts, plus \\Ill and thorough Indices. The author and plbllsher are to be 
congratulated on this fine volume, the first In a series of 'Welsh Studies' to 
appear under the auspices of the Centre for Research and Scholarship of St 
David's University College. 

Peter Gaunt 

It Is pleasant this year to begin with two books directly devoted to Oliver 
Cromwell, each short, scholarly and perceptive and, what's more, avallable at a 
modest price In paperback. Barry Coward's Oliver Cromwell Is an apt addition to 
Longman's series 'Profiles In Power' (1991, £6.99). Dr Coward offers a study of 
Cromwell 'as a polltlcal figure and of the historical problems associated with the 
exercise of power', finding It convenient to move along a chronologlcal llne with a 
not unexpected emphasis on the progress of the mllltary polhlclan emerging from 
the civil wars. Though his first chapter Is entltled 'The Unknown Cromwell', he 
recognises that more Is being, and no doubt wlll be, uncovered about the earlier 
(surely In some measure formative) two-thirds of Oliver's lifespan. His Cromwell 
did not spring Venus-like full-grown from the waters. Even In the climactic winter 
months of 1648-9, his role was not always that of the obviously leading man. 
Much of his reputation comes from the after comment of later actions and the 
manifold Interpretations of them. He was never a factotum, no more than he was 
falnenant. Not every slighted castle was a ruin that Cromwell knocked about a 
bit, though some were. He was not the sheer military dictator of popular 
prejudice, and the army that he led was Inclined sometimes to lead him, though Dr 
Coward sees Cromwell rejecting the crown In 1657 not from fear of army reactions 
but rather because he did not want to put himself too firmly Into the hands of 
worldly men llke Broghlll and the civilian klngllngs - an Interesting suggestion that 
deserves elaboration. Dr Coward sees a consistent thread running through all 
Ollver did In the 1640s and 1650s, somehow raising him above all contradictions 
and Inconsistencies, ambivalences and misunderstandings. That was the 
ambition, which Cromwell would ascribe to God working on his heart and .mind, to 
achieve a godly reformation among his compatriots, God's E ngllshmen. Just 
what he meant by that he found It hard to articulate, and It was and has been as 
dlfflcult for others to grasp. But the fact that Cromwellian England did experience 
'a greater degree of rellglous freedom than ever before' Indicates a broader, 
deeper definition than those of most other groupings operating during the 
troubles. Dr Coward concludes that the Protector failed to advance his godly 
reformation and suggests why, but It may be said that Oliver's errorts had more 
than somewhat to do with an eventual religious plurallsm. Dr Coward pursues him 
Into Ireland and Scotland, both conquests for the Rump, but notes that the 
settlements there, contrasting, but each blandly labelled Cromwellian, really 
owed llttle or nothing to his direct Intervention. Was he, then, really Lord Dacre's 
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Initiator of nothing? Dr Coward doubts It. Cromwell did and fortunately said a lot, 
much of It quoted here. The portrait Is certainly that of a man who acquired and 
exploited power, but a genuine human being, too, with pimples on his fac. and 
scars on his character, yet always marked by charm, sense and sensibility.This 
Is a Cromwell who wlll surely appeal to all the marvellously varied outlooks or 
members of our Association. 

David L Smith's Ollver Cromwell In the cambrldge 'Topics In History" 
series, subtltled 'politics and· religion In the English revolution 1640-58' 
(cambrldge UP, 1991, £5.50), Is Intended for sixth-formers - and none the worse 
for that. It sets out topically selections of 'key' extracts upon which students 
can draw In tackling the very pertinent and stimulating questions set. Wide
ranging the extracts are perhaps sometimes too brief to enable deep 
conslde~tlon of the chosen areas of debate (e.g. on Cromwell's motives and 
methods and his sincerity), but the book Is so Intelligent and thoughtful In the 
thrust of Its commentary that It provides an Introduction - and more - which can 
be appreciated well beyond the designated readership. There Is a useful 
annotated bl>llography. 

The early modem period was the great age of the royal court, reaching 
Its apotheosis In Louis XIV's Versailles. Earlier Phlllp II had ruled the hlspanlc 
world from the Escorlal. Both James I ard Charles I, with their high-flown notions 
of monarchy, sought to make Whltehall their centre of centres. To some extent 
Oliver Protector did the same. Under the early Stuarts the essence of the court 
was dlstllied In royal patronage, defined by Linda Levy Peck In her Patronage and 
Corry>tlon In early Stuart England (Unwln Hyman, 1990, £35) as 'the ubiquitous 
relationship that permeated ... pollllcal, social, economic and cultural llfe', 
reaching down Into the localltles, where 'a voluntary unstlpended local 
bureaucracy ln the shape of JPs drew In a variety of ways from the fount of royal 
bounty'. (The dichotomy often glimpsed between court and country In almost 
every aspect of llfe has cert21nly been too sharply drawn). Ideally very 
defensl>le, In practice patronage was ravelled up Into corruption. A sense that 
the court, Indeed, was the very seat of corruption underlay a good deal of the 
polltlcal (and oth8r) criticism under James particularly, exemplified In the sale of 
honours, notably the creation of the order of·baronets, among the first of whom 
there were some very flawed characters, llke the well-named careerist Sir 
Sackvllle Crowe, who would spend most of the Interregnum In the Tower. The · 
monopoly of favour enjoyed by the Duke of Buckingham - described by Maurice 
Ashley as a 'gilded bottleneck' - could not be readily portrayed, as John Hoskins 
would have liked, as 'the sweet conduit of the king's mercy'. Corruption of 
patronage Informed the concept of 'evll counsellors' and the discourse of 
patronage perverted was central to early seventeenth century pollllcs, not .only 
under the early Stuart kings, but during the Rump particularly, as Edward 
Walker's The History of Independence mordantly demonstrates. Linda .P~k's 
general argument and her special studies of factions and favourites,. !'lO,nopo((11ts 
and merch~nts, all bringing 'the public profit Into private hand', lllum!nat~.a .. wldo 
swathe or aspects of the early seventeenth century world In wt,1.ch .. Ollvor 
Cromwell grew to maturity. . . . . 

Linda Peck has also edited The Mental World of the Jacobgn Court 
(Cambridge UP, 1991, £45), ste,idles by divers hands. The quality varies but tho 
total effect Is Impressive, presenting a broader picture showing that alongeldo 
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corruption there was much that was valuable and positive In cultural and 
Intellectual activities. Dr Peck's Introduction In partlcular serlously challenges 
the derogatory view of James l's court put forward during the Interregnum, when 
a condemnation of Its values was desirable for the onslaught ~n monarchy In 
practice and In theory. Just as James himself Is being rehabllltated, so Is his 
court as the focal point of contact between crown and political nation. There 
many of the tensions of the period began and were either resolved or Intensified 
The king hlmself - our most Intellectual and scrl)aclous sovereign - Is naturally In 
the forefront In the essays, notably In Jenny Wormald's on the Scottish context 
and In J P Sommervllle's examination of James's expression of divine right, Ilk& 
his aggressively defensive view of the Engllsh constitution surveyed by Paul 
Christianson. This volume which extends to polltlcs; theology, llterature and art 
Is a model for lnterdlsclpllnary studies In this period. 

Tessa Watts goes more down market In Cheap Print and Popular Pl~ 
1550-1640 (cambrldge UP, 1991, £35). Copiously Illustrated from broadsides and 
chapbooks, It seems a major contribution to the study of what has come to be 
called 'popular culture', which takes In popular rellglon. But Dr Watts Is cool on 
the concept, preferring to Identify and examine 'shared values' across the social 
spectrum. She concentrates on dissemination of Protestant Ideas through the 
development of cheap printing and publlshlng, demonstrating how these media 
were responsive to a variety of needs - a market, Indeed - which certainly looked 
for entertainment but also embraced rellglous and moral Issues, with lmpllcatlons 
within the social structure vertically as well as horizontally. She shows traditional 
beliefs and values become shot through with new Ideas In popular publications, 
not only In words but In persuasive Iconography and graphics. continuity, as 
always, mlngled with change and change with continuity, sounding the plangent 
keynotes of the century between the Reformation and the civil wars. It Is 
Inconceivable that the young Ollver Cromwell did not at some point come In 
contact with publlcatlons of this sort, which may have helped to frame the Images 
and phraseology with which he would express hlmself In his letters and 
speeches. 

The Vale Center for Parliamentary History under the creative 
directorship of J H Hexter has done much to make accessl:>le material for the 
assessment of early Stuart assembles. Under a new director, David Underdown 
who has made distinguished contributions to the study of the 1640s and 1650s, 
the first volume (of four) covering the 1626 parliament (Charles l's second) has 
appeared. It Is devoted to The House of Lords (edited by W Bidwell and M 
Jansson, Vale UP, 1991, £50), reflecting current stress on the vltal polltlcal role 
of peers over the centuries. The high standards of scholarship and presentation 
of the series are maintained. The high points are the frustrated Impeachment of 
Buckingham and the treason,charges against the Earl of Bristol, the man who 
knew too much about the madcap expedition of the prince and the favourite to 
Ma~rld In 1623. But as usual a spate of leglslatlon, public and private, passed or 
passed over, took up the time of both houses. Private diaries, some quite full, 
supplement the official record of the Journals. That they were kept at all points to 
an Increasing significance attached to parliamentary business. One day a 
kingfisher flew Into the commons, 'some saying It came to complain of the Lord 
Admiral (Buckingham) because the Narrow Seas were lost to Dunkirk 
(privateers)'. The Lords protested against Charles's abrupt dissolution after a 
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couple of hectic months - In vain, though he assured them that 'his wound came 
not from your Lordships but from the Commons'. Buckingham was saved to be 
assailed In the next parliament, the first In which Ollver Cromwell sat 

Predestination. Polley and Polemic by Peter White (cambrtdge UP, 
1991, £35) contemplates 'conflict and consensus In the English church from the 
Reformation to the clvll war·, finding a mlsh-mash of both. Dr White argues that 
the accepted notion that Charles I and his court were Ideologically committed to 
Armlnlanlsm against a hitherto prevalllng ·ca1vlnlst' consensus will not do. He 
discerns Instead across· the Church of England a spectrum with a broad 
moderation at the mlddle undeterred by extremists, accommodating and 
maintaining Its own tradition, t~lfled by Bishop Jewel's Apologia, but with much 
other writing with an appeal to predestlnarlans and antl-predestlnartans allke. 
(Here Dr White makes effective use of contemporary library catalogues). 
Armlnlanlsm, too, he contends was the preoccupation of a decided minority 
within a minority. The objective of the crown was on the whole to reduce 
controversy In rellglon, thereby to reinforce Itself polltlcally. While accepting that 
In the origins of the clvll war rellglon played a part - one might feel even a greater 
part than he allows - Dr White concludes that predestination had little or nothing 
to do with It. Antl-popery was something else again. This Is a learned 
reconsideration of post-Reformation theology seriously confronting the problems 
In lnterp.retlng the relatlons of monarchy and church (Including Its lay members) 
culminating In the crisis of 1642. . 

COnrad Russell's Unrevolutlonarv England 1603-42 (Hambledon Press 
1990, £3 0) brings together his wealth of essays, Including the sem 1~1 
'Parliamentary history In perspective 1604-29' (History, 1976), which have 
shown over two decades what might be called the more acceptable face of early 
Stuart revisionism. The tltle speaks eloquently for Itself, but a brief Introduction 
sets out why he rejects 'a dlalectlcal framework for history' generally, the effect 
of a (perhaps temperamental) dlslncllnatlon to see change as always happening 
from a clash of opposites. No revisionist Is more acute or more courteous than 
Earl Russell and both those who disagree with him fundamentally and those 
whose revisionism does not move along the same tracks will find renewed 
pleasure and profit In having available In a single place this body of scholarly 
work, some of It very speclallsed, some very accessible to the hoped-for general 
reader. It Is a matter of regret that Professor Russell has not much extended his 
researches, which began with the career of John Pym, Into the period that 
followed the death of that remarkable parliamentarian In December 1643. What, 1 
wonder, would be the tltle of a book emerging If he did follow through? 

That there was a vital British dimension to the English civil wars Is fast 
becoming a commonplace. But there Is nothing commonplace about Conrad 
Russell's massive The Fall of the British Monarchies 1637-42 (Oxford UP 1991 
£40), which follows In a dense narrative and a searching concurr~nt com~enta~ 
developments within and between the major constituents of the British Isles 
from the ship money case - you have to begin somewh@re - to the' autumn of 
1642. During that time both covenanted Scotland and papist Ireland rose In 
rebelllon and by the end England ('the most doclle') was on the brink of It. In the 
process Earl Russell ls able to set out In greater detail and d$pth than In his Ford 
Lectures the causes he sees for the clvl war. Everywhere h9 finds diversity of 
response to successive developments, from villages up to klrigdonis. He places 
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·a very heavy responsibility upon the king himself', though when war did come It 
was as the effect of a shifting concatenation of circumstances, Including honest 
mistakes and genuine mlsunder-standlngs as well as malice, each of which 
closed off possble alternative ways out from a deteriorating situation. Charles's 
chosen methods of controlling his complex Inheritance put England as 'pig In the 
middle' between Scotland and Ireland. 'In Britain as In the Netherlands and In 
catalonla' the drive for uniformity within multiple territories, on the race of It a 
sensble policy, led Ironically only to disaster. Where France had her 'wars of 
religion' - which were more than that - In the sixteenth century, the British Isles 
had theirs In the mid seventeenth. Professor Russell concludes appositely that 
peace within England and Scotland and between them would only become 
possble when the urge towards religious uniformity dissipated. Unfortunately the 
case Is altered with Ireland. 'Ulster, already In 1641 the crucible of the British 
problem ... ls a place where the Issue of the process Is yet In the future'. 
Contemporary politics suggests that In fact the British problem, elsewhere shorn 
of religion, ma~. stlll lingers on - In Scotland certainty and In the prlnclpallty of 
Wales, for Instance, too readily now as then subsumed Into England. 

In A Nation Under Siege (HMSO, 1991, £6.95), Dr Peter Gaunt surveys 
succlnctly the Welsh part In the civil wars down to 1648, with a few thoughtful 
pages on the aftermath. This well-designed larger format paperback, aptly
Illustrated, deserves a readership beyond the prlnclpallty Itself. Dr Gaunt argues 
convlnclngly that In the light of Wales's polltlcal, social, economic and religious 
condition In the early seventeenth century both sides In the war might plausibly 
call on support there, but that at the actual outbreak there was little In the way of 
a clear expression of backing for either. Vet once underway - though only after 
the harvest was In - 'virtually the whole of Wales' would come out for the king. 
Why? Traditional loyalty to the Tudors, maintained for their Stuart successors, 
seems a rather romantic notion. More realistic surely was the overweening 
Influence of a few peers and substantial gentry over the rest of society. But Dr 
Gaunt sensibly offers no monolithic motivation. In the end as elsewhere It all 
came down to Individual decisions. Pertinently he cites Sir Thomas Salusbury 
MP, who ultimately plumped for royallsm, pushed by biblical and historical 
Injunctions against rebellion, by awe of an anointed ruler, dread of schism In 
church and state, and belief In monarchy as the best form of human government -
at least that was what he wrote In a letter to his sister. In Wales as everywhere 
under the surface and sometimes breaking It there were diverse Interests, 
particularly along the border. The belated surrender of Harlech castle In May 
164 7 may be taken to mark the end of the nrst civil war not only In Wales Itself but 
In Great Britain. The search for a settlement Involved a second - with the battle of 
st Fagan's In May 1648 as a prelude to Cromwell's effective mopping up all over 
the place that summer and autumn. Dr Gaunt concludes lmaglnallvely with an 
extract from the diary of Rector- Francis Kllvert of Clyro, Radnorshlre, who In 1870 
recorded how the visit of Charles I there was Imprinted Indelibly In detail In folk 
memory. In this as much as In ruined castles and soldiers graves we have a true 
measure of the Impact of Jhe civil wars on Wales. This Is an admirable work of 
scholarship Infused with e'nthuslasm. 

The New Model Army (Blackwell, 1991, £40) by Ian Gentles has been 
eagerly awaited. It does not disappoint. In a detailed narrative It examines the 
army's military and political activities 'In England, Ireland and Scotland' • Wales 
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does not appear In the sub-title or the Index - from 1645, to 1663, anolhor 
underlining of the need. to take a wider measure of the clvll, waro and lholr 
aftermath. t am reviewing It.elsewhere, but can commend It to mem~rt or tho 
Association as a most substantial achievement, extending, .complemenllng and 
modifying what ,has been written ali'eady on this ever-lnierestlng topic, notably 
Mark Klshlansky's The Rise of the New Model Army, which It approj!lches tn a 
critical but unconfrontatlonal· spirit. Dr Gentles's chapter on the. army In. our 
President's coll8ctlon, The Impact of the English Civil War (Colllns & Brown, 
1991, £6.99) provides a he-'ful Introduction to the big book. 

. Bernard Capp's study of Cromwell's Navy (1989) Is complemented by an 
Important chapter on the neet under the Earl of Warwick In the 1640s ln.K :R. 
Andrews's Ships. Money and Politics: Seafaring and Naval EnterprlS&s ln .. the 
Reign of Charles I (cambrldge UP, 1991, £25), a volume of studies which goes a 
long way to dissipating 'the Impression of general failure, universal' 
lncompetenee and unmitigated disaster' often given of the early seventeenth 
century In naval histories. He shows seamanship Improving technically under 
masters less obviously heroic maybe than those of Elizabethan times, but with 
as much'lf not more nautical capacity. For parliament to win over the navy In 1642 
was a surprise and Ironic In view of shp money, but It also led to a sort of naval 
revolution In which entrepreneurs like the ubiquitous and dynamic Maurice 
Thompson, 'the architect of commercial and maritime policy under the Rump', In 
effeet (It Is suggested) took over the navy, m11)9llng p¢11c and private Interests 
and policy. Prime mover of the Navigation Act 'and to become governor of the 
East lndla Company In the later 1650s, Thompson Is beginning to get the 
attention he and his associates deserve. 

War and Government In Britain ~159~-:1650; .edHed by M C Fissel 
(Manchester UP, 1991, £35), contains ten miscellaneous studies of how the 
demands of war at home and away were met by English governments and what 
effects they had. J S Wheeler on 'loglsltlcs and supply In Cromwell's conquest of 
Ireland' sees the campaign as demonstrating novel advances In the art of war, 
'employing the cutting edge' of the New Model, reinforced by 'the financial and 
organisational ablllty needed to wage modem warfare', thereby foreshadowing 
Britain's rise at the end of the century to military power In Europe and beyond. No 
Cromwell, no Marlborough, It seems. Charles car1ton offers as a preview of a 
forthcoming book an essay on 'the face of battle In the English civil wars·, an 
attempt to recreate something llke the 'experience of war· for readers who, like 
the author himself, have had no direct taste of It. He remarks that we must. get 
behind our knowledge of the outcome to appreciate how close run a thing the 
conflict was. Particularly pertinent Is to remember how meeting battle face to 
face must always be an essentially Individual encounter; each contestant w.ould 
have his own unique account. Oliver Cromwell's vivid letters reporting on battles 
won are only one strand of a thick-woven story. Rohan Bennett's case-studycof 
'war and disorder' In Yorkshire shows how during the 1640s the serious ottences 
committed !?}' the soldiery, threatening good order and relationships, dropped 
away In the 1650s - mostly because of determination of officers from the .lor,d 
general downwards to assume control of their troops' 'Ill humours' asca 
necessary part of 'healing and settling'. Other high-quality essays 9eal rw1th 
earlier developments, for example, the lord lieutenancies, and naval finances, 
Including sh., money. This lnhlal volume augurs well for the series 'War, Armed 
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Forces and Society·. 
Ronald Hutton's recent block-buster biography of Charles II has been 

followed by another - also Charles II (Weldenfel<! & Nicholson, 1 gg1, £20) - by 
John Miiier, a specialist In the later seventeenth century. It Is 2ul essentially 
polltlcal llfe which by choice addresses mllltary and administrative matters only 
tange.ntlally. It complements rather than competes with Dr Hutton's. Obese 
though they are .there Is room for both. The urge to starry-eyed enthusiasm for 
this cold and most self-centred of monarchs seems over. Dr Miiier shows him as 
a man of undoubted abllltles who failed to exploit them a(leql!ately through 
laziness and a flicker.Ing wlll-power. At bottom C:harfes lacked Interest In other 
people, whether friend or foe - a serious deficiency In any polltlclan, and 
particularly In a ruler. Nevertheless, once back home, he s~yed theu~. kept his 
throne and died a natural death In his own "down bed of e~se'. His father and 
brother James had different tales to tel Dr Miiier ~loys his version of Charles 
with elegance and good sense, drawing expertly on substantial documentation. 
The young exiled Charles Is quickly c:teatt with but well enough to show that a 
restoration was not really feasible during th9 Ollverlan decade and that when one 
did come It took a tightly complex skein or circumstances handle<! with the astute 
deviousness of George Monck to bring It off. . 

R L Greaves continues his Investigation of post-Re~oratlon radlcallsm, 
chiefly religious, begun In Deliver Us From Evil (1981)) covering 1660-63, with 
Enemies Under His Feet 1664-77 (Stanford UP, 1990, £39.50) bringing us to the 
eve of the Exclusion Crisis and extending his Interest to the. exiles on the 
continent. He shows that while almost all radicals were Protestant dissenters - to 
be found In all sects - by no means all nonconfonnlsts were .radicals. He has no 
difficulty In tracing "factious spirits", armed by faith and optimism to do "the 
Lord's battle", but effective support for a national rising was .never for(hcomlng or 
likely to be .. Memories of 'the late troubles' worked too .St!'Ongly In the opposite 
direction. Charles ll's pragmatic edict of toleration In 11572 might have put him 
Into the position to destroy altogether the radical threat, but the failure of the 
cavalier Parliament to accept It meant that the government felt Itself bound to 
face sporadic .outbreaks. That led to a perse<:utlon which ~set many who would 
otherwise have been content quietly to worship their Lord In conventicles, 
accommodating themselves to "the system'. ".The Quakers were dangerous as 
models. of resistance; ten alone, they were essent!illiY harmless·. (It seemed 
different In the 1650s). But the dissidents co1.1ld not work together, within 
England Itself or across the constituents of the British Isles and beyond. The 
Galloway rising 'for God and the Covefl<!nt' In 1666 got no help from England. The 
Restoration had been facllltated by divisions wltt)ln the Good Oki cause and they 
were stlll there among the advocates. of radical change. Vet Dr Greaves sees a 
radical tradition, never .quite expunged, stemming from tile Interregnum and 
ensuring.In the end rellglous pluralism at least. A third volume follow Ing the·trall 
thr9ugh_ to the Glorious Revolution Is ·Prom1$ed. 

And so the era of Cromwell and . the Stuarts maintains Its diverse 
appeals. The Select Bbllography lncl!Jdes many Items which l'egrettably have not 
yet come my way. Some I have reviewed elsew.here. Others I am holplng over to 
another year, overwhelmed though I am likely to be by m9re even now In the 
press. 

Ivan Roots 
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